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Congratulations to all the Scottish talent
with films in selection. In bringing together
the very best of Scottish, UK and world cinema
to delight and challenge audiences, this year’s
edition has something for all.
Creative Scotland supports the development and
production of feature films, feature documentaries and
short films from established and emerging filmmakers in
Scotland. We work to bring film and television productions
to Scotland and co-ordinate a country-wide locations
service. Scotland’s leading international film festival
provides the ideal platform to support all of this work and
we wish all at the festival every success for this 70th edition.
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welcome
Mark Adams
Artistic Director
Edinburgh International
Film Festival

Welcome to the 70th edition of the Edinburgh International Film Festival!
What an amazing thing to be able to write. It really is with pleasure
and pride that we can celebrate one of the world’s greatest and most
venerable of film festivals with a programme that not only delivers some
remarkable new cinema but also harks back to past glories, memorable
moments and great achievements.
Those who were with us last year might agree that we worked hard
to emphasise the word ‘festival’, with audiences, guests and staff
embracing the inclusive and celebratory atmosphere; getting the chance
to see terrific films, meet some terrific talents and maybe even share a
drink or two in the Festival HQ… or the Filmhouse Café Bar as we call it
the rest of the year.
I’m delighted that once again we are able to bookend EIFF with two
wonderful World Premieres of great Scottish films. We open with Jason
Connery’s enthralling period drama Tommy’s Honour, starring Peter
Mullan, Jack Lowden, Ophelia Lovibond and Sam Neill, and close with
Gillies MacKinnon’s charming remake of the much-loved classic Whisky
Galore!, starring Gregor Fisher, Kevin Guthrie, Eddie Izzard and James
Cosmo. In between there will be a wonderful spread of premieres, often
accompanied by filmmakers and performers, all aimed at offering our
loyal audience the rare opportunity to experience a selection of some of
the best new films around.
Our national cinema focus this year shines the spotlight on Finland, and
presents a selection of new dramas, comedies, documentaries and short
films. As usual, EIFF Retrospectives will be a highlight of the festival. This
year we celebrate the bravura cinematic style of the French ‘Cinéma
du look’ movement, highlighted by a series of stunning 1980s and ‘90s
films from Jean-Jacques Beineix, Luc Besson and Leos Carax, while in
our POW!!! Live Action Comic Strip Adaptations: The First Generation
retrospective we delve into a series of classic comic book adaptations
that made their name before the advent of Marvel and DC movies.
Our commitment to supporting film education and young audiences is as
strong as ever, and once again our Young Programmers have been viewing
films to give them their stamp of approval. Family audiences will also be
thrilled that our Family Gala will be the much-anticipated Finding Nemo
sequel, Finding Dory.
We are delighted to present this programme for our 70th edition – it
is a festival brimming with cinematic highlights, ranging from great
new European cinema through to late night culty treats. There truly is
something for everybody at EIFF 2016, so make sure you join us for what
will be a memorable anniversary edition.
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Please Recycle EIFF is part of the Green Arts
Initiative and is committed to carrying out
sustainable practices. Please use recycling facilities
at EIFF venues, where possible, and recycle this
brochure when you’re finished with it. Thank you!

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

get more from EIFF!
Not sure where to begin? Check out our essential guide to getting the best from EIFF!
See page 78 to find out how to book your tickets.

choosing films and events

festival hq

Choosing is the hardest part – but we like to
make it easy!

Open 8am until 3am every day of EIFF, Festival HQ at Filmhouse
is the social hub of the Festival. With live music, ticket deals,
food served until 3am, drinks offers and special events aligned
with the EIFF programme – this is the place to be when you are
not sitting in the dark.

We’ve divided our brochure into strands - grouped by themes
and focuses - and included an introduction to explain each
of them. A complete alphabetical list of EIFF features and
shorts programmes is also available on pages 79-80.

ticket discounts
Bulk buy Buy 10 or more tickets for different films* and get a
35% discount. Buy 6-9 different films* and get a 25% discount.
Group discount Buy 10 or more tickets to a single screening
and get 10% off.
Family discount There is a family discount available on all
family films, look out for the
symbol. Buy one adult
ticket and at least two children’s tickets for a family film to
get an extra 50p off per ticket.
Bargain-hunting filmgoers should note that there are
additional ticket offers and give-aways throughout the
Festival. Become a free EIFF Web Member for full access
to a host of Festival features to help you get the most out
of EIFF 2016.
*Excludes Opening and Closing Galas.
Ticket discounts are for selected screenings only, subject
to availability and only one discount can be applied per
transaction.

best of the fest
If you miss one of your top Festival picks don’t forget our
annual ‘Best of the Fest’ on Sunday 26 June, where we
will screen a selection of the best and most popular films
from EIFF 2016. This year, the line-up will be announced on
Thursday 23 June at noon and tickets to each film are only £7.

meet our guests
Over the years we’ve had an array of exciting guests in
attendance at EIFF and this year will be no different! In
recent years we have welcomed Sean Connery, Martin
Scorsese, Jennifer Lawrence, Kate Winslet, Ewan McGregor
and Elijah Wood to the Festival.
A vital aspect of EIFF is giving you direct access to the
creative visionaries behind great films. Year after year,
we’ve been thrilled to bring a host of professionals and key
industry figures to Edinburgh. Many of our screenings have
live introductions and/or Q&A sessions with directors, writers,
producers and on-screen talent – there’s no better chance
to ask your questions and get inspired by the best in the
business!

brochure highlights
Essential cinema from across the Festival,
recommended by our team of Young Programmers for a
teenage audience.

get connected

EIFF is a partner in Moving Cinema, an initiative to introduce
young people to the best European films, and supported by
Creative Europe.

Be the first to receive exclusive content, offers, competitions
and the latest news by signing up as a free Web Member.
Go to edfilmfest.org.uk/register to signup.

This symbol highlights films in our programme which
are suitable for all ages and of particular interest
to family audiences. These films also have a special
family discount available!

Don’t miss out on programme updates, daily deals, and the latest
festival coverage from EIFFtv and our official photographers by
connecting with us on social media.

D
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Look out for the Doc of the Day symbol – it indicates
that there will be associated events to the screening.
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opening night gala

world premiere

Tommy’s Honour
Jason Connery/UK/2016/117 min
Cast: Peter Mullan, Jack Lowden, Ophelia Lovibond, Sam Neill
WED 15 June 20:55 Festival Theatre
PRICE: £15.00 (£10.00 concs)
A captivating period drama about a strained relationship between father and son, Jason Connery’s enthralling film is set against the fascinating
backdrop of the early days of professional golf: when golf balls had to be painted, when backspin on a chip shot was practically unheard of and
when it wasn’t unusual for fights to break out when betting got too intense.
Scottish acting legend Peter Mullan is perfectly cast as the ordered and loyal Old Tom Morris, the man who helped set up the Open
Championship and went on to win it four times. He would become greenkeeper at the Royal and Ancient Club at St Andrews, where he
established a club-making shop overlooking the 18th green, and where he hoped his son Tommy would follow in his respectful footsteps.
Young Tommy (Jack Lowden, BBC’s War & Peace) has plans of his own, and sets out to become the ‘dashing young man of golf’, challenging
traditions, drawing spectators and becoming golf’s first touring pro.
This beautifully directed film is an uplifting, amusing and dramatic story of two men united by the love of a sport. The film also features an
impressive performance by Ophelia Lovibond as Tommy’s wife Meg, and makes great use of some spectacular Scottish locations.
Director Jason Connery commented: “It is a story that is truly close to my heart as I grew up with my father on a golf course and I have a home
an hour from St Andrews. It is an extraordinary and intimate tale of love and family at the beginning of the great game of golf.” [PG]
Mark Adams
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Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

closing night gala

world premiere

Whisky Galore!
Gillies MacKinnon/UK/2016/98 min
Cast: Gregor Fisher, Eddie Izzard, James Cosmo, Kevin Guthrie, Sean Biggerstaff, Naomi Battrick, Ellie Kendrick
SUN 26 June 17:15 Festival Theatre
SUN 26 June 20:45 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £15.00 (£10.00 concs)
The warmth, whimsy and, of course, the whisky which made Whisky Galore! such a success in both the source novel and Alexander
Mackendrick’s 1949 film adaptation are alive and well in this version of a much loved and highly treasured favourite.
The story of Whisky Galore! is based on real life events, when the 8000 ton cargo ship the SS Politician ran aground off the Island of Eriskay
during gale force winds.
Author Compton McKenzie took these events and wrote a wonderfully warm and witty book that was ripe for adaptation. In 1949 his story
of whisky-deprived islanders plundering a wrecked vessel and doing their best to hide the loot from the Home Guard was adapted by Ealing
Studios, going on to be hailed a classic. It was released in the US as Tight Little Island and in France as the far more saucy Whisky A Go Go.
The film details the story of the inhabitants of the isolated Scottish island of Todday, in the Outer Hebrides, where gloom sets in as their
wartime rationing of whisky runs out. When cargo ship the SS Cabinet Minister runs aground the shrewd islanders run rings around the
buffoonish English Home Guard commander Captain Waggett (beautifully played by Eddie Izzard) and conspire to hide away cases of the
precious amber nectar.
A terrific Scottish cast including Gregor Fisher as local postmaster (and narrator of the story) Macroon, Kevin Guthrie as mild-mannered teacher
George, James Cosmo as local minister MacAlister, and a delightful script by Peter McDougal combine to make Gillies MacKinnon’s version a
charming delight. [12A]
Mark Adams
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THE LOVERS
AND THE DESPOT
Dirs. Robert Cannan,
Ross Adam

PROUD TO
SUPPORT
EIFF 2016
Congratulations to the following
BFI-backed films in selection
A PATCH OF FOG
Dir. Michael Lennox
THE LOVERS AND THE DESPOT
Dirs. Robert Cannan, Ross Adam
THE LIBRARY SUICIDES
Dir. Euros Lyn

#BFIBacked
bfi.org.uk/filmfund

eiff 2016 official awards
The Audience Award
nominees

Other awards at EIFF

If you are attending a screening of
any of the titles below, you will be
able to rate the film using the voting
cards provided. You can also share
your thoughts using the online forums
at edfilmfest.org.uk

For all the nominees please visit
edfilmfest.org.uk

Adult Life Skills
The Carer		
A Conspiracy of Faith
The First Monday in May
Forsaken
The Fundamentals of Caring
Hunt for the Wilderpeople
Irreplaceable
Ithaca
Little Men
Maggie’s Plan
A Man Called Ove
Moon Dogs
Mr. Pig

The Award for Best Short Film
The Award for Best Performance in a
British Feature Film

p10
p11
p21
p36
p32
p16
p23
p26
p17
p23
p17
p27
p12
p33

The Mclaren Award for Best New British
Animation Supported by the British
Council

The Michael Powell Award
for Best British Feature Film

The Award for Best
International Feature Film

The Award for Best
Documentary Feature Film

Away
Brakes
The Library Suicides
Macbeth Unhinged
Moon Dogs
Pale Star
A Patch of Fog
Pikadero
Seat in Shadow
Starfish
Tommy’s Honour
The White King

The Actor
Brahman Naman
A Conspiracy of Faith
The Fundamentals of Caring
Go Home
Halal Love (and Sex)
Hunt for the Wilderpeople
The Lure
Saint Amour
Sand Storm
Sparrows
Suntan

Becoming Zlatan
Brothers
BUGS
The First Monday in May
Gary Numan: Android in La La Land
Homo Sapiens
The Islands and the Whales
The Lovers and the Despot
The Pretty Ones
Shadow World
Sick
Under the Sun

p10
p11
p12
p12
p12
p13
p13
p13
p14
p14
p04
p15

p31
p32
p21
p16
p25
p32
p23
p27
p29
p34
p29
p29

p35
p35
p35
p36
p37
p37
p38
p38
p43
p43
p43
p44

The nominees for The Award for Best
Performance in a British Feature Film
are also as above.
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festival galas

uk premiere

Finding Dory

Highlander: 30th Anniversary

Andrew Stanton/USA/2016/100 min

Russell Mulcahy/UK/1986/116 min

Cast: Ellen DeGeneres, Albert Brooks, Idris Elba, Diane Keaton,
Ed O’Neill

Cast: Christopher Lambert, Sean Connery, Clancy Brown, Roxanne
Hart, Celia Imrie

SAT 18 June 14:00 Festival Theatre
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SAT 18 June 19:30 cineworld
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

Fantastic fishy animated fun.

There can be only one…

A much-anticipated follow-up to Pixar’s delightful 2003 hit Finding
Nemo, this beautifully rendered sequel will enthrall, with fans
young and old keen to catch up with the adventures of Dory and her
undersea friends.

One of the great action-fantasy romps of the 1980s, this freewheeling
film was a modest success on its initial release, but has since
developed into a cult favourite packed with quotable lines,
punctuated with stylish sword-fighting moments and with a series of
memorable songs from Queen.

The film picks up six months after Finding Nemo, with warm-hearted
amnesiac Dory (again wonderfully voiced by Ellen DeGeneres),
suddenly recalling childhood memories specifically about the ‘jewel
of Morro Bay’ in California.
Accompanied by Nemo (Hayden Rolence) and Nemo’s father Marlin
(Albert Brooks), she heads off to try and find her family, and they
make their way to the Monterey Marine Life Institute. There they meet
Hank (Ed O’Neill) a grumpy octopus who becomes their guide, beluga
whale Bailey (Ty Burrell) and whale shark Destiny (Kaitlin Olson).
Director Andrew Stanton (Finding Nemo) is back guiding the film,
with Angus MacLane on board as co-director and a wonderful voice
cast that also features Diane Keaton, Eugene Levy, Willem Dafoe,
Idris Elba and Dominic West.
The arrival of a new Pixar film is always a cause for excitement, and
this sublime sequel makes for a delightful piece of aquatic animated
entertainment. [U]

8

Its interweaving storyline flits around from New York of the 1980s
to World War II, but it has its dramatic origins in the 16th century
Scottish Highlands where Connor MacLeod first discovers he is not
like other men. After doing battle with a rival clan he is stabbed by a
strange mercenary fighter called the Kurgan, but finds that he cannot
die. Befriended and trained by the charismatic Juan Sanchez VillaLobos Ramirez, he finds out he is part of a group of immortals who
must do battle until there is only one left alive.
The casting is superb. Clancy Brown is mesmeric and maniacal as
Kurgan; Christophe Lambert soulful and heroic as Connor, and Sean
Connery quite sublime as the foppish yet skillful Ramirez.
On this cult classic’s 30th anniversary, we present the World Premiere
of the new 4k restoration with special guests expected at this gala
screening. [15]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

in person: special events

Dominique Pinon: In
Person

Jeremy Thomas: In
Person

Kim Cattrall: In Person

90 min

90 min

90 min

SAT 18 June 20:30 Traverse
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

TUE 21 June 20:30 Traverse
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

THU 16 June 18:00 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

Key roles in Alien: Resurrection and Amelie
thrust Dominique Pinon into the international
spotlight, but he was already an established
name in his native France in the 1980s, when
he worked with auteurs Jean-Jacques Beineix
and Jean-Pierre Jeunet on such modern
classics as Diva, Betty Blue and Delicatessen.
He is currently gracing our screens as Master
Raymond in the smash hit show, Outlander.
With several of his films featured in this
years special ‘Cinéma du look’ retrospective,
we are especially honoured to welcome
Dominique to EIFF to discuss his long and
fascinating career. [U]

From arthouse to blockbuster, indie to
documentary, Jeremy Thomas has produced
over 50 films during a career spanning over
four decades. He has worked with some
of the greatest voices in cinema including
Stephen Frears, David Cronenberg, Takeshi
Kitano, Wim Wenders and Scotland’s own
David Mackenzie – their film Young Adam
opened EIFF 2003. Among his many accolades
is the Best Picture Oscar® for The Last
Emperor, and he is still regularly producing
films, most recently Ben Wheatley’s HighRise. We are honoured to welcome Jeremy
back to EIFF, where many of his films
have premiered, to discuss the films, the
memories and his illustrious career. [U]

Perhaps best known as the sexually
adventurous Samantha in Sex and the City,
and for her appearances in the 1980s classics
Big Trouble in Little China and Mannequin,
Kim also enjoys an illustrious theatre career.
Most recently, she starred in HBO’s hit
black comedy Sensitive Skin, and has been
critically acclaimed for her performances
on stage in Antony and Cleopatra and Sweet
Bird of Youth. We are delighted to welcome
Kim back to EIFF after her 2011 attendance
in support of Meet Monica Velour, and
looking forward to hearing her talk about her
varied and iconoclastic body of work. [U]

Producer of Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence
which is screening as part of this year’s
Festival (page 72).

Kevin Smith: In Person
90 min
WED 22 June 20:30 Traverse
PRICE: £15.00 (£10.00 concs)
From the seminal Clerks, through the
quirky offbeat humour of Mallrats, to the
controversial religious satire of Dogma,
Kevin Smith has been pushing cinematic
boundaries since 1994. In standing by his
unique comedic vision, he has created a
cultural sub-genre so successful that it has
bled into the mainstream. Yoga Hosers,
Kevin’s latest feature, is another example of
his subversive take on modern American life.
We are delighted to welcome Kevin to EIFF
where he will be answering your questions in
characteristically informal fashion, alongside
one of his co-stars from Yoga Hosers, Harley
Quinn Smith. [U]
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best of british
intro
The breadth of film talent – both in
front of and behind the camera – is
exemplified in our annual selection of
the best of new British cinema, which
features a remarkably strong and
provocative selection of films. New
work from Northern Ireland, Wales,
England and Scotland combines to
explore a variety of styles and genres
(with languages including English, Welsh,
Spanish and Icelandic), but are united in
their determination to tell new stories.
Films in consideration for the prestigious
Michael Powell award will be selected
from this strand.

EUROPEAN premiere

10

WORLD premiere

WORLD premiere

Adult Life Skills

Away

Bliss!

Rachel Tunnard/UK/2016/96 min

David Blair/UK/2016/110 min

Rita Osei/UK/2016/93 min

Cast: Jodie Whittaker, Lorraine Ashbourne,
Brett Goldstein, Rachael Deering, Eileen
Davies, Alice Lowe, Edward Hogg, Ozzy Myers

Cast: Timothy Spall, Juno Temple, Matt
Ryan, Hayley Squires, Terry Stone, Joanna
Roth, Susan Lynch

Cast: Freya Parks, David Leon, Lars ArentzHansen, Montserrat Lombard, Reece Noi,
Lauren Johns

SAT 18 June 20:45 Cineworld
SUN 19 June 15:30 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

WED 22 June 20:45 Odeon 2
SAT 25 June 15:20 Odeon 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SUN 19 June 20:40 Odeon 4
MON 20 June 18:00 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

A warm-hearted comedy drama with Jodie
Whitaker.

Two troubled souls seek hope and solace
under the lights of Blackpool.

A teenage girl sets out to try and find her father.

Expanding her BAFTA-nominated short film,
writer/director Rachel Tunnard has crafted a
charmingly offbeat comedy-drama featuring
a wonderful central performance by Jodie
Whittaker as Anna, a young woman approaching
30 who has refused to deal with life after
the death of her twin. Living in a shed in her
mother’s backyard, she hides in her imagination
(and makes amusing movies featuring her
thumbs), but faces her arrested development
when she bonds with a troubled young boy.
A magical and engaging new British film. [PG]

This beautifully sustained and often heart
wrenching drama gradually reveals the story
of two lost souls who, against all the odds,
offer the other a sense of hope. Timothy
Spall shines as a sad and lonely widower
who heads to Blackpool - the place where he
and his wife spent their happiest moments
- planning to kill himself. There he meets
spirited Ria (a vibrant Juno Temple) who is
trying to escape her abusive ex-boyfriend.
Love, loss and hope… in Blackpool. [PG]

The delicate and thoughtfully crafted story of
16-year-old Tasha Robson (delightfully played
by Freya Parks) who sets off on an epic journey
to find her father, the man she has only ever
known as ‘The Viking’. Leaving her troubled
family and friends in South Shields, she boards
a ferry and heads to Scandinavia on a rite of
passage journey that will see her eventually
make her way to Norway. The feature debut of
Rita Osei, Bliss! is an ambitious and engaging
new film, featuring young talent, a striking
vision and a desire to tell a raw and honest
story with a dash of magical style. [PG]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Don’t miss best of the fest on 26 june
announced thursday 23 june!

WORLD premiere

EUROPEAN premiere

WORLD premiere

Brakes

The Carer
(JutalomJáték)

Jet Trash

Mercedes Grower/UK/2016/84 min

János Edelényi/UK, Hungary/2016/89 min

Charles Henri Belleville/UK, India/2015/86 min

Cast: Julian Barratt, Julia Davis, Noel
Fielding, Kerry Fox, Paul McGann, Steve
Oram, Roland Gift

Cast: Brian Cox, Coco König, Emlia Fox,
Anna Chancellor

Cast: Robert Sheehan, Osy Ikhile, Sofia
Boutella, Jasper Pääkkönen, Craig
Parkinson, Raj Zutshi, Adelayo Adedayo,
Mansoor Ahmed Khan, Sanjay Vichare,
Angel Mani

FRI 17 June 20:55 Cineworld
SUN 19 June 18:10 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Break-ups and burgeoning romance shape
this clever indie film.
This delightfully cast debut from Mercedes
Grower is literally a film of two halves,
tracing the emotionally heightened points
at the endings (in the first half of the film)
and beginnings (the second) of relationships.
Each half follows moments in the lives of
nine couples, all set against a backdrop of
London over different seasons. Sad, funny,
traumatic and tearful, the film offers a peek
into vital points in a series of ordinary lives.
[12A]

MON 20 June 18:05 Filmhouse 1
TUE 21 June 18:05 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A magnificent Brian Cox plays an ageing
acting legend.
Brian Cox is at his theatrical best in this
enjoyably mannered comedy drama,
starring as Sir Michael Gifford, a retired
Shakespearean actor suffering from
Parkinson’s that has left him frustrated and
gloriously grumpy, at his country manor. His
family insists he has a carer and he ends
up with Hungarian refugee Dorottya (Coco
Konig) who has acting aspirations of her
own. The late Gilbert Adair is amongst the
credited writers, though apparently Cox
himself contributed the wonderful speech
Gifford gives at an awards ceremony. [12A]

FRI 24 June 18:25 Cineworld
SAT 25 June 20:55 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A hedonistic backpack thriller.
Jet Trash is the freewheelingly lurid story of a
pair of party-loving ex-pats relishing the sun,
sand, sea and sex lifestyle of party-infused
Goa. Their chilled lifestyle is threatened
when an old enemy from their dodgy past in
London comes to haunt them. Featuring Misfits
star Robert Sheehan and Osy Ikhile as the
thrill-seeking pair, the film is based on Simon
Lewis’s cult novel GO, also stars Sofia Boutella
(Kingsman:The Secret Service), as the woman
from their past. [15]

Kids in Love
Chris Foggin/UK/2016/85 min
Cast: Will Poulter, Alma Jodorowsky, Jamie
Blackley, Cara Delevingne
WED 22 June 18:10 Cineworld
FRI 24 June 18:10 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A dreamy, sumptuous British coming-of-age
drama.
When Jack meets Evelyn, he is catapulted
towards the bohemian pleasures that London
has to offer. Uninterested in the life his
family expect him to lead, Jack becomes
further drawn into the darker secrets of
this alternative circle. A beautifully shot,
supremely enjoyable drama, this debut
from director Chris Foggin features engaging
performances from young stars including Will
Poulter and Cara Delevingne. [15]
WORLD premiere
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best of british
The Library Suicides
(Y Llyfrgell)
Euros Lyn/UK/2015/87 min
Cast: Catrin Stewart, Ryland Teifi, Dyfan
Dwyfor, Sharon Morgan
FRI 17 June 18:20 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 15:45 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Bloody revenge is planned in the quiet
corridors of a Welsh library.
A stylish, playful and enjoyably offbeat
Welsh-language thriller, The Library Suicides
(adapted from Fflur Dafydd’s bestseller Y
Llyfgell) stars Catrin Stewart (a cult figure
from her role as Jenny in Doctor Who) as
twin sister librarians Nan and Ana who plan
revenge when their author mother commits
suicide, with her final words suggesting her
biographer murdered her. Set within the
stately National Library of Wales, director
Euros Lyn (who directed episodes of Doctor
Who and Broadchurch) has made a gem of a
thriller. [15]

WORLD premiere

world premiere

EUROPEAN premiere

Macbeth Unhinged

Moon Dogs

My Feral Heart

Angus Macfadyen/UK/2016/89 min

Philip John/UK/2016/90 min

Jane Gull/UK/2015/83 min

Cast: Angus Macfadyen, Taylor Roberts,
Kevin McNally, Harry Lennix, Seth Numrich

Cast: Jack Parry-Jones, Tara Lee, Christy
O’Donnell, Denis Lawson, Shauna Macdonald

THU 16 June 20:35 Odeon 4
SUN 26 June 18:15 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

FRI 17 June 20:50 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 15:40 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

Cast: Steven Brandon, Pixie Le Knot, Shana
Swash, Will Rastall, Eileen Pollock, Suzanna
Hamilton

A punchy, modern day retelling of the classic
Shakespearean tragedy.

A stylish and sexy Scottish coming-of-age story.

Drawn in crisp black and white, Angus
Macfadyen’s bold, strongly realised
reimagining of the revered Scottish play
transports Macbeth to the back of a
limousine prowling the grimy streets of
New York City. A striking aesthetic makes
for intriguing parallels between the source
material and the contemporary setting.
A gripping, claustrophobic noir, Macbeth
Unhinged offers a fresh take on the timeless
study of greed, corruption and ensuing
descent into madness. [12A]

12

uk premiere

A wonderfully sustained feature debut from
Philip John (who directed episodes of Downton
Abbey and Outlander), this anarchic comingof-age story makes the very best of some
stunning Scottish locations. It follows the
misadventures of two teenage step brothers
(Jack Parry-Jones and Christy O’Donnell) as
they head off on a road trip across Scotland,
with their relationship challenged by Caitlin
(a charismatic Tara Lee), the free spirited
and enigmatic girl who comes between them.
Cameos from Denis Lawson and Shauna
Macdonald and Anton Newcombe’s soundtrack
add much to the film. [15]

FRI 17 June 18:10 Odeon 4
SAT 18 June 18:05 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A warm-hearted yet hard-hitting tale
of tragedy, honesty and the power of
unforeseen friendships.
A sudden bereavement throws Luke, a
fiercely independent young man with Down’s
syndrome, into a daunting new environment
where he finds unexpected support from his
feisty, streetwise carer and a local heir dealing
with his own demons. As friendships bloom and
long-buried secrets are revealed, Luke verges
dangerously close to disaster. My Feral Heart
is a beautifully realised, understated character
study bolstered by strong performances,
distinctive cinematography and a deeply
evocative score. [U]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Bulk buy tickets and save up to 35% visit edfilmfest.org.uk or see p3
Pale Star
Graeme Maley/UK, Iceland/2015/80 min
Cast: Þrúður Vilhjálmsdóttir, Isabelle Joss,
Þröstur Leó Gunnarsson, Iain Robertson,
Freyja Björk Guðmundsdóttir
WED 22 June 20:35 Cineworld
THU 23 June 20:35 CineworlD
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A dark and brooding Icelandic noir thriller.
Acclaimed Scottish theatre director Graeme
Maley makes an impressive transition to
the big screen with this mean and moody
thriller, which perfectly suits its remote
and atmospheric Icelandic backdrop. Tourist
Molly escapes her abusive husband Kurt,
leaving him locked in their caravan and
is helped by troubled local Solveig. Kurt
escapes and is picked up by her lover Ari,
who ends up taking him to Solveig’s nearby
house. Secrets are revealed and violence
never far away in this brooding drama. [15]

world premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

WORLD premiere

A Patch of Fog

Pikadero

A Reykjavík Porno

Michael Lennox/UK/2015/92 min

Ben Sharrock/UK, Spain/2015/97 min

Graeme Maley/UK, Iceland/2016/81 min

Cast: Stephen Graham, Conleth Hill, Lara
Pulver

Cast: Joseba Usabiaga, Barbara Goenaga,
Lander Otaola, Zorion Equileor, Itziar
Lazkano, Peio Arnaez

Cast: Alfa Edenstein, Albert Halldórsson

MON 20 June 20:35 Cineworld
WED 22 June 20:50 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
An enthralling and intriguing Belfast-set thriller.
An elegantly structured and shrewdly tense
thriller, this feature debut from Michael
Lennox (who made the Oscar®-nominated and
BAFTA-winning short Boogaloo And Graham) is
rich on atmosphere and intrigue. Conleth Hall
(best known for his role of eunuch Lord Varys
in Game of Thrones) stars as literary celebrity
Sandy Duffy who dabbles in supermarket
shoplifting but runs into stalker/blackmailer
security guard Robert (Stephen Graham) who
wants friendship with Duffy. As Sandy tries to
extricate himself he is simultaneously drawn
into loner Robert’s life. [15]

SUN 19 June 20:55 Cineworld
WED 22 June 18:00 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A wry Basque comedy directed by a new
Scottish talent.
Writer/director Ben Sharrock’s awardwinning debut film is a real deadpan delight,
gently paced and brimming with astutely
observed and often melancholic humour.
The film follows the fumbling attempts by
would-be lovers Gorka (Joseba Usabiaga) and
Ane (Barbera Geonaga) as they seek to find a
private place (‘pikadero’ is Spanish slang for
a secluded place for ‘romance’) only to be
blocked or interrupted at every attempt. A
wonderfully absurdist comedy romance. [15]
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THU 23 June 18:05 Cineworld
FRI 24 June 20:35 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Nordic noir on the freezing streets of
Reykjavík.
Scottish director Graeme Maley (whose film
Pale Star also screens at the festival) takes a
dip into the dark side of Iceland – especially
appropriate given that his twisted story is set
over three nights in the permanent winter
darkness. Ingvar becomes obsessed with a
local teen who has been uploading ‘parent
porn’ after hacking his mother’s webcam,
but it sets him on a path of violence and
danger, while two very different women (his
agoraphobic landlady and his girlfriend) fight
for his attentions. [15]
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best of british
Seat in Shadow
Henry Coombes/UK/2016/80 min
Cast: David Sillars, Jonathan Leslie, Marcella
Mcintosh, Lee Partridge, Robert Williams
TUE 21 June 20:35 Cineworld
WED 22 June 18:10 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Moving paintings.
Out of the imagination of acclaimed artistfilmmaker Henry Coombes comes Albert,
an eccentric, aging painter doubling
as an unconventional, Jung-inspired
psychotherapist. When Albert’s friend asks
him to counsel her lethargic grandson Ben,
whose ongoing boyfriend problems are rapidly
fueling an already deep depression, their
subsequent therapy sessions reveal as much
about Albert as they do about the troubled
young man. Coombes’ debut feature is a
witty, perceptive study of social mores, sexual
excess and the bizarre, symbiotic relationship
between doctor and patient; teacher and
pupil; artist and muse. [18]

world premiere

world premiere
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uk premiere

world premiere

Starfish

Tiger Raid

White Island

Bill Clark/UK/2016/92 min

Simon Dixon/UK/2016/92 min

Benjamin Turner/UK/2016/95 min

Cast: Joanne Froggatt, Tom Riley, Ellie
Copping, Michele Dotrice, Phoebe Nicholls

Cast: Brian Gleeson, Damian Molony, Sofia
Boutella

Cast: Lyndon Ogbourne, Joel Dommett, Elliot
Gleave, Gala Gordon, Billy Zane, Billy Boyd

THU 16 June 18:20 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 18:20 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SAT 25 June 18:10 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 20:40 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

THU 23 June 18:10 Odeon 2
FRI 24 June 20:45 Odeon 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

A couple’s relationship is tested when the
husband is struck by a rare disease.

Memories of past dark deeds haunt a covert
mission.

Ibiza-set crime thriller.

A powerful and heart-rending drama, inspired
by the true story of Tom and Nicola Ray
(played by Tom Riley and Joanne Froggatt, also
one of the producers) whose lives are changed
overnight when Tom contracts a rare lifethreatening illness that sees limbs amputated
and part of his face removed. Downton Abbey
star Froggatt is terrific as a woman trying to
keep her family together while Riley is equally
impressive as a man whose life is horribly
turned upside down. [12A]

Two steely-eyed mercenaries engage in foulmouthed banter and start to strike up unlikely
friendship as they head off on a covert mission
in the dead of night deep into the desert and
enemy territory. Brian Gleeson and Damien
Molony play the cold-blooded mercenaries,
on a mission to kidnap a local woman, Sofia
Boutella (Kingsman: The Secret Service), but
her abduction leads to complications as secrets
and lies are revealed and betrayal becomes
the focal point of the bloody plans. Cleverly
structured and brimming with tension and
pent-up violence. [18]

An ex-DJ who is trying to live a normal life
in London is dragged back into the seductive
drug-fuelled world of Ibiza nightclubs.
This breezy comedy thriller stars Lyndon
Ogbourne (Emmerdale) as Connor who,
after a series of mix ups - which include an
angry girlfriend and her drug dealer father
(Darren Day) – finds himself back on Ibiza
with his best friend, caught up in the plans
of a violent drug gang, with the only possible
support coming from his old mentor Leo
(an engaging turn from Hollywood star Billy
Zane). [15]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Are you an industry professional, filmmaker or film
student? Register for your Industry pass today:
edfilmfest.org.uk
The White King
Alex Helfrecht, Jörg Tittel/UK/2016/89 min
Cast: Agyness Deyn, Lorenzo Allchurch,
Fiona Shaw, Greta Scacchi, Jonathan Pryce
SAT 18 June 18:20 Cineworld
SUN 19 June 16:00 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
In a dystopian future a young boy vows to
find his imprisoned father.
The feature debut of Alex Helfrecht
and Jörg Tittel (adapted from György
Dragomán’s multiple award-winning novel)
is an impressive futuristic tale, very much
Eastern European in tone, with Agyness Deyn
impressive as Hannah, who joins her son
on his mission when the pair are labeled as
traitors. Support performances from a cast
including Jonathan Pryce, Fiona Shaw and
Greta Scacchi add much to this deft and
intriguing film. [12A]
world premiere

This year Edinburgh hosts the World
Premiere of the remake of Whisky
Galore! The original was screened
at EIFF in 1956 as part of a tribute
to Rank Film Distributors. Alexander
Mackendrick’s The Man In The White
Suit was EIFF’s opening film in 1951.
Lynda Myles was the first full-time
Director of EIFF in 1973, and the
first woman to hold such a position
anywhere in the world. She also
organised the first Women’s Film
Festival in 1972.

did y
ou k
now
?

Edinburgh Film Guild started EIFF and
in its first year, in 1947, the Festival was
based in Film House in Hill Street with its
own 50 seat cinema, and used the 3,000
seat Playhouse for two screenings.

Legendary Scottish artist Eduardo
Paolozzi designed three posters for
EIFF. There was a signed limited edition
of the first poster in 1972.
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american dreams
intro
A long and lingering look into some
of the very best new American
independent cinema. The budget
ranges may vary and the cast may
range from big stars to up-andcoming new talents, but this exciting,
challenging and provocative group
of films are united in striving for an
original voice and allowing new work
to thrive and prosper. The section has
long been a mainstay of Edinburgh
International Film Festival, and it
is testament to the strength of the
filmmaking scene in the US that we are
able to present such an exciting and
diverse group of new films.

UK premiere

EUROPEAN premiere

American Hero

The Fits

The Fundamentals of
Caring

Nick Love/USA/2015/90 min

Anna Rose Holmer/USA/2015/71 min

Rob Burnett/USA/2016/93 min

Cast: Stephen Dorff, Eddie Griffin

Cast: Royalty Hightower, Alexis Neblett,
Da’Sean Minor, Lauren Gibson, Makyla
Burnam, Inayah Rodgers, Antonio A.B.
Grant Jr., The Q-Kidz Dance Team

Cast: Paul Rudd, Craig Roberts, Selena
Gomez, Jennifer Ehle, Megan Ferguson,
Frederick Weller

SUN 19 June 18:20 Cineworld
MON 20 June 18:20 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A hard-partying superhero aims to change his
ways… maybe…
The reluctant superhero is something
of a fixture in the roster of box office
blockbusters, but British filmmaker Nick
Love takes an engagingly quirky spin on
the well-worn tale. Stephen Dorff stars as
boozy burnout Melvin who mainly uses his
telekinetic powers for party tricks, but after
a health scare he figures redemption (and
the chance to see his son) may come if he
uses his powers to fight crime in run-down
New Orleans. Shot faux-documentary style
with some nifty effects, it’s a nicely offbeat
superhero story. [PG]
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UK premiere

SAT 18 June 16:10 Cineworld
SUN 19 June 20:50 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
The beguiling story of an isolated tomboy.
A strikingly and often delightfully abstract
story of an 11-year-old tomboy torn between
two worlds, the masculine boxing gym where
she spars and helps clean with her brother,
and the adjacent gym where young female
dancers practice. Royalty Hightower is quite
mesmerising as young Toni, silently staring
at the different worlds. Anna Rose Holmer’s
debut film takes on an appropriately dreamy
quality as Toni is drawn to dance troupe, the
Lionesses. [PG]

THU 16 June 18:10 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 18:30 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A caregiver and the young man he looks after
head off on a trip.
Paul Rudd consolidates his ‘nicest man in
film’ credentials in this thoroughly charming
and uplifting comedy-drama, starring as a
newly licensed caregiver whose first job is
working with isolated but amusingly sarcastic
young Brit Trevor (Craig Roberts) who has
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD). The
pair head off on a road trip to visit oddball
Americana, picking up sassy hitchhiker Dot
(Selena Gomez) along the way. The witty
banter and warm sense of humour make this
a real delight. [12A]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Get connected
with EIFF

UK premiere

UK premiere

INTERNATIONAL premiere

The Hollow Point

Ithaca

Little Sister

Gonzalo López-Gallego/USA/2016/97 min

Meg Ryan/USA/2015/88 min

Zach Clark/USA/2016/91 min

Cast: Patrick Wilson, Lynn Collins, Ian
McShane, John Leguizamo, James Belushi,
Nathan Stevens, Michael Flynn, David
Fernandez Jr, Heather Beers, Derek Boone

Cast: Alex Neustaedter, Hamish Linklater,
Sam Shepard, Jack Quaid, Meg Ryan and
Tom Hanks

Cast: Addison Timlin, Ally Sheedy, Keith
Poulson, Peter Hedges, Kristin Slaysman,
Molly Plunk, Barbara Crampton

THU 23 June 18:25 Filmhouse 1
FRI 24 June 20:40 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SAT 25 June 18:05 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 18:15 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

An elegant and moving story of a teenager
delivering telegrams in World War II.

Lunsford family values.

SAT 25 June 20:40 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 20:45 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A dark and violent crime noir set on the US/
Mexico border.
A powerful and bloody crime thriller with
dark and brutal action coming at unexpected
moments. The Hollow Point stars Ian McShane
and Patrick Wilson as police officers battling
demons as they take on a Mexican drug cartel.
It’s a Tarantino-esque crime thriller punctuated
with gripping violent moments, vibrant lead
performances and great support from Lynn
Collins, James Belushi and John Leguizamo. [15]

This impressively staged and beautifully
shot (at times it feels like a moving Norman
Rockwell painting) adaptation of William
Saroyan’s novel The Human Comedy marks
Meg Ryan’s directorial debut. Its comingof-age story follows 14-year-old Homer
(Alex Neustaedter) as he starts delivering
telegrams in the early 1940s, with his breezy
life changing as he has to start delivering
bad news. Tom Hanks and Sam Shepard
contribute telling cameos. [PG]

Writer/director Zach Clark (Vacation!,
Modern Love Is Automatic) returns to EIFF
with the endearing story of a week in the
life of young novice nun Colleen and her
delightfully dysfunctional family - including
her dope smoking parents, dippy best
friend, and reclusive, disfigured, war hero
brother. Each character as colourful and
complicated as the next, Clark deftly
orchestrates this offbeat ensemble comedy,
delivering a true indie gem and further
evidence of his stylish originality. [12A]

Maggie’s Plan
Rebecca Miller/USA/2015/98 min
Cast: Greta Gerwig, Ethan Hawke, Bill
Hader, Maya Rudolph, Travis Fimmel,
Julianne Moore
SAT 18 June 20:55 Filmhouse 1
SUN 19 June 20:35 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A sophisticated and witty New York set
rom-com.
A delightfully funny and cleverly interweaving
story of mis-matched relationships, director
Rebecca Miller’s film is a real pleasure, with
the love triangle between Greta Gerwig
(Maggie of the title), Ethan Hawke (a wouldbe novelist) and Julianne Moore (terrific
as the intellectually intimidating Dane)
wonderfully drawn out as they engage in witty
banter and hilarious rants. With Bill Hader
and Maya Rudolph also featuring, it amounts
to a real rom-com pleasure. [12A]
uk premiere
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american dreams
Mr. Right
Paco Cabezas/USA/2015/90 min
Cast: Sam Rockwell, Anna Kendrick, Tim
Roth, James Ransone, Anson Mount, Michael
Eklund, RZA, Katie Nehra, Jaiden Kaine,
Douglas M. Griffin, Luis Da Silva Jr., Elena
Sanchez, Garrett Kruithof, Christopher
Matthew Cook, Ross Gallo, Wendy McColm
THU 23 June 20:50 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 18:00 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A young woman falls for a dancing assassin.
A fun and frantic blend of rom-com and
assassinations (think Grosse Point Blank with
a bit more dancing) is given real energy and
charm thanks to the lead performances from
Anna Kendrick and Sam Rockwell. Martha
(Kendrick) rebounds from a bad relationship into
the arms of oddball killer Francis (Rockwell), a
world-renowned assassin who is more than up
front with her about what he does for a living.
Amusing action scenes mix with comedy and
romance to great effect. [15]

uk premiere

INTERNATIONAL premiere

WORLD premiere

Neither Wolf Nor Dog

Slash

Spa Night

Steven Lewis Simpson/UK, USA/2016/110 min

Clay Liford/USA/2016/100 min

Andrew Ahn/USA, South Korea/2016/93 min

Cast: Chief Dave Bald Eagle, Christopher
Sweeney, Richard Ray Whitman, Roseanne
Supernault, Tatanka Means, Zahn
McClarnon, Harlen Standing Bear Jr

Cast: Michael Johnston, Hannah Marks,
Michael Ian Black, Missi Pyle, Jessie Ennis,
Peter Vack, Sarah Ramos

Cast: Joe Seo, Cho Youn-ho , Haerry Kim,
Song Tae, Chung Ho-young, Linda Han

FRI 24 June 18:05 Odeon 2
SAT 25 June 12:00 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
An author is drawn into a road trip deep in to
Native American country.
This beautifully made adaptation of Kent
Nerburn’s acclaimed bestseller features a
wonderfully nuanced central performance
from 97-year-old Chief Dave Bald Eagle as Dan,
a Lakota elder who with his best friend (the
equally charismatic Richard Ray Whitman)
lure author Nerburn (Christopher Sweeney)
on a road trip to help make him understand
contemporary Native American life. Dave Bald
Eagle’s memorable monologues give the film
– directed by Scot Steven Lewis Simpson – real
compassion and resonance. [12A]
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EUROPEAN premiere

FRI 17 June 18:10 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 13:30 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Coming-of-age story set in the strange world of
fan fiction.
A delightful blend of youthful comedy and deft
drama, writer/director Clay Liford’s thoroughly
engaging film manages to retain just the right
sense of innocence even as the story skirts
close to ominous sexual creepiness. 15-yearold Texas high schooler Neil (Michael Johnson)
puts his homoerotic longings into his fan
faction about a sci-fi hero, but while mocked
by fellow students he is befriended by older
and savvy Julia (Hannah Marks) who writes
erotic fan fiction and encourages Neil to post
his work on an adults-only fan site. [12A]

SAT 25 June 20:35 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 18:15 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A young Korean-American’s coming-out story
in LA’s spa world.
A finely judged story of sexual and cultural
identity, debut writer/director Andrew Ahn’s
gently powerful film features a striking
lead performance by Joe Seo as 18-year-old
David, a shy young man doing his best to be
the perfect Korean-American son whilst he
struggles to deal with his sexuality. Initially
he starts to work in one spa, but is drawn
to what is happening in the steamy rooms.
Never seedy or explicit, this is a powerful
film about identity. [15]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030
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american dreams
Sticky Notes
Amanda Sharp/USA/2016/94 min
Cast: Ray Liotta, Rose Leslie, Justin Bartha,
Gina Rodriquez
SAT 18 June 18:00 Cineworld
SUN 19 June 15:45 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Touching story of a father/daughter
relationship.
Scottish actress Rose Leslie (Game of Thrones)
shines in this impressive comedy/drama, as
a struggling dancer trying to hit the big-time
in Los Angeles. She gives it all up to care for
her ill father Jack (Ray Liotta) in Florida but
when the chance of a lifetime comes up she
feels she cannot pass up the opportunity. This
attractively staged film dwells on the tough
– and often tender and funny – nature of
father/daughter relationships, with a strong
cast also featuring Justin Bartha and Gina
Rodriguez. [12A]

european premiere

Take Down
Jim Gillespie /USA, UK/2015/108 min
Cast: Jeremy Sumpter, Ed Westwick, Phoebe
Tonkin, Ashley Walters, Sebastian Koch
MON 20 June 18:05 Cineworld
TUE 21 June 20:30 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A glossy and engaging action thriller.
Packed with hot young acting talent,
including Dominic Sherwood from Vampire
Academy, Ed Westwick from Gossip Girl and
Phoebe Tonkin from The Originals - director
Jim Gillespie’s breezy action film is about a
bunch of wayward young adults, all children
of millionaires, who are sent to a remote
boot camp on a Scottish Island (though shot
on the Isle of Man) to learn survival skills and
how to take responsibility for themselves.
When an armed team of kidnappers descend
on the island the young captives need every
bit of their brief training to survive. [15]
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WORLD premiere
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Why not
Need some tips on writing/
recording your perfect
review? Come along to the
free event, Getting Started in
Film Criticism on Saturday
18th June (page 71).

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

directors’ showcase
intro
A selection of new works from some of
the film world’s greatest established and
auteur directors. A broad range of styles
and stories, all delivered with verve and
panache, these films offer an enthralling
insight into stories from around the
world. An impressive and engaging group
of films, Directors’ Showcase is a striking
insight into contemporary world cinema.

uk premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

Bleak Street
(La calle de la amargura)

The Commune
(Kollektivet)

A Conspiracy of Faith
(Flaskepost fra P)

Arturo Ripstein/Mexico, Spain/2015/100 min

Thomas Vinterberg/Denmark/2016/111 min

Cast: Juan Francisco Longoria, Guillermo
Lopez, Patricia Reyes Spindola, Nora
Velázquez, Sylvia Pasquel, Arcelia Ramirez,
Alejandro Suárez, Alberto Estrella

Cast: Trine Dyrholm, Ulrich Thomsen, Fares
Fares

Hans Petter Moland/Denmark, Germany,
Norway/2016/110 min

SAT 25 June 20:35 Odeon 4
SUN 26 June 20:40 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Gloriously eccentric and bizarre tale of
Mexican murder and wrestling.
The always-watchable Mexican legend
Arturo Ripstein (Deep Crimson) revels in
the surreal strangeness of Bleak Street
(La calle de la amargura), a twisted and
twisting story of two masked midget twin
lucha wrestlers named Little Death and Little
AK (Juan Francisco Longoria and Guillermo
Lopez), their long-suffering wives and aging
prostitutes. Murder, street hustling and crossdressing all feature in this playfully lurid film
shot in glorious black-and-white. [15]

FRI 24 June 20:50 Filmhouse 1
SAT 25 June 15:35 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Dark comedy about life in a 1970s Danish
collective.
Director Thomas Vinterberg sublimely pilfers
from his own childhood for this wonderfully
constructed story of the ups and downs of
family strains. A professional couple – perfectly
played by Ulrich Thomsen and Trine Dyrholm
(who won the best actress award at the Berlin
Film Festival) – establish a commune in a
large house in a classy suburb of Copenhagen.
The freewheeling story features the various
characters who stay at the house, perfectly
reflecting the style and tone of the era. [12A]
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Cast: Nikolaj Lie Kaas, Fares Fares,
Johanne Louise Schmidt, Søren Pilmark
WED 22 June 20:40 Cineworld
FRI 24 June 18:05 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Chilling and thrilling Nordic Noir.
A wonderfully gripping Nordic police thriller, A
Conspiracy Of Faith is the third in the hit series
of literary adaptations based on Danish mystery
writer Jussi Adler’s novels about cold case
specialists Department Q, and detectives Carl
Mørck (Nikolaj Lie Kass) and Assad (Fares Fares)
in particular. Acclaimed Norwegian filmmaker
Hans Petter Moland (In Order of Disappearance)
brilliantly directs this story about a case
involving religious fanaticism, a psychopathic
murder and abducted siblings never reported
missing by their parents. An atmospheric,
chilling and tense crime thriller. [12A]
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directors’ showcase
uk premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

The Correspondence
(La corrispondenza)

Endless Night
(Nadie quiere la noche)

Families
(Belles familles)

Giuseppe Tornatore/Italy/2015/116 min

Isabel Coixet/Spain, France, Bulgaria/2015/
104 min

Jean-Paul Rappeneau/France/2015/113 min

Cast: Jeremy Irons, Olga Kurylenko
FRI 17 June 20:35 Filmhouse 1
SUN 19 June 15:20 Odeon 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Without the dark we’d never see the stars.
The streets of Edinburgh feature
prominently in the latest drama from
Oscar®-winner Giuseppe Tornatore (Cinema
Paradiso). Astrophysics student and parttime stuntwoman Amy (Olga Kurylenko) is
deeply entangled in a six-year love affair
with her tutor, the eminent Professor
Ed Phoerum (Jeremy Irons). Forced to
live apart they conduct most of their
relationship via phone or computer screen,
but when Ed’s messages continue to arrive
after his shock disappearance, the film
seamlessly evolves into a profoundly moving
contemplation of the true nature of endless
love and loss. [12A]

Cast: Juliette Binoche, Rinko Kikuchi,
Gabriel Byrne
FRI 24 June 18:20 Filmhouse 1
SAT 25 June 15:40 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Two very different women try to survive the
dangerous frozen Arctic wastes.
Isabel Coixet’s impressively mounted period
drama features moving and striking central
performances from Juliette Binoche and
Rinko Kikuchi, as two women – one a loyal
high society wife and the other a generous
Inuit – bonded in the love for the same man
but who find themselves stuck in a remote
Arctic outpost as bad weather looms. Coixet
heavily re-edited her film (it opened last
year’s Berlin Film Festival, titled Nobody
Wants the Night) into an enthralling and
magnificently staged period drama. [12A]

Cast: Mathieu Amalric, Marine Vacth, Gilles
Lellouche, Karin Viard, Gemma Chan
WED 22 June 20:30 Cineworld
SAT 25 June 15:30 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Family secrets are revealed when relatives
fight over a country house.
Veteran director Jean-Paul Rappeneau
concocts a lush and elegant melodrama, with
a strong French cast – including fine turns
from Mathieu Amalric, Gilles Lellouche and
Marine Vacth (who made her name in Francois
Ozon’s Young & Beautiful) – as family members
do battle over who controls the rights to a
stunning estate in the village of Ambray. A legal
battle leads to romantic dalliances, family
fights and the revelation of long hidden secrets
and lies. [12A]

A Flag Without a Country
Bahman Ghobadi/Iraq/2015/97 min
Cast: Nariman Anwar, Helly Luv
THU 16 June 18:15 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 15:50 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A pilot and a pop star do their bit in Iraqi
Kurdistan.
Acclaimed director Bahman Ghobadi blends
documentary with drama (in a similar fashion
to his 2009 film Nobody Knows About Persian
Cats), real people placed into dramatised
moments. This time round it is Kurdish pilot
and engineer ‘Nariman the pilot’ and pop
star/actress Helly Luv – he is setting up a
pilot training scheme while she is planning
a blissfully garish pop video. The two only
acknowledge each other towards the end of
the film, when the shadow of ISIS haunts the
region and the Kurdish people. [12A]
EUROPEAN premiere
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Hunt for the Wilderpeople Little Men

Seoul Station
(Seoulyeok)

Taika Waititi/New Zealand/2016/102 min

Ira Sachs/USA/2016/85 min

Yeon Sang-ho/South Korea/2016/92 min

Cast: Sam Neill, Julian Dennison

Cast: Jennifer Ehle, Paulina Garcia, Michael
Barbieri, Theo Taplitz, Talia Balsam, Maliq
Johnson, Anthony Angelo Flamminio,
Madison Wright, Mauricio Bustamante,
John Proccacino, Alfred Molina

Cast: Ryu Seung-ryong, Shim Eun-kyung,
Lee Joon

WED 22 June 20:45 Cineworld
THU 23 June 18:20 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

A man sleeping rough at Seoul Station is the
catalyst for a zombie apocalypse.

THU 16 June 20:30 Filmhouse 1
SAT 25 June 20:30 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A pair of misfits head off into the New
Zealand wilds.
One of the funniest and most delightful films
of the year, The Hunt for the Wilderpeople
is a pleasure from beginning to end. Writer/
director Taika Waititi (What We Do in
the Shadows) has crafted an effortlessly
funny odd-couple story about rap-loving
troublesome teen Ricky (newcomer Julian
Dennison) and gnarly gruff loner Hec (a
wonderful Sam Neill) who end up being
chased by police deep into the New Zealand
bush. A compassionate, generous, engaging
and often laugh-out-loud funny film, it is a
real movie pleasure. [12A]

This comedy-drama is a real delight, director
Ira Sachs consolidating his reputation as
a filmmaker who makes the very best of
delicately structured stories that really
resonate.
This story of two 13-year-old boys in
Brooklyn caught amidst family wrangling over
gentrification issues is wonderfully drawn out,
and – just as he did with his last hit Love Is
Strange – his observational style also brings
out the best of New York, especially as the
mismatched teens roller blade and skate
around the city. A real pleasure. [12A]

THU 16 June 20:30 Cineworld
FRI 24 June 20:35 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

Acclaimed South Korean animator Yeon
Sang-ho (The King of Pigs) is a master telling
a story about the dark side of the human
condition. The story follows a man sleeping
rough and a runaway young woman doing
their ordinary best to deal with the truly
horrific. The film ticks all of the right zombie
genre boxes and is genuinely scary at times,
but also astutely deals with the disposed as
well as the undead. [15]

Viva

Yoga Hosers

Paddy Breathnach/Ireland/2015/100 min

Kevin Smith/USA/2015/88 min

Cast: Jorge Perugorría, Luis Alberto García,
Héctor Medina, Luis Manuel Álvarez, Renata
Maikel Machín Blanco, Laura Alemán

Cast: Harley Quinn Smith, Lily-Rose Depp,
Johnny Depp, Natasha Lyonne, Haley Joel
Osment, Justin Long, Vanessa Paradis

MON 20 June 20:40 Cineworld
TUE 21 June 18:20 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

TUE 21 June 20:50 Filmhouse 1
SAT 25 June 18:00 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

uk premiere

A vibrant emotional drama set against the
backdrop of Havana’s drag clubs.
The colourful and vivid community of
Havana’s drag clubs is the striking heart of
Irish director Paddy Breathnach’s acclaimed
film, which stars Hector Medina as willowy
teenager and would-be drag artist Jesus who
attempts to build a relationship with his
former boxer father Angel (Jorge Perugorria),
freshly released from prison and finding it
rather hard to deal with his son’s world. A
deliciously atmospheric film, beautifully cast
and brimming with emotion. [12A]

Don’t turn your back!

uk premiere
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What do you do when a swarm of nazi
bratwurst sausages take over daddy’s
convenience store, kill your Satan-worshipping
boyfriends in the most unceremonious
fashion, then make it quite obvious you’re
next in their sights? For the two Coleens
(Harley Quinn Smith, Lily-Rose Depp) it’s easy;
team up with kooky detective Guy Lapointe
(Johnny Depp), switch off the phones, and
put all that yoga training to good effect. The
second in Smith’s True North Trilogy is both a
madcap adventure and a gloriously over the
top homage to youth. [12A]
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european perspectives
intro
An intriguing and exciting delve into
some of the very best European films,
many from new directors but unified in
a powerful sense of vision and a passion
for striking storytelling. With strong
titles from France, Spain, Belgium,
Greece, Germany and the Nordic
countries, this remarkable selection of
films make for bold, entertaining and
challenging viewing.

uk premiere

uk premiere

24 Weeks
(24 Wochen)

Aloys

Black

Anne Zohra Berrached/Germany/2016/102 min

Tobias Nölle/Switzerland, France/2016/91 min

Adil El Arbi, Bilall Fallah/Belgium/2015/95 min

Cast: Julia Jentsch, Bjarne Mädel, Johanna
Gastdorf, Emilia Pieske, Mila Bruk

Cast: Georg Friedrich, Tilde von Overbeck

Cast: Martha Canga Antonio, Aboubakr
Bensaihi

MON 20 June 18:00 Cineworld
THU 23 June 18:10 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
The emotive story of a young woman who has
to make the toughest of decisions.
This harrowing and emotionally-taut German
drama – the second film from talented
director Anna Zohra Berrached – details
the terrible decision pregnant television
comedienne Astrid (the excellent Julia
Jentsch) has to make when she must choose
whether or not to have a late abortion when
she finds out her unborn son has Down’s
syndrome and a serious heart defect. Jentsch
delivers a raw and moving performance as she
struggles to make her decision, with added
pressure that her celebrity implies that her
ordeal is considered public property. [15]
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WED 22 June 18:10 Odeon 4
SUN 26 June 13:30 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Life through a lens.
After losing his precious camera and
surveillance tapes during a drunken
escapade on a bus, lonely down-at-heel
private investigator Aloys Adorn receives a
phone call from a stranger who promises to
return his kit if he agrees to join her in a
mind game called “Telephone Walking”. As
the calls multiply and Aloys’ imagination
is increasingly stoked by the mysterious
voice, it soon becomes clear that the bizarre
relationship might be his only chance to
escape his isolated world. [18]

THU 16 June 18:05 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 15:25 Odeon 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Romeo and Juliet on the violent mean streets
of Brussels.
A stylish and brutal story of forbidden love,
the impressively staged Black is driven
by a mesmerising lead performance from
newcomer Martha Canga Antonio as 15-yearold Mavela, whose love for the member
of a rival gang sees her life descend into
violence. The film offers a tough glimpse into
the dark side of Brussels, which has seen an
increase in the number and brutality of teen
gangs. Beautifully shot in widescreen, it is an
unflinching but compelling drama. [18]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Don’t miss best of the fest on 26 june
announced thursday 23 june!

uk premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

The Childhood of a Leader The Colony

The End

Brady Corbet/UK, Hungary, France/2015/
116 min

Florian Gallenberger/Germany/2015/110 min

Guillaume Nicloux/France/2016/85 min

Cast: Emma Watson, Daniel Brühl, Michael
Nyqvist

Cast: Gérard Depardieu, Swann Arlaud,
Audrey Bonnet, Didier Abot, Xavier Beauvois

WED 22 June 18:05 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 18:05 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SAT 25 June 20:55 Filmhouse 1
SUN 26 June 18:25 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

Melodramatic 1970s drama in this unusual
thriller.

A rural, existential puzzler, starring Gérard
Depardieu.

There is something lurid and exotic about
this thriller which stars Emma Watson as
a air stewardess-turned-avenger who sets
out to try and rescue her lover (played by
Daniel Brühl) after he is arrested, beaten
and sent to a remote pseudo-religious
community compound for being involved
with anti-Allende protests in Chile in 1973.
Vaguely based on a true story, the film is an
exercise in hyperbolic suspense that meshes
potboiling melodrama with dark and violent
real life drama. [PG]

In yet another vanity-free performance (his
second for director Guillaume Nicloux after
last year’s Valley of Love), the immensely
watchable French acting icon stars as an
unnamed man (simply credited as l’homme)
with a shotgun and a dog, who sets off on
a habitual rabbit-hunting trip to the local
woods. But before long, the dog runs off,
he’s lost, his phone stops working and his gun
disappears. An encounter with an unpleasant
youth and a naked woman reveal more
questions than answers… [PG]

Cast: Berenice Bejo, Robert Pattinson,
Stacy Martin, Liam Cunningham, Yolande
Moreau, Tom Sweet
SAT 18 June 20:35 Odeon 2
SUN 19 June 18:10 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A grippingly dispassionate period psychodrama.
Set against the backdrop of the 1919 Paris peace
conference that led to the Treaty of Versailles,
US actor Brady Corbet’s directorial debut is a
tautly drawn drama that juxtaposes the rise
of fascism in context of an apparently angelic
young boy’s tantrums and power struggles with
his parents and carers in a large country house.
Robert Pattinson has a series of telling cameos,
though at the heart of the film is 10-year-old
Tom Sweet as the manipulative boy Prescott,
tussling with his parents, played by Berenice
Bejo and Liam Cunningham. Great design and a
memorable soundtrack by Scott Walker. [12A]

Fast Convoy
(Le convoi)

Go Home

Frédéric Schoendoerffer/France/2016/102 min

Jihane Chouaib/France, Switzerland,
Belgium/2015/98 min

Cast: Benoit Magimel, Reem Kherici

Cast: Golshifteh Farahani, Maximilien
Seweryn, François Nour, Mirielle Maalouf

SAT 18 June 20:55 Cineworld
FRI 24 June 20:45 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
An all-action, high-speed, pedal-to-themetal, French crime thriller.

uk premiere

FRI 17 June 20:40 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 15:40 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Family secrets are gradually unearthed in a
Lebanese village.

There is something thrillingly old-fashioned
about genre expert Frédéric (Secret Agents)
Schoendoerffer’s Le Convoi which follows a
bunch of drug runners - the story is never
seen from the perspective of the law. Their
high speed run from the south of Spain to
Paris is interrupted by a shoot-out with
police near the border, leaving their ubercool leader (played by Benoit Magimel, The
Piano Teacher) trying to keep his increasingly
tense team together. [15]
uk premiere
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Beirut-born Jihane Chouaib returns to her
native land to make a film that dwells on
how Nada (the truly impressive Golshifteh
Farahani), a Westernised young woman, returns
to the now ransacked Lebanese village where
she grew up, but determined to delve into
the truth about the unsolved disappearance
and presumed murder of her grandfather,
Suleyman. The scars of the Lebanese civil war
haunt this introspective mystery story, which
is given heart and soul thanks to Farahani’s
charismatic central performance. [PG]
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History’s Future
Fiona Tan/Netherlands, Germany,
Ireland/2015/95 min
Cast: Mark O’Halloran, Denis Lavant, Anne
Consigny, Johanna ter Steege
FRI 17 June 20:40 Odeon 4
TUE 21 June 15:45 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A thoughtful and challenging blend of
cinematic insight, fiction and documentary.
Visual artist Fiona Tan’s striking debut
film veers between gentle playfulness to
intellectual challenge as it follows a man
(an impressively charismatic performance
from Mark O’Halloran) who has lost his
memory after an assault and attempts to
piece his life back together. Tan co-wrote
the script with film critic Jonathan Romney,
with elusive self-discovery at the heart of its
meandering story. [PG]
uk premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

The Homecoming
(Blóðberg)

Irreplaceable
(Médecin de campagne)

Kalinka
(Au nom de ma fille)

Björn Hlynur Haraldsson/Iceland/2015/95 min

Thomas Lilti/France/2016/102 min

Cast: Hilmar Jónsson, Harpa Arnardóttir,
Hilmir Jensson, Þórunn Arna Kristjánsdóttir

Cast: François Cluzet, Marianne Denicourt

Vincent Garenq/France, Germany/2016/
105 min

THU 16 June 18:00 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 13:15 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
The best Icelandic incest comedy ever…
A marvellously subtle comedy of sexual
misunderstanding that is never crude, but
always smart and amusing. When David
introduces his new girlfriend Sunna to his
parents it sets in motion a freewheeling
comedy drama as his father Gunnar, an
author of countless self-help books, realises
she is his daughter from an illicit relationship
years earlier. With his own relationship
in turmoil, Gunnar sets about trying to
sabotage his son’s plans to marry Sunna. A
delightfully mannered comedy with more
than a few twists. [PG]
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SAT 18 June 18:10 Cineworld
TUE 21 June 18:10 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
An ill middle-aged country doctor looks to
train a replacement.
This perfectly formed and gently amusing
French drama from doctor-turned-director
Thomas Lilti is a real pleasure. The always
excellent French star François Cluzet
(Intouchables) is perfect as an experienced
country doctor diagnosed with a disease
that means he is forced to train up an
inexperienced colleague (the equally
wonderful Marianne Denicourt). There are
clashes between the pair, but they come to
appreciate each other as they deal with their
idiosyncratic rural patients. [PG]

Cast: Daniel Auteuil, Sebastian Koch,
Marie-Josée Croze
WED 22 June 20:35 Odeon 4
FRI 24 June 18:00 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A gripping legal drama.
This moving true story from France of
one man’s struggle to bring his daughter’s
killer to justice is blessed by a spellbinding
central performance from celebrated French
actor Daniel Auteuil as Andre Bamberski, a
brokenhearted father on a desperate quest
for justice. A battle that lasted almost
three decades, with more than its fair share
of twists, turns, and tragedies, Andre’s
story lends itself perfectly to big screen
drama. Renowned German star Sebastian Koch
also delivers an outstanding performance as
Andre’s nemesis, Dr Dieter Krombach. [PG]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Bulk buy tickets and save up to 35% visit edfilmfest.org.uk or see p3
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The Lure
(Córki Dancingu)

Mammal

A Man Called Ove
(En man som heter Ove)

Agnieszka Smoczyńska/Poland/2015/92 min

Rebecca Daly/Ireland, Netherlands,
Luxembourg/2016/99 min

Hannes Holm/Sweden/2015/116 min

Cast: Marta Mazurek, Michalina Olszańska,
Kinga Preis, Jakub Gierszał, Andrzej
Konopka, Zygmunt Malanowicz

Cast: Rachel Griffiths, Barry Keoghan,
Michael McElhatton

FRI 24 June 20:55 Cineworld
SAT 25 June 21:00 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SAT 25 June 18:15 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 15:55 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

A musical fairytale certain to make a big
splash!

Margaret, a solitary woman living a simple
life splitting her time between working in
her charity shop and swimming lengths at the
local pool, has her routine knocked when her
ex-husband turns up with news her estranged
son has gone missing. This visit sets off a
chain of events that sees Margaret befriend
a young teenage boy, seeking a connection
with the son she never raised. In her
second feature, director Rebecca Daly has
produced a powerful, moving film exploring
the connection between mother and child,
anchored by an outstanding performance
from Rachel Griffiths. [15]

When two beautiful, but bloodthirsty
mermaids Silver and Golden, take to the
stage in a Warsaw burlesque club the locals
can’t resist their ominous lure. All seems
well until Silver falls for bass player Mietek
and suddenly the sisters find themselves
dangerously at odds with their new world.
With its kitsch, communist-era styling
and an off-the-wall collection of upbeat,
‘80s-inspired songs, The Lure is a wonderfully
anarchic and truly original musical fantasy
with a whole lot of attitude and a feminist
edge. [18]

Cast: Rolf Lassgård, Zozan Akgün, Tobias
Almborg
SAT 25 June 20:45 Odeon 2
SUN 26 June 18:10 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A warm-hearted comedy delight about a
cantankerous old codger.
This irresistible adaptation of Fredrik
Backman’s bestseller is the heart-warming
story of how the most short-tempered and
stubborn of men is slowly won over by new
neighbours. A massive success in its home
territory, this Swedish film is all about the
wonderfully complex lead performance
by Rolf Lassgård as Ove, the terror of his
neighbourhood, which he watches over
vigilantly. Things change when he meets
pregnant new neighbor Parvaneh (Bahar Pars)
and her family, and finds a new lease of life.
[PG]

The Man Who Was
Thursday
Balazs Juszt/Hungary, Italy/2015/95 min
Cast: François Arnaud, Ana Ularu, Jordi
Mollá, Mark Ivanir
TUE 21 June 20:50 Odeon 2
SUN 26 June 20:50 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A bold psychological and supernatural
thriller.
Inspired by G.K. Chesterton’s existentialist
1908 novel of the same name, the film
delivers metaphysical thrills as disgraced
clergyman Father Smith (François Arnaud)
is called to Rome for spiritual rehabilitation
after a moment of disgrace, but finds
himself asked to go underground and find
the mysterious leader of an anarchist
group. Temptation comes in the form of an
enigmatic and sensual woman (Ana Ularu,
whose film Index Zero screened at last
year’s EIFF) as the story lurches into the
unexpected. [PG]

Edinburgh International Film Festival 70th edition | 15-26 June 2016

WORLD premiere
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The Model
Mads Matthiesen/Denmark/2015/107 min
Cast: Maria Palm, Ed Skrein, Charlotte
Tomaszewska, Thierry Hancisse
THU 16 June 20:45 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 13:05 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Beneath the smiles and couture, there is a
darker side to modelling…
Aspiring model Emma has all her dreams
ahead of her as she heads to Paris from
suburban Denmark to start a career in
fashion. With a new older photographer
boyfriend, Emma is relishing the cosmopolitan
life she now leads. Yet things are less
glossy below the surface, and as the film
reaches its final third, rapidly it becomes
clear things are out of Emma’s control as
her actions head towards a dramatic finale.
Director Mads Matthiesen’s second feature
twists the traditional story of the modelling
world, portraying a deft exploration of the
exploitation of teenage girls for fashion. [15]

uk premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

Mother
(Ema)

My Name Is Emily

The Olive Tree
(El olivo)

Kadri Kõusaar/Estonia/2016/89 min

Simon Fitzmaurice/Ireland/2015/94 min

Icíar Bollaín/Spain, Germany/2015/98 min

Cast: Tiina Mälberg, Jaan Pehk, Jaak
Prints, Rea Lest, Andres Tabun, Andres
Noormets, Siim Maaten

Cast: Evanna Lynch, Michael Smiley,
George Webster

Cast: Anna Castillo, Javier Gutiérrez, Pep
Ambròs, Manuel Cucala, Miguel Ángel Aladrén

THU 23 June 18:15 Cineworld
FRI 24 June 15:35 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SUN 19 June 18:00 Cineworld
TUE 21 June 20:40 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

Two young stars shine in this touching drama.

Family loyalty and environmental concerns
collide.

THU 16 June 20:50 Cineworld
FRI 17 June 18:00 Odeon 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A delicious pitch-black murder comedy-mystery.
A small Estonian town hides some dark
secrets in Kadri Kõusaar’s wonderfully pitch
black comedy Mother (Ema). She draws out
Leana Jaluskse’s clever script that revolves
around a wife and mother (the excellent Tiina
Malberg) whose grown-up son lies comatose
in his bedroom after a shooting, with the
police unable to find who his attacker may
be. His visitors stand over his unblinking body
revealing truths as gradually the film teases
out who his attacker actually is. Playful and
funny as well as beautifully put together,
Mother is a dark gem of a film. [PG]
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This smart, funny and uplifting coming-ofage drama is driven by a lively and engaging
dynamic between its two young leads;
Evanna Lynch as Emily, and George Webster
as her new sidekick Arden. The duo embark
on a life changing road trip to find the girl’s
father Robert (another great performance
from Michael Smiley), but in classic “be
careful what you wish for” fashion, they
soon find that perhaps Robert was best left
alone. [12A]

This gently moving Spanish drama is the third
collaboration between an Edinburgh based
couple, Madrid-born director Iciar Bollain
and Scottish screenwriter (and regular Ken
Loach collaborator) Paul Laverty, the team
who made the 2010 Oscar®-shortlisted Even
the Rain. The Olive Tree follows a determined
young farmer (Anna Castillo) as she sets out
across Europe to reclaim her grandfather’s
beloved olive tree from the German company
who bought it. [15]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Are you an industry professional, filmmaker or film
student? Register for your industry pass today:
edfilmfest.org.uk

uk premiere
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Saint Amour

A Serious Game
(Den allvarsamma leken)

Sparrows
(Þrestir)

Benoît Delépine, Gustave Kerven/France,
Belgium/2015/101 min

Pernilla August/Sweden, Denmark,
Norway/2016/112 min

Rúnar Rúnarsson/Iceland, Denmark,
Croatia/2015/99 min

Cast: Gérard Depardieu, Benoît Poelvoorde,
Vincent Lacoste, Céline Sallette, Gustave
Kervern

Cast: Sverrir Gudnason, Karin Franz Körlof,
Liv Mjönes

Cast: Atli Óskar Fjalarsson, Ingvar
E Sigurðsson,Kristbjörg Kjeld, Rade
Šerbedžija, Rakel Björk Björnsdóttir

SAT 25 June 18:25 Filmhouse 1
SUN 26 June 15:55 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Gérard Depardieu in a wine-soaked comedy
road trip through France.
With this delightfully deadpan booze cruise,
writer-directors Benoît Delépine and Gustave
Kervern have crafted a real oddball comedy
delight, featuring Gérard Depardieu in
splendid form as a widowed farmer who takes
his middle-aged son (Benoît Poelvoorde) off
on a wine-soaked bonding session through
France. Their driver becomes an integral
part of their booze and sex obsessed journey,
packed with great gags and a surreal cameo
from writer Michel Houellebecq as a strange
hotel manager. [PG]

SAT 25 June 18:00 Odeon 2
SUN 26 June 13:00 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
An illicit love affair threatens all it touches.

SAT 18 June 18:05 Cineworld
SUN 19 June 18:20 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

A tale of forbidden love set against the
backdrop of Stockholm at the beginning
of the 20th century, Lone Scherfig’s astute
adaptation of Hjalmar Söderberg’s 1912 novel
is a striking costume drama directed with real
style by Pernilla August. It follows the love
affair between Arvid (Sverrir Gudnason) and
Lydia (Karin Franz Korlof), unable to marry
because both are too poor, but still drawn to
each other when older and wealthier. Despite
their marriage to other partners they cannot
resist each other, and drama lurks around a
melodramatic corner. [PG]

When his mother heads off to Africa with
her new Danish husband, Avi (Atli Oskar
Fjalarsson) is sent to live with his boozy
father (Ingvar E Sigurdson) whom he barely
knows in a remote Icelandic village. The
scenery may well be beautiful, but locals
deal with the constant summer light with
alcohol. A soulful sadness permeates
the story of father and son struggling to
understand each other. Rúnar Rúnarsson’s
award-winning film is an impressively made
delight. [PG]

A sensitively staged coming-of-age story.

Suntan

To Steal from a Thief
(Cien años de perdón)

Argyris Papadimitropoulos/Greece/2016/
104 min

Daniel Calparsoro/Spain, Argentina/2016/
96 min

Cast: Efthymis Papadimitriou, Elli Triggou,
Dimi Hart

Cast: Luis Tosar, Rodrigo de la Serna, Raúl
Arévalo, Patricia Vico, Joaquín Furriel,
Luciano Cáceres, Marian Álvarez, Luis
Callejo, Jose Coronado

THU 16 June 20:35 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 20:40 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

uk premiere

Sun, sand and sex fuel midlife crisis.
Messy and muddled sexual shenanigans are
at the core of the third film from talented
Greek director Argyris Papadimitropoulos.
Fortysomething doctor Kostis (Efthymus
Papadimitriou) arrives on the holiday resort
island of Antiparos and becomes increasingly
obsessed with a group of hedonistic young
tourists and 21-year-old Anna (Elli Triggou)
in particular. They are beautiful and cruel
to him, toying with his emotional and sexual
needs, as Kostis is drawn into the clubs on
warm summer nights desperately looking for
some kind of love, at any cost. [15]

THU 16 June 18:00 Odeon 4
SUN 19 June 15:45 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A refreshingly astute, action-packed crime
drama.

uk premiere

Edinburgh International Film Festival 70th edition | 15-26 June 2016

A bank robbery in Valencia goes drastically
wrong and, in the repercussions that follow,
a chain of political corruption and greed is
unravelled. Set against the backdrop of the
Spanish economic collapse, this is a stylish
and energetic crime thriller with a moral
conscience at its core. The cast includes
celebrated actor Luis Tosar and Rodrigo de la
Serna (Motorcycle Diaries). [12A]
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Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

world perspectives
intro
A global array of international new works
from talented and emerging filmmakers,
providing a perfect platform for dipping
into cinematic stories that will impress,
beguile and challenge in equal measure.
This section offers an intriguing snapshot
into new film trends from around the
world as well as offering up some bold,
vibrant and exciting films.

uk premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

The Actor
(Haiyu Kameoka Takuji)

Angry Indian Goddesses

Avalanche
(Bahman)

Satoko Yokohama/Japan/2016/123 min

Pan Nalin/India/2015/104 min

Morteza Farshbaf/Iran/2015/90 min

Cast: Ken Yasuda, Kumiko Aso

Cast: Sarah-Jane Dias, Rajshri Deshpande,
Sandhya Mridul, Amrit Maghera, Pavleen
Gujral, Anushka Manchanda, Tannishtha
Chatterjee

Cast: Fatemah Motamed-Aria, Ahmad
Hamed, Amir Nasiriunique, Mariah Shirazi,
Shirin Yazdanbakhsh

THU 16 June 18:05 Filmhouse 2
SAT 18 June 18:00 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A thoughtful and clever comedy drama about
a jaded actor finally finding love.
A delightful lead performance by acclaimed
Japanese actor Ken Yasuda gives The Actor
its striking and often unconventional heart.
Playing actor Takuji Kameoka, a familiar
face as a samurai or a gangster, who finds
himself challenged to get his act together
off-screen when he starts to fall for Azumi
Murota (Kumiko Aso), the woman who looks
after the bar in a remote town where he is
shooting. A wonderful delve into the life of
an actor. [12A]

FRI 17 June 20:30 Odeon 2
SUN 26 June 13:15 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A fresh and provocative film billed as India’s
first ‘female buddy comedy’.
A group of young and dynamic young women
meet up on the eve of their friend’s wedding
in Goa and set about discussing topics
varying from their sex lives and careers
through to street sexual harassment and the
antics of their nosy neighbours. This smart
and glossy partly-improvised film challenges
the vision of traditional Indian cinema as it
veers from comedy through to drama, but
constantly offers a funny and frank depiction
of empowerment. [15]
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SAT 25 June 13:20 Odeon 4
SUN 26 June 18:05 Odeon 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A tense and powerful Iranian drama.
Highly respected senior nurse Homa (played
with admirable restraint by Iranian acting
legend Fatemeh Motamed Aria, hailed
by some as the ‘Meryl Streep of Iran’) is
offered a 10-day long nightshift caring for
a single patient. There is constant heavy
snow during this period, with the oppressive
atmosphere (and hints of impending drama the ‘Avalanche’ of the title) that permeates
both her work and home life as insomnia
encroaches. Elegantly performed with the
moments of quiet stillness adding much to
the underlying sense of intensity. [12A]
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world perspectives
Brahman Naman
Q (Qaushiq Mukherjee)/India/2015/100 min
Cast: Shashank Arora, Tanmay Dhanania,
Chaitanya Varad, Vaishwath Shankar,
Sindhu Sreenivasa Murthy, Sid Mallya
MON 20 June 18:15 Cineworld
TUE 21 June 20:30 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Love and longing amongst sex-starved Indian
quizzers.
A lusty and funny take on the clichéd US
‘nerds obsessed with sex’ teen comedy, with
director Qaushiq Mukherjee (who directs
under the name ‘Q’) charting the antic a
of a group of sex-starved quiz-happy geeks
against a backdrop of 1980s Bangalore. Geek
quiz team leader Naman (Shashank Arora)
has romance on the brain, with the film
tackling the caste system as well the ripe
jokes the quizzers come up with. There are
American Pie moments (and very funny they
are), but also a whole lot of insight. [12A]

uk premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

Forsaken

Halal Love (and Sex)

Incident Light
(La luz incidente)

Jon Cassar/Canada/2015/90 min

Assad Fouladkar/Germany, Lebanon/2015/
95 min

Ariel Rotter/Argentina, France, Uruguay/
2015/95 min

Cast: Darine Hamze, Rodrigue Sleiman,
Mirna Moukarzel, Ali Sammoury, Hussein
Mokadem, Zeinab Hind Khadra, Fadia Abi
Chahine, Berlin Badr

Cast: Erica Rivas, Marcelo Subiotto, Susana
Pampín, Greta Y Lupe Cura

Cast: Kiefer Sutherland, Donald
Sutherland, Brian Cox, Demi Moore
MON 20 June 20:45 Odeon 2
SAT 25 June 13:00 Odeon 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A reformed gunslinger tries to resist violence
to please his preacher father.
There is something reassuringly old-fashioned
about Jon Cassar’s impressively mounted
Western which eschews the ultra-violence
of Tarantino and presents a story that could
have come straight out of the 1940s or
‘50s. Keifer Sutherland is suitably stoic as
reformed gunman John Henry Clayton who
returns to the family home to try and make
peace with his preacher father (Donald
Sutherland). Brian Cox is the evil landowner;
Demi Moore as the love John Henry left
behind and a sublime Michael Wincott as a
rival gunslinger. [PG]
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EUROPEAN premiere

SUN 19 June 18:05 Cineworld
SAT 25 June 15:45 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Love and romance in a sharia setting.
A charmingly frothy and funny romantic
comedy (or perhaps it should be titled
‘Beirut, Actually’ as ScreenDaily’s reviewer
commented) that follows the traditions of
the romantic comedy genre to great effect as
it charts how three couples tackle romance
within Islamic strictures. From a very funny
sex education lesson (apparently ‘worms’
make babies) through to a wife tired by her
husband’s nightly demands (who seeks to get
him another wife to ease the sexual workload),
it’s a funny and heart-warming film. [12A]

THU 23 June 20:45 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 18:25 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Searching for light in the darkness.
A poignant, insightful and beautifully
constructed character study of a recently
widowed woman struggling to rebuild a
life for her two young daughters in 1960s
Argentina; centred on a mesmerising central
performance from talented Argentinian
actress Erica Luis. Intimate and precise in its
focus, the sharp black & white camerawork
follows the young mother as she tentatively
embarks on a new relationship that might
give the family back some stability. [12A]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Get connected
with EIFF
Karaoke Crazies
Kim Sang-chan/South Korea/2016/106 min
Cast: Lee Moon-sik, Bae So-eun, Kim Na-mi,
Bang Jun-ho
SAT 18 June 20:20 Filmhouse 2
SAT 25 June 18:20 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Sex and serial killing in a Korean Karoake bar.
A glossily eccentric story about a downat-heels Karaoke bar, the engagingly racy
Karaoke Crazies is about how the owner of
the Addiction Karaoke bar gets his business
re-started. It begins with the arrival of
sullen Ha-suck (Bae So-eun) a hostess who
uses unconventional sexual favours to boost
business, and when he also recruits extrovert
Na-ju (Kim Na-mi) the bar really starts
getting busy. Laughs, fantasy and dark drama
combine in this nicely off-beat South Korean
film. [15]
uk premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

Ken and Kazu
(Ken to Kazu)

Lowlife Love
(Gesu no ai)

Mr. Pig

Hiroshi Shoji/Japan/2015/98 min

Eiji Uchida/Japan/2015/110 min

Diego Luna/Mexico/2016/92 min

Cast: Shinsuke Kato, Katsuya Maiguma,
Kisetsu Fujiwara, Shuna Iijima

Cast: Kiyohiko Shibukawa, Denden, Maya
Okano, Yoshihiko Hosoda, Shugo Oshinari

Cast: Danny Glover, Maya Rudolph, Jose
Maria Yazpik, Joel Murray

THU 16 June 20:40 Filmhouse 3
FRI 17 June 20:45 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

WED 22 June 18:00 Odeon 2
THU 23 June 20:40 Odeon 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

FRI 17 June 18:05 Cineworld
SUN 19 June 20:30 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

Indie Japanese crime drama at its very best.

The seedy underbelly of the Japanese
independent film scene is in the spotlight in
Uchida Eiji’s film, which focuses on director
Tetsuo (Kiyohiko Shibukawa), a sleazy
39-year-old who lives with his parents and
trades on one minor success from years gone
by. He surrounds himself with film students
(ripe for exploiting) and talentless actresses
(ripe for seducing). But when he realises
one of the new wannabees in his group
has written a good script and another has
the talent to be a good actress, he sniffs a
chance for fame and redemption. [15]

A road trip with a pig… and a love letter to
Mexico.

At the beating heart of Hiroshi Shoji’s Ken
and Kazu (expanded from the filmmaker’s
2011 short) is the buddy relationship –
and sheer acting chemistry - between
Ken (Shinsuke Kato) and his lifelong pal
Kazu (Katsuya Maiguma), partners in
methamphetamine smuggling. Trouble comes
when Ken wants to go straight after his
girlfriend’s pregnancy but Kazu decides to
keep on selling without their boss’s approval.
The winner of the Japanese Cinema Splash
best film at the Tokyo Film Festival, it is
a great example of new Japanese indie
cinema. [15]
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Danny Glover is in shamblingly great form as
Ambrose, a boozy hog farmer whose business
has collapsed and so heads off with his
prize giant pig Howard (who happens to be
genetically valuable) in the back of his van
to sell it to an old colleague in Mexico. When
things go wrong, Eunice (Maya Rudolph),
the daughter he rarely sees, follows him
to Jalisco, to deal with Ambrose’s illness
and also a rare large hog. Unsentimentally
directed by Diego Luna, it is a bittersweet
road trip through a striking landscape. [12A]
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world perspectives
uk premiere

EUROPEAN premiere

Parched

River

Sand Storm
(Sufat Chol)

Leena Yadav/USA, India, UK/2015/116 min

Jamie M Dagg/Canada/2015/88 min

Elite Zexer/Israel/2016/87 min

Cast: Tannishtha Chatterjee, Radhika Apte,
Surveen Chawla, Lehar Khan,, Riddhi Sen,
Mahesh Balraj, Chandan Anand, Sumeet
Vyas, Adil Hussain

Cast: Rossif Sutherland, Sara Botsford,
Douangmany Soliphanh, Vithaya
Pansringarm, Ted Atherton

Cast: Lamis Ammar, Ruba Bial, Hitham
Omari, Khadija Al Akel, Jalal Masrwa

SAT 18 June 20:50 Filmhouse 3
THU 23 June 18:00 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A colourful, humorous and musical portrait of
Gujarat, India - a site of thriving misogyny.
Four female residents of a town situated in
the desert lands of Rajasthan openly discuss
men, sex and life together, while contending
with the sexism rampant in their own
community. Stunning visuals and costumes,
as well as hilarious dialogue, lift the
storyline from the savagery of the systematic
violence, intolerance and oppression that is
continuously revealed through the stories of
ordinary women in rural India. [12A]

THU 23 June 20:30 Odeon 4
SAT 25 June 18:10 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
An atmospheric thriller set in a Southeast
Asian paradise.
In the wrong place at the wrong time, a
young volunteer doctor finds himself in the
frame for murder and embarks on a frantic
break for freedom through the villages and
tributaries of the mighty Mekong River. First
time director Jamie Dagg keeps the action
gripping and fast paced as Dr. Lake, a strong,
enigmatic central performance from Rossif
Sutherland as he evades police and embassy
staff on a thrilling chase through the
stunning Laos landscape. [15]

FRI 17 June 18:15 Filmhouse 2
SUN 19 June 20:45 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Shifting sands and changing times.
As surprising as it is illuminating, this
award-winning drama is a truly engrossing
depiction of life in a Bedouin village through
the eyes of Layla, a young college student
torn between powerful family traditions
and a keen determination to find her own
place in the world. Strong performances
and authentic locations transport us
seamlessly to another world, where Layla
is not the only family member forced to
reconsider their unwavering loyalty to village
conventions. [U]

Shepherds and Butchers

Trivisa

Oliver Schmitz/South Africa/2016/107 min

Frank Hui, Jevons Au, Vicky Wong/Hong
Kong, China/2016/97 min

Cast: Steve Coogan, Andrea Riseborough,
Garion Dowds

Cast: Lam Ka Tung, Richie Jen, Jordan Chan

TUE 21 June 20:40 Cineworld
SAT 25 June 13:00 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Courtroom conflict with Steve Coogan and
Angela Riseborough.

TUE 21 June 20:45 Cineworld
THU 23 June 20:45 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
uk premiere

Proving once again his acting prowess, Steve
Coogan shines as a jaded lawyer sent to
defend a hopeless murder case in a powerful
courtroom drama that puts South Africa’s
penal system in the dock. Adapted from Chris
Marnewick’s novel, which was based on true
events, and featuring some deeply harrowing
vignettes of life on Death Row, this seemingly
straightforward story gently and compellingly
unfolds into a heart-rending call to arms in
the fight against the death penalty. [12A]
UK premiere
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uk premiere

Hong Kong crime noir set in the eve of
handover in 1997.
With directing legend Johnnie To as mentor,
Trivisa
. which takes it title from the Buddhist
notion of the ‘three root poisons’ of greed,
anger and ignorance, is the work of by three
up-and-coming filmmakers tackling three
crime figures all trying to deal with the
upheaval as British administered Hong Kong is
set to be handed over to China in the summer
of 1997. It’s a vibrant portmanteau film that
speaks both of the old and the new, with
regular To collaborators in the crew to help
give it a unified sense of gritty energy. [15]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

documentaries
intro
The rise in popularity of documentary
cinema has been a remarkable trend in
recent years, with filmmakers stretching
the boundaries of the format, tone and
style of non-fiction films. This year’s
strand features a wonderfully strong
and varied selection of new films and,
to help draw emphasis to the genre, the
festival is again exploring ‘Doc of the Day’
featuring a series of films all with themed
events. The documentary section is a
formidable way to travel the world and
delve into fascinating real-life stories.

D

Doc of the Day screenings are
marked with this symbol.

For more information on the events
check edfilmfest.org.uk

uk premiere

D

uk premiere

uk premiere

Becoming Zlatan
(De unge Zlatan)

Brothers
(Brødre)

Bugs

Fredrik Gertten, Magnus Gertten/Sweden,
Netherlands, Italy/2015/96 min

Aslaug Holm/Norway/2015/110 min

Andreas Johnsen/Denmark/2016/73 min

SAT 18 June 18:15 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 13:00 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

THU 16 June 18:10 Odeon 2
SAT 18 June 13:30 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

A charming film about childhood and
brotherhood.

Are eating insects a way to solve the world’s
food problems?

The story of Markus and Lukas, Brothers was
filmed partially at the old apartment building
in Oslo where their mother grew up and
partly at Smola where summer vactions are
spent. Shot over an eight-year-period by the
boys’ mother Aslaug Holm, this wonderful
film sees them grow, dream, bicker and
ask questions about themselves and their
expectations. It’s a beautiful and gently
enthralling film that delightfully captures the
discovery of life while also looking at family
history. [U]

For some inexplicable reason, despite some
scientists and agribusinesses touting edible
insects as the future of sustainable food,
the concept of eating bugs just doesn’t hit
the spot with the public. Head chef Ben
Reade and lead researcher Josh Evans from
the Nordic Film Lab in Denmark head off on
a globetrotting mission to sample insects,
grubs and bugs and to concoct recipes
such as cricket and grasshopper ravioli
and maggot cheese gelato. An absorbing,
fascinating and surprisingly tasty film. [12A]

THU 23 June 20:40 Cineworld
FRI 24 June 20:35 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
An insight into what it is to be Swedish
football icon Zlatan Ibrahimović.
One of the most complex and gifted
footballers playing today, this fascinating
documentary draws on rare archival footage
focusing on the young Zlatan, tracking
his debut with Malmö FF in 1999, through
his dramatic (and often disruptive) years
with Ajax Amsterdam and on to his real
breakthrough with Juventus in 2005.
Impressively directed by Fredrik Gertten (Big
Boys Gone Bananas) and Magnus Gertten, it
is an astute portrait of one of the world’s
greatest – and most polarising - footballers.
[PG]
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INTERNATIONAL premiere

EUROPEAN premiere

D

uk premiere

Burden

Chicago Boys

Cinema, Mon Amour

Tim Marrinan, Richard Dewey/USA/2016/
86 min

Carola Fuentes, Rafael Valdeavellano/
Chile/2015/85 min

Alexandru Belc/Romania, Czech
Republic/2015/74 min

THU 16 June 20:40 Cineworld
FRI 17 June 18:15 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SUN 19 June 15:55 Filmhouse 3
WED 22 June 18:15 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

WED 22 June 20:50 Filmhouse 2
THU 23 June 16:10 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

The always challenging and provocative life
and work of artist Chris Burden.

How has Chile become the bastion of
neoliberalism in the world?

We’ll always have the movies...

Burden has always been one to push
boundaries. While still a student in Southern
California he engaged in often stomachchurning art performances – he had himself
shot, electrocuted and even crucified on
the back of a VW Beetle – before later
reinventing himself as the creator of
astonishing sculptures and installations.
The film blends interviews, studio footage
and still powerful 1970s performances.
A compelling portrait of one the most
intriguing artists of his generation. [PG]

In the middle of the Cold War, the University
of Chicago gave scholarships to a group
of Chilean students to study economics
under the teachings of Milton Friedman.
Twenty years later, during Pinochet’s
dictatorship, they changed the destiny of
Chile. This insightful documentary, narrated
by the Chicago Boys themselves, brings a
retrospective look that helps to understand
the present and questions the idea of “the
end justifies the means”. [12A]

Cinema, Mon Amour follows the story of
Viktor Purice - manager, former projectionist
and lifetime cinephile and his two loyal
employees, Cornelia & Lorena, in their
everyday battle to preserve Dacia Panoramic
Cinema in Piatra Neamt, one of the last
remaining cinemas in Romania today. A
sweet portrait of a profession, passion and
nostalgia in an Herculean fight to preserve a
culture, this will be a favourite for EIFF and
Filmhouse audiences alike! [U]

The First Monday in May
Andrew Rossi/USA/2016/91 min
FRI 17 June 20:35 Cineworld
SAT 18 June 13:20 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
An enthralling glimpse into the annual
fashionista event, the Met Gala.
The first Monday in May – hailed as the Super
Bowl of the fashion world – is when the
annual Met Gala is held. Director Andrew
Rossi (who made Page One: Inside the
New York Times) follows the Metropolitan
Museum of Art’s Costume Institute curator
Andrew Bolton as he prepares the 2015
edition (titled China: Through the Looking
Glass), balanced alongside viewing Vogue
editor Anna Wintour as she orchestrates the
supremely glitzy fundraiser which attracts
the world’s biggest celebrities. A glossy and
gripping debate about whether fashion can
be art. [12A]
uk premiere
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Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by
calling 0131 623 8030
The Founders
Charlene Fisk, Carrie Schrader/USA/2016/
89 min
TUE 21 June 18:10 Filmhouse 2
FRI 24 June 18:00 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
‘They’re athletes but they’re beautiful!’
Such was the line of persuasion in 1950s
America on behalf of female golfers struggling
to draw the kind of audiences their male
counterparts attracted. Rather than settle
for being a novelty on the circuit, the titular
founders established the Ladies Professional
Golf Association, fighting for equal pay in a
sport that had marginalised women. Directors
Charlene Fisk and Carrie Schrader combine
archive footage and fascinating interviews
with the remaining founders to tell an
inspirational story of athletic achievement,
activism and solidarity. [PG]
EUROPEAN premiere

D

EUROPEAN premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

Gary Numan: Android in
La La Land

Harold and Lillian: A
Hollywood Love Story

Homo Sapiens

Steve Read, Rob Alexander/UK/2016/85 min

Daniel Raim/USA/2015/94 min

Nikolaus Geyrhalter/Austria/2016/94 min

SUN 19 June 20:50 Odeon 2
TUE 21 June 20:50 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SUN 19 June 18:15 Cineworld
FRI 24 June 15:35 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

THU 23 June 20:55 Cineworld
SAT 25 June 13:05 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

A delve into the troubled life and electric
music of Gary Numan.

A fascinating insight into behind-the-scenes
talents of Hollywood’s golden age.

What will remain of our lives after we’re
gone?

With his unique on-stage look and early
embrace of electro-music, by the end of the
1970s Gary Numan was a massive star, with
‘Are Friends’ Electric?’ and ‘Cars’ huge hits.
But while Asperger’s syndrome helped give
him focus, when his career waned depression
and anxiety took over. It took falling in love
with Gemma, his biggest fan, to help him
rediscover his passion and drive for music.
A fascinating music documentary as he heads
back on the comeback trail. [PG]

The enthralling and moving story of the
late storyboard artist Harold Michelson and
his wife, film researcher Lillian Michelson,
a happily married couple who added much
to some of Hollywood’s greatest films.
Harold worked on films such as The Birds
and Marnie, and his compositions served as
templates for iconic shots in The Graduate,
while Lillian would go on to run a research
library that informed films such as Fiddler on
the Roof, with her archive eventually based
at Francis Ford Coppola’s American Zoetrope
studio. [PG]

Homo Sapiens (beautifully directed by
Nikolaus Geyrhalter, who made Our Daily
Bread) is a film about the finiteness and
fragility of human existence and the end of
the industrial age. Powerful images of empty
spaces, ruins, cities increasingly overgrown
with vegetation and crumbling asphalt:
the areas we currently inhabit, though
humanity has disappeared. Now abandoned
and decaying, gradually reclaimed by nature
after being taken from it so long ago. Homo
Sapiens is an ode to humanity as seen from a
possible future scenario. [PG]

Edinburgh International Film Festival 70th edition | 15-26 June 2016
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WORLD premiere

D

uk premiere

The Islands and the
Whales

Lost in France

The Lovers and the
Despot

Mike Day/UK, USA, Denmark/2016/83 min

Niall McCann/UK, Ireland/2016/100 min

Ross Adam, Robert Cannan/UK/2016/98 min

FRI 17 June 20:45 Cineworld
SUN 19 June 13:25 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

THU 16 June 20:55 Odeon 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SAT 18 June 18:05 Odeon 2
MON 20 June 18:10 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

A stunning insight into a unique community.

In the late 1990s, a collection of musicians
from Chemikal Underground Records hired
a bus and headed off on a road trip to a
town in rural France to play a one-off gig.
Now they are headed back to relive the
experience. From Mogwai to Franz Ferdinand,
The Delagados to RM Hubbart, Chemikal
Underground has defined the independent
record scene in Scotland from the mid 90s until
the present day. Lost in France, in exploring a
small moment in its history, defines what has
made the label and its acts so adored by fans
around the world. [15]

The Pilot whale hunters of the Nordic Faroe
Islands believe that hunting is vital to their
way of life, but when a local doctor makes
a grim discovery about the effects of marine
pollution, environmental issues threaten
to change the community forever. Scottish
filmmaker Mike Day takes us to this remote
North Atlantic archipelago to reflect upon
sustainable living, the relation of humankind
with nature and the ethics of maintaining old
yet controversial traditions. [15]
Contains documentary scenes of animal
hunting and slaughtering.

Scotland’s independent music scene on tour.

We are also pleased to host a special live gig
and screening at Summerhall as part of Film
Fest in the City. See page 73 for more details.

When truth is indeed stranger than fiction.
For many years Shin Sang-ok and Choi
Eun-hee were the golden couple of South
Korean cinema. Shin was a successful
filmmaker and his beautiful wife Choi was
his leading star. The documentary mixes
an illuminating interview with Choi with a
wealth of meticulously chosen archive clips
to illustrate the story of this astonishing duo.
What unfolds is an extraordinarily compelling
true story of intrigue, kidnap and enforced
imprisonment, featuring movie stars, spies
and a bizarre leading role for the late Kim
Jong-il. [12A]

Mom & Me
Ken Wardrop/Ireland, USA/2015/76 min
THU 16 June 20:55 Filmhouse 2
SUN 19 June 15:55 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A marvellous and moving film of men and
their mothers.
Irish documentary maker Ken Wardop
takes a delightful delve into the mother/
son relationship, heading off to Oklahoma
(described as the ‘manliest state’ in the US
at the start of the film) and using a radio
show, where - with Mother’s Day looming
- men are asked to call in to discuss their
mothers, as a springboard to examine the
lives of these relationships. It’s a touching
and thoroughly engaging concept that results
in a deeply moving, amusing and highly
watchable film. [PG]

EUROPEAN premiere
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festival calendar
Thursday 16

Friday 17
10:00-14:00

Wednesday 15

15:35 FH 1 p56

p66
p26
p09
p72
p29

An Insight into EIFF:
Cinéma du Look
Sound + Vision: Lost in France
Betty Blue
Mother
Shorts 1

16:20
17:30
18:00
18:00
18:00

FH 3
SH
FH 1
OD
CW

p71
p73
p62
p28
p57

The Actor
Black
BUGS
The Fundamentals of Caring
A Flag Without a Country
Danger: Diabolik
Starfish

18:05
18:05
18:10
18:10
18:15
18:20
18:20

FH 2
CW
OD
CW
CW
FH 3
CW

p31
p24
p35
p16
p22
p65
p14

Mr. Pig
My Feral Heart
Slash
Burden
Sand Storm
The Library Suicides
Santoalla

18:05
18:10
18:10
18:15
18:15
18:20
18:25

CW
OD
CW
CW
FH 2
CW
FH 3

p33
p12
p18
p36
p34
p12
p43

20:30
20:30
20:35
20:35
20:40
20:40
20:45
20:50
20:55
20:55

FH 1
CW
OD
CW
CW
FH 3
CW
CW
OD
FH 2

p23
p23
p12
p29
p36
p33
p28
p28
p38
p38

Angry Indian Goddesses
The Correspondence
The First Monday in May
Bigger Than The Shining
Go Home
History’s Future
The Islands and the Whales
Ken and Kazu
Moon Dogs
Brakes

20:30
20:35
20:35
20:40
20:40
20:40
20:45
20:45
20:50
20:55

OD
FH 1
CW
FH 2
CW
OD
CW
FH 3
CW
CW

p31
p22
p36
p70
p25
p26
p38
p33
p12
p11

p04 Hunt for the Wilderpeople
Seoul Station
Macbeth Unhinged
Suntan
Burden
Ken and Kazu
The Model
Mother
Lost in France
Mom & Me

Modesty Blaise

23:10 FH 1 p66 The Rezort

23:25 FH 1 p47

18:00-20:00

FH 3
CW
FH 1
		
OD

20:00-22:00

20:55 FTE

16:20
18:00
18:00
18:00
18:00

22:00-00:00

Tommy’s Honour

POW!!!: Origin Story
The Homecoming
Kim Cattrall: In Person
Shooting the Revel: Revel Films
To Steal from a Thief

16:00-18:00

14:00-16:00

Bridging the Gap: Women

CW: Cineworld | FH: Filmhouse| FTE: Festival Theatre Edinburgh | OD: Odeon Lothian Road |
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festival calendar

22:00-00:00

20:00-22:00

18:00-20:00

16:00-18:00

14:00-16:00

10:00-14:00

Saturday 18

Sunday 19

Monday 20

2001: A Space Odyssey
The Big Blue
The Model
The Homecoming
The First Monday in May
BUGS
Slash
Shorts 2
Finding Dory

12:00
12:05
13:05
13:15
13:20
13:30
13:30
13:45
14:00

FH 1
FH 3
CW
FH 2
CW
OD
CW
CW
FTE

p67
p62
p28
p26
p36
p35
p18
p57
p08

Tintin and the Mystery of the
Golden Fleece
Playtime
2 Nights till Morning
The Islands and the Whales
Where Do Ideas Come From?
The Young and the Wild Shorts

10:30
13:10
13:15
13:25
13:30
13:50

FH 1
FH 1
OD
CW
FH 2
CW

p66
p68
p50
p38
p72
p59

Black
Sound + Vision: About a Boy
Go Home
Moon Dogs
Getting Started in Film Criticism
The Library Suicides
War and Peace of Mind
A Flag Without a Country
Diva
Shorts 3

15:25
15:30
15:40
15:40
15:45
15:45
15:45
15:50
16:00
16:00

OD
SH
FH 2
CW
FH 3
CW
OD
CW
FH 1
CW

p24
p73
p25
p12
p71
p12
p51
p22
p63
p58

The Correspondence
Adult Life Skills
Sick
Sticky Notes
To Steal from a Thief
Chicago Boys
Mom & Me
The White King

15:20
15:30
15:35
15:45
15:45
15:55
15:55
16:00

OD
CW
OD
CW
FH 2
FH 3
CW
CW

p22
p10
p43
p20
p29
p36
p38
p15

The Fits
The Actor
Sticky Notes

16:10 CW p60 Shorts 4
18:00 FH 3 p31 Trainspotting
18:00 CW p20 The Olive Tree

The Lovers and the Despot
My Feral Heart
Sparrows
Irreplaceable
Brothers
Starfish
The White King
The Fundamentals of Caring
Highlander

18:05
18:05
18:05
18:10
18:15
18:20
18:20
18:30
19:30

OD
FH 2
CW
CW
CW
OD
CW
FH 1
CW

p38
p12
p29
p26
p35
p14
p15
p16
p08

Bannan
Halal Love (and Sex)
Brakes
The Childhood of a Leader
Harold and Lillian
The Mine
American Hero
Sparrows
Subway

18:05
18:05
18:10
18:10
18:15
18:15
18:20
18:20
18:25

OD
CW
FH 2
CW
CW
OD
CW
FH 3
FH 1

p70
p32
p11
p25
p37
p51
p16
p29
p63

Karaoke Crazies
Dominique Pinon: In Person
The Childhood of a Leader
The Rezort
Suntan
2 Nights till Morning
Adult Life Skills
Parched
Sick
Fast Convoy
Maggie’s Plan

20:20
20:30
20:35
20:35
20:40
20:45
20:45
20:50
20:50
20:55
20:55

FH 2
TRAV
OD
CW
CW
OD
CW
FH 3
CW
CW
FH 1

p33
p09
p25
p47
p29
p50
p10
p34
p43
p25
p17

Mr. Pig
Maggie’s Plan
Bliss!
First Born
The Love Witch
Sand Storm
Santoalla
The Fits
Gary Numan: Android in La La Land
Pikadero

20:30
20:35
20:40
20:40
20:40
20:45
20:45
20:50
20:50
20:55

CW
CW
OD
CW
FH 1
CW
FH 2
FH 3
OD
CW

p33
p17
p10
p46
p47
p34
p43
p60
p37
p13

Barbarella

23:20 FH 1 p64 Lone Wolf and Cub: Sword
of Vengeance

16:05 CW p58 An Insight into EIFF: Colour
16:15 FH 1 p72 24 Weeks
18:00 CW p28 Bliss!
The Virgin Psychics

23:40 FH 1 p66

16:00
18:00
18:00
18:00

FH 3
CW
FH 2
OD

p71
p24
p10
p47

The Carer
Take Down
The Lovers and the Despot
Brahman Naman
Lapland Odyssey 2
American Hero
Black Box Shorts 1

18:05
18:05
18:10
18:15
18:15
18:20
18:30

FH 1
CW
CW
CW
OD
CW
FH 3

p11
p20
p38
p32
p51
p16
p52

Cheer Up
A Patch of Fog
Viva
Forsaken
The Love Witch
The Pretty Ones
Twice upon a Time
Shorts 5
Golgo 13
Black Box Shorts 2

20:35
20:35
20:40
20:45
20:45
20:50
20:50
20:55
21:00
21:05

OD
CW
CW
OD
CW
CW
FH 2
CW
FH 1
FH 3

p50
p13
p23
p32
p47
p43
p44
p58
p65
p52

First Born

23:30 FH 1 p46
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festival calendar
Tuesday 21

Wednesday 22

Thursday 23

14:00 FH 2 p51 Cheer Up

13:35 FH 2 p50

History’s Future
The Mine

15:45 FH 3 p26 Lapland Odyssey 2
15:55 FH 2 p51 Twice upon a Time

15:50 FH 2 p51 Diving Into the Unknown
16:00 FH 3 p44

International Animation
Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence
Sixty Six
Zero Days

16:15
18:00
18:00
18:00

FH 1
OD
FH 3
CW

p48
p72
p55
p44

The McLaren Award: 1
Lowlife Love
Pikadero
Tectonic Plate

16:15
18:00
18:00
18:00

FH 1
OD
CW
FH 3

p49
p33
p13
p55

Cinema, Mon Amour
The McLaren Award: 2
Batman: The Movie
Mojin: The Lost Legend
Parched

16:10
16:15
18:00
18:00
18:00

FH 3
FH 1
OD
CW
FH 2

p36
p49
p64
p47
p34

The Carer
Diving Into the Unknown
The Founders
Irreplaceable
Shorts 6
Viva
Mauvais sang

18:05
18:10
18:10
18:10
18:15
18:20
18:25

CW
OD
FH 2
CW
CW
CW
FH 1

p11
p50
p37
p26
p59
p23
p63

The Colony
Aloys
Kids in Love
Seat in Shadow
Chicago Boys
Shorts from Finland: Kaleidoscope!
La Femme Nikita

18:05
18:10
18:10
18:10
18:15
18:20
18:30

CW
OD
CW
FH 2
CW
CW
FH 1

p25
p24
p11
p14
p36
p51
p63

A Reykjavík Porno
24 Weeks
Regrouping
White Island
My Name Is Emily
Little Men
Ithaca

18:05
18:10
18:10
18:10
18:15
18:20
18:25

CW
CW
FH 3
OD
CW
CW
FH 1

p13
p24
p54
p14
p28
p23
p17

Brahman Naman
Jeremy Thomas: In Person
Take Down
Seat in Shadow
The Olive Tree
Shepherds and Butchers
Trivisa
.
Gary Numan: Android in La La Land
The Man Who Was Thursday
Yoga Hosers
Black Box Shorts 1

20:30
20:30
20:30
20:35
20:40
20:40
20:45
20:50
20:50
20:50
21:05

FH 2
TRAV
CW
CW
OD
CW
CW
CW
OD
FH 1
FH 3

p32
p09
p20
p14
p28
p34
p34
p37
p27
p23
p52

Families
Kevin Smith: In Person
Kalinka
Pale Star
A Conspiracy of Faith
Away
Little Men
Cinema, Mon Amour
A Patch of Fog
Mojin: The Lost Legend
Black Box Shorts 2

20:30
20:30
20:35
20:35
20:40
20:45
20:45
20:50
20:50
21:00
21:05

CW
TRAV
OD
CW
CW
OD
CW
FH 2
CW
FH 1
FH 3

p22
p09
p26
p13
p21
p10
p23
p36
p13
p47
p52

Regrouping: Experimental Films
River
Pale Star
Becoming Zlatan
Lowlife Love
Incident Light
Trivisa
.
Les amants du Pont-Neuf
Mr. Right
Homo Sapiens

20:30
20:30
20:35
20:40
20:40
20:45
20:45
20:50
20:50
20:55

FH 3
OD
CW
CW
OD
CW
FH 2
FH 1
CW
CW

p54
p34
p13
p35
p33
p32
p34
p62
p18
p37

Baba Yaga

23:30 FH 1 p64 Friday Foster

10:00-14:00

War and Peace of Mind

23:20 FH 1 p46

18:00-20:00
20:00-22:00
22:00-00:00

23:30 FH 1 p65 Holidays

16:00-18:00

14:00-16:00

15:50 FH 2 p50
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festival calendar

22:00-00:00

20:00-22:00

18:00-20:00

16:00-18:00

14:00-16:00

10:00-14:00

Friday 24

Saturday 25

Sunday 26

Regrouping: Discussions
The Canterville Ghost

10:30 TRAV p54 The Shamer’s Daughter
13:35 FH 2 p61 Neither Wolf Nor Dog
Dersu Uzala
Forsaken
Shepherds and Butchers
Homo Sapiens
Avalanche
Scottish Shorts

11:00
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:00
13:05
13:20
13:20

CW
FH 3
FH 1
OD
CW
CW
OD
CW

p61
p18
p67
p32
p61
p37
p31
p57

Harold and Lillian
My Name Is Emily
Five Animated Years of Will
Anderson and Ainslie Henderson
The Shamer’s Daughter

15:35 FH 3 p37 Edinburgh Schools Film
15:35 CW p28 Competition: Primary
Regrouping: Experimental Films
15:45 FH 1 p48 Zero Days
15:50 FH 2 p61 Away
Families
The Commune
Endless Night
Halal Love (and Sex)
Popeye

14:15
14:35
15:10
15:20
15:30
15:35
15:40
15:45
16:00

FH 2
FH 3
CW
OD
CW
CW
OD
CW
FH 1

p70
p54
p44
p10
p22
p21
p22
p32
p66

The Founders
Kalinka
Shadow World
A Conspiracy of Faith

18:00
18:00
18:00
18:05

FH 3
OD
CW
CW

p37
p26
p43
p21

Black Box Shorts 3
The Talented Miss Highsmith...
A Serious Game
Yoga Hosers

16:40
16:50
18:00
18:00

FH 3
FH 2
OD
CW

p53 Black Box Shorts 4
p69 Whisky Galore!
p29 Mr. Right
p23

Neither Wolf Nor Dog
Kids in Love
Deep Water
Out of Bounds: Student Shorts
Endless Night
Jet Trash

18:05
18:10
18:15
18:15
18:20
18:25

OD
CW
FH 2
CW
FH 1
CW

p18
p11
p69
p56
p22
p11

Little Sister
18:05
River
18:10
Tiger Raid
18:10
Mammal
18:15
Karaoke Crazies
18:20
Saint Amour
18:25
Carol
18:35
Black Box Shorts 4
18:45
E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial presented
by EIFF and The RSNO
19:30

CW
OD
CW
CW
CW
FH 1
FH 2
FH 3

p17
p34
p14
p27
p33
p29
p69
p53

FTE

p71

Hunt for the Wilderpeople
Bleak Street
Spa Night
The Hollow Point
Holidays
A Man Called Ove
Under the Sun
The End
Jet Trash
The Lure

CW
OD
CW
CW
FH 3
OD
CW
FH 1
CW
FH 2

p23
p21
p18
p17
p46
p27
p44
p25
p11
p27

Regrouping
Becoming Zlatan
A Reykjavík Porno
Seoul Station
Ithaca
Fast Convoy
White Island
The Commune
The Last King
The Lure

20:30
20:35
20:35
20:35
20:40
20:45
20:45
20:50
20:50
20:55

Belladonna of Sadness

23:30 FH 1 p46 The Virgin Psychics

FH 3
OD
FH 2
CW
CW
CW
OD
FH 1
CW
CW

p54
p35
p13
p23
p17
p25
p14
p21
p47
p27

20:30
20:35
20:35
20:40
20:45
20:45
20:45
20:55
20:55
21:00

The Canterville Ghost
Lawrence of Arabia
Brothers
A Serious Game
Angry Indian Goddesses
Aloys

11:00
12:30
13:00
13:00
13:15
13:30

Black Box Shorts 3
Edinburgh Schools Film
Competition: Secondary
Flash Gordon
Shadow World
Under the Sun
The Last King
Mammal
Saint Amour

14:10 FH 3 p53
14:15
15:35
15:40
15:40
15:45
15:55
15:55

CW
FH 1
CW
OD
CW
CW

FH 2
CW
OD
CW
CW
FH 2
CW

p61
p67
p35
p29
p31
p24

p70
p65
p43
p44
p47
p27
p29

16:10 FH 3 p53
17:15 FTE p05
18:00 CW p18

Avalanche
The Colony
A Man Called Ove
Little Sister
Macbeth Unhinged
Spa Night
The End
Incident Light

18:05
18:05
18:10
18:15
18:15
18:15
18:25
18:25

OD
CW
CW
CW
FH 3
OD 4
CW
FH 2

p31
p25
p27
p17
p12
p18
p25
p32

Bleak Street
Tiger Raid
The Hollow Point
Whisky Galore!
The Man Who Was Thursday
The Pretty Ones

20:40
20:40
20:45
20:45
20:50
20:55

FH 3
CW
OD
FH 1
FH 2
CW

p21
p14
p17
p05
p27
p43

23:10 FH 1 p47
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documentaries
The Pretty Ones
(Las Lindas)
Melisa Liebenthal/Argentina/2016/77 min
MON 20 June 20:50 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 20:55 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
You’re prettier if you smile.
In Melisa Liebenthal’s award winning feature
debut, the director reveals with great
wit and honesty how she rebelled against
expectations of compliant ‘femininity’ and
attractiveness. Chronicling her changing circle
of school friends, Liebenthal uses personal
testimony and frank interviews to expose the
social conditioning of young women, critiquing
assumptions around gender, sexuality and
self-image. The director’s inviting selfawareness and humour makes Las Lindas not
just a film every teenager should see, but a
vital and entertaining essay-film. [12A]

uk premiere

WORLD premiere

D

EUROPEAN premiere

uk premiere

Santoalla

Shadow World

Sick
(Bolesno)

Andrew Becker, Daniel Mehrer/USA/2016/
83 min

Johan Grimonprez/USA/2016/90 min

Hrvoje Mabić/Croatia/2015/95 min

FRI 24 June 18:00 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 15:40 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SAT 18 June 20:50 Cineworld
SUN 19 June 15:35 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

An eye-opening journey exploring the international arms industry.

A poignant study of one young woman’s
strength and endurance.

A cinematic documentary that reveals the
shocking realities of the global arms trade
- the only business that counts its profits in
billions and its losses in human lives - based
on Andrew Feinstein’s globally acclaimed
book The Shadow World: Inside the Global
Arms Trade. In shedding light on how our
realities are being constructed, the film
offers a way for audiences to see through
this horror, in the hopes of creating a better
future. [12A]

At the age of 16, Ana’s parents locked her up
in a psychiatric hospital in a bid to “cure her
of homosexuality”. After five years during
which she endured a harsh regime trapped
in a high security ward, Ana was physically
freed; but were the residual emotional scars
irretrievably deep? Hell-bent on revenge and
fuelled by anger and hatred, she finds herself
in a new relationship, but will her inability
to escape the past deny her a chance of
happiness? [12A]

FRI 17 June 18:25 Filmhouse 3
SUN 19 June 20:45 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A mysterious disappearance looms over a
crumbling Spanish village.
Progressive Dutch couple, Martin and Margo,
had only one dream – to live off the land, far
from the constraints and complications of
the city. But, when they arrive in the remote
Spanish village of Santoalla, the foreigners
challenge the traditions of the Rodríguez
family, the only remaining residents, igniting
a decade-long conflict that culminates
in Martin’s disappearance. A thriller-like
documentary that will keep you on the edge
of your seat from beginning to end! [PG]

Co-presented by Take One
Action, Scotland’s country-wide
film festival of social change.
www.takeoneaction.org.uk

Edinburgh International Film Festival 70th edition | 15-26 June 2016
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International premiere

uk premiere

Under the Sun
Twice upon a Time
(Kan ya Ma Kan... Marratayn) (V luchakh solnca)
Niam Itani/Lebanon, Qatar, USA/2016/74 min
MON 20 June 20:50 Filmhouse 2
WED 22 June 16:00 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
What can we learn when history repeats
itself?
Director Niam Itani fled with her family from
Beirut to Ghazzeh in 1989, seeking refuge
from the Lebanese Civil War. Despite living in
poverty, Itani describes her childhood years
in Ghazzeh as ‘the best days of my life’, as
families lived in solidarity. Connecting with
Khalil, a young Syrian refugee in Ghazzeh in
2012, Itani has created a film of profound
sensitivity, chronicling the effects of trauma
past and present, and their shared hopes for
the future. [PG]

Vitaly Mansky/Russia, Latvia, Germany,
Czech Republic, North Korea/2015/106 min
SAT 25 June 20:45 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 15:40 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A revealing film about a ‘real life’ family in
North Korea.
A fascinating glimpse behind the strict
façade of the North Korean regime as
director Vitaly Mansky makes a film about
an ordinary family in Pyongyang, his crew
accompanied at all times and what they
are supposed to film always carefully
orchestrated. But he cleverly keeps the film
rolling, picking up rehearsals and fine-tuning
by authorities, and featuring telling moments
as eight-year-old schoolgirl Zin-Mi delivers
her lines beautifully but is also caught
crying quietly at the pressure of the whole
propaganda operation. [PG]

Zero Days
Alex Gibney/USA/2016/116 min
TUE 21 June 18:00 Cineworld
SAT 25 June 15:10 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Welcome to the cyber apocalypse.
Taking his cue from the pioneering
investigation of David Sanger of the New York
Times and documents ‘leaked’ by Edward
Snowden, the prolific Alex Gibney’s latest
film brings his beady inquisitor’s eye to
the murky world of state-sponsored cyber
terrorism, and, in particular, the provenance
and purpose of the computer ‘worm’
known as “Stuxnet”, which appeared to be
targeting Iran and its nuclear facilities at
Natanz. Fascinating, disturbing, and, worst
of all, entirely plausible. [U]

uk premiere
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ed film fest
memories

We are building the complete
history of EIFF and we need
your memories to do so!
Tell us your stories,
send us your photographs.

More info:
edfilmfestmemories.org.uk
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night moves
intro
A journey into the chilling, dangerous
and often bloody side of cinema, with
a selection of genre-busting edge-ofyour-seat cinematic gems. Ranging from
bloodthirsty horror to fantasy adventure,
this selection of late-night screenings
offer up horror and humour in equal
measure, as well as delivering some
serious pulse-pounding entertainment.
Sit back and enjoy the crazed and crazy
side of cinema from around the world.

world premiere

Belladonna of Sadness
First Born
(Kanashimi no Beradonna)

Holidays

Eiichi Yamamoto/Japan/1973/86 min

Nirpal Bhogal/UK/2016/86 min

Cast: Tatsuya Nakadai, Katsuyuki Itô, Aiko
Nagayama, Shigako Shimegi

Cast: Antonia Thomas, Luke Norris, Eileen
Davies

FRI 24 June 23:30 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SUN 19 June 20:40 Cineworld
MON 20 June 23:30 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

Anthony Scott Burns, Kevin Kolsch, Nicholas
McCarthy, Adam Egypt Mortimer, Gary Shore,
Kevin Smith, Sarah Adina Smith, Scott
Stewart, Dennis Widmyer/USA/2016/105 min

Restored version of one of the most original
cult anime films ever.
This rarely seen 1973 anime is hailed as
one of the most innovative and highly
imaginative animated films. Surreal, dreamy,
violent, sexual and visceral, illustrator
Juni Fukai’s style is vividly brought to the
screen by director Eiichi Yamamoto in
this adaptation of French historian Jules
Michelet’s novel La Sorcière. This story
of Joan of Arc sees her banished from her
village and make a pact with the devil to
gain magical abilities, while a folk-rock
soundtrack helps define a medieval yet also
otherworldly atmosphere. [18]
Presented in association with
Scotland Loves Anime.

46

european premiere

A terrifying new British horror tale.
Two young parents slowly discover that their
young daughter Thea is a magnet for the
supernatural and with the help of an occult
expert of great power they have to try and
teach Thea to control, rather than be afraid,
of the dangerous and dark forces surrounding
her. Antonia Thomas (Sunshine on Leith) and
Luke Norris are impressive as the caring but
increasingly frightened parents in a film that
evokes domestic-style horror films of the
1970s. A powerful and scary new British film,
written and directed with style by Nirpal
Bhogal. [15]

Cast: Seth Green, Clare Grant, Ruth Bradley,
Sophie Traub, Jocelin Donahue, Harley
Morenstein, Lorenza Izzo, Andrew Bowen
THU 23 June 23:20 Filmhouse 1
SAT 25 June 20:45 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A chilling horror anthology dwelling on
frightening festivities.
A sparkling band of genre-minded directors –
including Kevin Smith (Yoga Hosers), Gary Shore
and Nicholas McCarthy – each take inspiration
from a different holiday to craft a grim and
scary tale, guaranteed to make you think
differently about holiday seasons. From a rather
unfriendly Easter Bunny through to a dastardly
Valentine’s Day gift, there is something dark
and horrifying from a series of disturbing and
dangerous seasonal celebrations. [18]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by
calling 0131 623 8030

uk premiere

uk premiere

uk premiere

The Last King
(Birkebeinerne)

The Love Witch

Mojin: The Lost Legend

Nils Gaup/Norway/2016/99 min

Anna Biller/USA/2016/120 min

Wu Ershan/China/2015/125 min

Cast: Jakob Oftebro, Kristofer Hivju, Pål Sverre
Hagen, Thorbjørn Harr, Nikolaj Lie Kaas

Cast: Samantha Robinson, Gian Keys, Laura
Waddell, Jeffrey Vincent Parise, Jared
Sanford, Robert Seeley

Cast: Chen Kun, Huang Bo, Shu Qi, Xia Yu,
Angelababy

FRI 24 June 20:50 Cineworld
SUN 26 June 15:45 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
A swords and skis epic from Norway’s medieval
past.
Acclaimed director Nils Gaup, Oscar®
nominated for his 1987 film Pathfinder, returns
to Nordic history bringing to life the story of
Haakon Haakonson, a future king born out of
wedlock. Baby Haakon is in danger following
his father’s assassination. It is up to a group
of those loyal to the King to transport the
young heir across the country to the capital
so that he can take up the throne. But plenty
stand in their way. From fast ski chases across
snowy mountains, to dramatically fought sword
battles, Gaup has created a thrilling cinematic
ride against a backdrop of breath-taking
Scandinavian scenery. [12A]

SUN 19 June 20:40 Filmhouse 1 (35mm)
MON 20 June 20:45 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Stunningly mounted 1960s style occult
sexploitation.
Magnificently multi-hyphenated Anna Biller
(the writer, director, editor, producer as
well as costume and production designer)
has crafted – and that is the right word – a
lush and lovely tribute to sexploitation
aesthetics (just as she did in her 2007 film
Viva), detailing the colourful and lovingly
lurid story of lovelorn young witch Elaine
(the excellent Samantha Robinson) whose
love potion never quite brings the happiness
she hopes it might do. A loving and seductive
feminist film. [18]

WED 22 June 21:00 Filmhouse 1
THU 23 June 18:00 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Tomb raiding… Chinese style.
A recent blockbuster in China, this freewheeling fantasy adventure is an actionpacked romp, blending Raiders of the Lost
Ark and Tomb Raider clichés with Chinese
legend. Chen Kun, Shu Qi and Huang Bo
star as three legendary ‘Mojin Xiaowei’
tomb raiders who find themselves reunited
when a cult leader hires them to return to
the location of their last mission, a remote
Mongolian spot where an old love was lost and
protected by zombie troops. Once the action
begins it is a non-stop thrill ride. [12A]

The Rezort

The Virgin Psychics
(Eiga Minna! Esper Dayo!)

Steve Barker/UK, Spain/2015/93 min

Sion Sono/Japan/2015/114 min

Cast: Dougray Scott, Jessica De Gouw,
Martin McCann, Jassa Ahluwalia, Elen Rhys,
Claire Goose

Cast: Shota Sometani, Elaiza Ikeda, Erina
Mano

FRI 17 June 23:25 Filmhouse 1
SAT 18 June 20:35 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

MON 20 June 18:00 Odeon 2
SAT 25 June 23:10 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
uk premiere

Zombie guest eaters…
The Walking Dead meets Westworld in
this fast-paced, colourful horror from
director Steve Barker (Outpost and
Outpost: Black Sun). It’s the aftermath
of a zombie apocalypse and the remaining
“Zee’s” are offered up as blood sport in a
hideous Zombie Safari – a “Zafari” - where
holidaymakers pay to shoot the undead.
When the inevitable, bloody uprising
happens it’s up to enigmatic, former zombie
hunter Archer (Dougray Scott), to save the
day. [15]
Screening with short The Northleach Horror.

Engagingly silly Japanese sex comedy.
There is almost a ‘Carry On’ gleefulness to
prolific director Sion Sono’s unrepentantly
prurient film that offers plenty of flesh,
shining white underwear and youthful sexual
obsession. At no stage does it ever get
explicit, instead relying on lowbrow humour
and general silliness. A strange cosmic event
leaves a group of young folk (only virgins
who were aroused at the time of the event
are affected) with special powers, and they
are grudgingly brought together to fight evil
psychics. [15]

uk premiere
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animation
intro
Cinema goers are oft inclined to see animation as fodder fit
for the kids. But animation is ubiquitous in contemporary
culture, from the phone in your pocket to virtual
environments, explosive special effects and motion capture
performance. This year within EIFF’s animation strand,
we project the unhidden in animation; the illusion of the
illusion revealed in the internationally acclaimed films of
local talents Will Anderson and Ainslie Henderson; the best of
British animation competes for our prestigious McLaren Award
and some of the world’s most breath-taking shorts challenge
our perceptions, whilst all grab at our heart strings.
Please note, the films in each individual programme may not screen in
the order listed.

Five Animated Years of Will Anderson
and Ainslie Henderson

International Animation

120 min

82 min

Fri 24 June 15:45 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

TUE 21 June 16:15 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

Scotland’s most dynamic animation double act.

Gorgeous and emotive short films from around the world.

Graduates from Edinburgh College of Art’s animation degree course
in 2011 and 2012 respectively, Will Anderson and Ainslie Henderson’s
worldwide reputation has a bulging awards cabinet as testament,
including a McLaren Award each for Best British Animation. From their
debut film winning a BAFTA, to nomination for the Cartoon D’or, this
prolific duo is firmly established on the international stage. The 70th
Edinburgh International Film Festival is proud to present the first
major retrospective of their inventive, emotional and fundamentally
entertaining collective of work. [15]

During a time in which the Syrian refugee crisis is in our minds, the
fragility of home and family appears to have pervaded the thoughts
of animators from around the globe. Within this diverse selection of
beautifully designed shorts from acclaimed artists, obsolete modes
of habitation are explored, the complexities of love unravelled and
the often awkward relationships between parents and their offspring
rediscovered through family rituals and memories. [18]
Before Love Igor Kovalyov/Russia/2015/20 min
Borderlines Hanka Nováková/Czech Republic/2015/5 min
Deer Flower Kangmin Kim/South Korea, USA/2015/8 min
Empty Space (Tühi ruum) Ülo Pikkov/Estonia/2016/10 min
The Head Vanishes (Une tête disparaît) Franck Dion/Canada,
France/2016/9 min
In Other Words (Bemilim Aherot) Tal Kantor/Israel/2015/6 min
Love and Loopholes Jane Mumford/Switzerland/2015/8 min
Peripheria David Coquard-Dassault/France/2015/12 min
Squame Nicolas Brault/Canada/2015/4 min
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Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Don’t miss best of the fest on 26 june
announced thursday 23 june!

The McLaren Award: New British
Animation 1

The McLaren Award: New British
Animation 2

84 min

89 min

WED 22 June 16:15 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

THU 23 June 16:15 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

Fresh and innovative animation from around the British Isles.

A second helping of invigorating UK animation.

British animation unavoidably reflects British values; our love of
pets is perfectly encapsulated in the latest adventures of Simon’s
Cat, whilst our attitudes to sex gets some “doggie” perspective.
Other British traits are referenced through a zombie orphan seeking
affection, an aquatic creature winning the heart of a sea-witch, the
temperamental climate, a celebration of Shakespeare, and our care
for the elderly. All films compete for your vote to win the prestigious
McLaren Award for Best British Animation. [15]

Amongst the animated jewels vying for your vote to be crowned the
27th McLaren Award Winner, we have prophetic characters delving
into the future, an adaptation of a short story by Jack London, the
tenderness of love inferred through potted plants, and the nature of
reality torn apart in a way only animation can do. As with McLaren
1, this selection of short film represent the best animation talent
working in the UK today. [15]

Dave Garry J Marshall, Chris Watson/UK/2015/12 min

I’m Good with Plants Thomas Harnett O’Meara/UK/2016/8 min

Fishwitch Adrienne Dowling/UK/2016/Fictional dialogue/Colour/
DCP/10 min

The Last Day Muqing Shu/UK/2015/6 min

Illusions Dominica Harrison/UK/2016/5 min
The Inverted Peak The Brothers McLeod, Tom Angell/UK/2016/6 min
Isabella Ross Hogg, Duncan Cowles/UK/2015/9 min
Neck and Neck Shaun Clark/UK/2016/5 min
Rain or Shine Felix Massie/UK/2016/6 min
Simon’s Cat - Off to the Vet Simon Tofield/UK/2015/13 min

The Alan Dimension Jac Clinch/UK/2016/8 min

Lethe Kat Michaelides/UK/2016/10 min
Love in Idleness Kim Noce/UK/2016/5 min
A Love Story Anushka Naanayakkara/UK/2016/7 min
Mr Madila Rory Waudby-Tolley/UK/2015/9 min
No Place Like Home Cat Bruce/UK/2015/13 min
Record/Record Robert Duncan/UK/2016/5 min

Stockholm 6 Magnus Lenneskog/UK/2015/9 min

Roger Ballen’s Theatre of Apparitions Emma Calder, Ged Haney/UK,
South Africa/2016/5 min

The Wrong End of the Stick Terri Matthews/UK/2016/10 min

To Build a Fire (Construire un feu) Fx Goby/UK/2016/13 min
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focus on finland
intro
It may be small but Finland packs a punch
when it comes to filmmaking. With similar
population size to Scotland but fourtimes the landmass, Finland has strong
successes at home and abroad with its
film industry – their domestic audiences
for Finnish cinema alone are one of the
best in Europe. In partnership with the
Finnish Film Foundation, EIFF presents
a collection of new Finnish features and
shorts, showcasing the best this nation has
to offer. From Helsinki to Lapland, explore
stories of underhand environmental
business, unexpected connections and
unsuccessful cheerleaders. See also
Tectonic Plate screening as part of Black
Box (page 55).





uk premiere

uk premiere

2 Nights till Morning
(2 yötä aamuun)

Cheer Up

Diving into the Unknown
(Takaisin pintaan)

Mikko Kuparinen/Finland, Lithuania/2015/
84 min

Christy Garland/Finland/2016/86 min

Juan Reina/Finland, Norway/2016/85 min

Cast: Marie-Josée Croze, Mikko Nousiainen,
Arly Jover

MON 20 June 20:35 Odeon 4
WED 22 June 13:35 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

TUE 21 June 18:10 Odeon 4
THU 23 June 15:50 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SAT 18 June 20:45 Odeon 4
SUN 19 June 13:15 Odeon 4
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

How do you inspire the worst cheerleaders in
Finland when they have more than cheer on
their minds?

The story of a very personal recovery mission.

A mature and honest romance story about a
fateful meeting one night.

When a group of cheerleaders from the
Arctic Circle come last yet again at a regional
competition, coach Miia decides that enough is
enough. After an inspiring trip to America she
pledges to push her troop to breaking point.
However, the path to success is never smooth,
and as life gets in the way for Miia and her
girls, will the team be able to pull themselves
off the bottom of the leader board? A heartfelt
documentary of one coach and her teenage
cheerleaders discovering where they belong
and that family might be more important
than a trophy. [PG]

Two strangers from different parts of Europe
meet in a Lithuanian hotel bar and spend
the night together, mutually parting ways in
the morning. When an ash cloud grounds all
flights, the pair find themselves forced back
together and having to deal with the previous
night. As barriers and assumptions are broken
down the two find themselves discussing their
lives, their loves and the future. As the flight
ban is lifted both will depart with a changed
perspective on life, but will they be headed
for the same plane? [PG]
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EUROPEAN premiere

In 2014 an underground cave-diving trip
by a close group of friends went tragically
wrong with two of the team losing their lives.
When British and Norwegian specialists are
unsuccessful in recovering the bodies and
decide to close off the cave for being too
dangerous, the group plan a secret operation
to return to the scene of the tragedy and
recover their friends. This powerful and
touching documentary explores the dangers
of cave-diving and the extraordinary power of
loyalty and friendship. Candid interviews with
the group and unsettling underwater footage
from the cave make this documentary a moving
tribute to the men who lost their lives. [12A]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Bulk buy tickets and save up to 35% visit edfilmfest.org.uk or see p3

uk premiere

uk premiere

Lapland Odyssey 2
(Napapiirin sankarit 2)

The Mine
(Jättiläinen)

Shorts from Finland:
Kaleidoscope!

Teppo Airaksinen/Finland/2015/86 min

Aleksi Salmenperä/Finland/2016/94 min

78 min

Cast: Joonas Saartamo, Peter Franzén, Jani
Volanen, Elena Leeve, Saara Kotkaniemi

WED 22 June 18:20 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SUN 19 June 18:15 Odeon 4
TUE 21 June 15:55 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

Embarking upon a thrilling trajectory through
short form filmmaking emanating from
contemporary Finland, this programme of
fiction and documentary showcases emerging
talents engaging singular approaches in the
handling of theme, narrative and aesthetic.

Cast: Jussi Vatanen, Pamela Tola, Timo,
Lavikainen, Santtu Karvonen, Miia Nuutila,
Kari Ketonen
MON 20 June 18:15 Odeon 4
WED 22 June 15:50 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
The sequel to Finland’s break-out comedy
smash-hit.
Three years on from the events of Lapland
Odyssey, Finland’s 2010 international
comedy success, Janne and Inari are back
with more hilarious high-jinx. Their lives
have moved on and now revolve around their
beautiful daughter Lumi. One evening Inari
and her friend decide it’s the girls turn to go
on a night out leaving the boys to babysit.
However, Janne and best mate Räihänen
refuse to be tied down and sneak out to a
wedding party. Nothing goes smoothly of
course, and with baby Lumi missing, can the
boys find her and get home before the girls
return? [15]

A tense environmental thriller based on a
shocking true story.
The Mine follows young civil servant Jussi,
charged with overseeing the environmental
permit for a large nickel mine to pioneer a
new way of extraction whilst also creating jobs
for a community in need of assistance. Slowly
absorbed into a world of closed meetings and
backhanded deals, Jussi soon discovers that
corners are being cut and damage is being
done to the local environment, and is forced to
decide if he will be an accomplice or whistleblower. By deconstructing real-life events in
one of Finland’s most recent environmental
scandals, director Aleksi Salmenperä creates
a smart and gritty film leaving the viewer to
question their own environmental morals. [12A]

From the surreal tale of a woman undertaking
an aquatic metamorphosis to spirited
evocations of the shift between childhood and
adulthood, these are powerful examples of
the engagement of the documentary form in
reflective dialogue. [15]
Alpacas (Alpakat) Anastasia Lobkovski
The Fin (Evä) Jarno Elonen
Markku and Me Lauri Danska
Miss (Kaipuu) Sanna Liljander
The Soloist (Sooloilija) Katri A Vanhatalo
Waste no. 2 Wreck Jan Ijas

War and Peace of Mind
(Sota ja mielenrauha)
Ari Matikainen/Finland/2016/72 min
SAT 18 June 15:45 Odeon 4
TUE 21 June 14:00 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
How did World War II affect Finland, its
soldiers and its psyche?
The effect of WWII on the countries of Western
Europe is widely reported. But what of Finland,
a small Nordic nation trapped between the
Soviets and the Germans? Known locally as
the Continuation War, the tragic events of this
period in history had a lasting effect on Finland
as well as its people. Documentary filmmaker Ari
Matikainen blends fascinating archive footage,
interviews and beautifully shot reenactments
that utilise letters from soldiers that fought
during the period, to create a rounded
exploration of the effect of war on the men
and women who fight, as well as the knock-on
repercussions on an entire nation. [PG]
INTERNATIONAL premiere
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black box
intro
Step into the thought provoking and perceptually stimulating
world of experimental and artists’ film with this year’s exciting
lineup of new works and historical explorations. From the
playfully abstract to the politically engaged, the four shorts
programmes deal with the body and technology, journeys and
discoveries, ritual and transformation, and matters of the
environment, whilst Lewis Klahr’s new feature Sixty Six builds
a fantasy collage of 1960s ephemera. In the context of the
Festival’s 70th anniversary, Black Box revisits the 1970s with two
retrospective screenings and a special event celebrating one of
the most important periods in the history of the Festival.
Please note, the films in each individual programme may not screen in
the order listed.

Black Box Shorts 1: In the Body of
Technology

Black Box Shorts 2: Earthly Matters

35mm & 16mm/68 min

35mm & 16mm/80 min

MON 20 June 18:30 Filmhouse 3
TUE 21 June 21:05 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

MON 20 June 21:05 Filmhouse 3
WED 22 June 21:05 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

Bodies transformed and reimagined through technologies of reproduction.

From matters of the Earth to Earthly matter.

This short experimental film programme reflects on the way
technology dialogues with the body, creating a two-way process
of transformation. Gestures and movements are broken down and
analysed, destabilised and defamiliarised. The physicality of the body
meets the material of film and digital, migrating through forms and
layers and creating new perceptions and experiences. The screening
ends with a live performative intervention that connects the
filmmaker, the audience, the filmstrip and the projected image. [PG]

An eclectic programme of short films exploring landscape, the
environment and the transformation of materials and matter. Shifting
from a documentary portrait of an alternative rural community and a
dystopian representation of a nuclear disposal site to visual interrogations
of nature that slide from figuration to abstraction, these works invite us
to see the world in new ways. In the age of the Anthropocene, a critical
awareness of the planet we inhabit is urgently needed. [PG]

Aw Shucks, Segundo! Sean Hanley/USA/2015/5 min		

DISPORTING WITH A SHADOW Paul Clipson/USA/2015/4 min

FOOTAGE Minjung Kim/South Korea, USA/2015/3 min		
KAIROS Elisa Ribes, Stephano Canapa/France/2016/11 min
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Bending to Earth Rosa Barba/USA, Germany/2015/15 min
Fish Point Pablo Mazzolo/Argentina/2015/7 min

Maschile - Roma Friedl vom Gröller/Austria, Italy/2015/3 min

I Don’t Think I Can See an Island Christopher Becks, Emmanuel
Lefrant/France/2016/4 min

The Mess Peter Burr/USA/2016/14 min

Irradiant Field Laura Kraning/USA/2016/10 min

Numb Yuka Sato/Japan/2016/7 min

Last Acre Nick Jordan, Jacob Cartwright/UK/2016/11 min

On the Invention of the Wheel Richard Tuohy/Australia/2015/14 min

Limitless Stephanie Young/Canada/2015/3 min

Orange Trill G Anthony Svatek/USA/2015/4 min

Prima Materia Charlotte Pryce/USA/2015/3 min

Pending Bea Haut/UK/2016/2 min

Primal Vicky Smith/UK/2016/10 min

Un Double Moment de Poche Saturé Laurent Berger/France/2015/5 min

Vintage Print Siegfried A Fruhauf/Austria/2015/13 min

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Are you an industry professional, filmmaker or film
student? Register for your Industry pass today:
edfilmfest.org.uk

Black Box Shorts 3: Rituals of
Transformation and Discovery

Black Box Shorts 4: Reflections on a
Journey

16mm/75 min

35mm & 16mm/73 min

SAT 25 June 16:40 Filmhouse 3
SUN 26 June 14:10 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

SAT 25 June 18:45 Filmhouse 3
SUN 26 June 16:10 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

Ethnographic explorations lead to embodied journeys of the self.

Sensations, impressions and fragments of memory: what a filmmaker
brings back from a journey.

This programme consists of five films that take quite different
approaches to the theme of ritual, offering the viewer an insight into
practices of physical and spiritual transformation. From the masked
monkeys of Indonesia to matrilineal tribes in China and Panama, and
from documentary to animation, these films bring together the strange
and the familiar, the real and the surreal. They demonstrate in profound
and moving ways how looking outwards towards the other involves
looking inwards towards the self. [PG]
Anóme Lena Ditte Nissen/Germany, Panama, China/2015/13 min

How is travel and discovery recorded and remembered? How can the
essence of a journey or encounter be captured and communicated?
The films in this programme all deal with moments of displacement
and the deconstruction and reconstruction of spaces and places.
Filtered through the subjective gaze of the filmmaker, these locations
become sites of creative exploration and formal innovation. Featuring
Daïchi Saïto’s award-winning Engram of Returning, a mesmerising
metaphysical journey with an improvisational score. [PG]

The Masked Monkeys Anja Dornieden, Juan David González Monroy/
Germany, Indonesia/2015/30 min

Capital Cuba Johann Lurf/Austria, Cuba/2015/12 min
Elli Esther Urlus/Netherlands/2016/8 min

Nœvus Samuel Yal/France/2016/8 min

Engram of Returning Daïchi Saïto/Canada/2015/19 min

A Subsequent Fulfilment of a Pre-Historic Wish Johannes Gierlinger/
Austria/2015/9 min

Here There Alexander Stewart/Croatia, USA/2015/5 min

Toré João Vieira Torres, Tanawi Xucuru Kariri/Brazil,
France/2015/15 min

Lampedusa Philip Cartelli, Mariangela Ciccarello/Italy, USA,
France/2015/14 min

In Marfa Jeremy Moss/USA/2015/3 min

Roundtrip Philippe Leonard/Canada/2014/3 min
Yapi Aaron Khandros, Nathaniel Draper/Greece/2015/9 min
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black box
Regrouping
Lizzie Borden/USA/1976/16mm/74 min
THU 23 June 18:10 Filmhouse 3
FRI 24 June 20:30 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
A series of retrospective events celebrating avant-garde and feminist
filmmaking in the 1970s. Collaboration and collectivism in the 1970s –
a special retrospective screening.
First screened at EIFF in 1976, Borden’s multi-layered film within a
film is the highlight of this year’s retrospective focus on the 1970s. It
follows the activities of a women’s group, whose political ideals are
unraveled and questioned throughout the process of collaboration.
The film’s self-reflexive techniques keep the viewer guessing about
the relationship between the real and the staged, dismantling the
objective foundations of the documentary form. A powerful and
rarely seen classic of feminist filmmaking. [15]

Regrouping: Discussions

Regrouping: Experimental Films from
the ‘60s and ‘70s

390 min

88 min

FRI 24 June 10:30 Traverse
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

THU 23 June 20:30 Filmhouse 3
SAT 25 June 14:35 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

As part of its 70th anniversary celebrations, EIFF partners with LUX
Scotland to look back at one of the most pivotal moments in the
Festival’s history and to explore its longstanding relationship with
alternative film culture. The 1976 edition of the Festival hosted
two momentous events – the Psychoanalysis and Cinema symposium
and the International Forum on Avant-Garde Film. Through a series
of one-to-one discussions with filmmakers, critics, curators and
academics, this daylong event interrogates the relationship between
form and politics and seeks out the synergies between then and now.
Guests include feminist theorist Laura Mulvey and British filmmaker
Sarah Turner, amongst others. Join us for some healthy debate and
stimulating conversation in an intimate context. [U]

Revisiting the heyday of avant-garde filmmaking through a selection of
canonical classics and rarely screened gems.
Tied to Black Box’s focus on the 1970s, this retrospective screening
presents works by filmmakers involved in EIFF during this period, either
participating directly in the International Forum on Avant-Garde Film
or screened between 1976 and 1978 – the crucial years in the Festival’s
engagement with avant-garde filmmaking. Presented in partnership with
LUX Scotland. [12A]
Between the Frames Sarah Child/UK/1976/10 min
Breakfast Michael Snow/Canada/1976/17 min
Chinese Checkers Steve Dwoskin/USA/1964/13 min
Inferential Current Paul Sharits/USA/1971/8 min
Key Peter Gidal/UK/1968/10 min
New Improved Institutional Quality: In the Environment of Liquids
and Nasals a Parasitic Vowel Sometimes Develops
Owen Land/USA/1976/10 min
Rohfilm Wilhelm & Birgit Hein/Germany/1968/20 min
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Get connected
with EIFF

uk premiere

uk premiere

Sixty Six

Tectonic Plate
(Mannerlaatta)

Lewis Klahr/USA/2015/90 min

Mika Taanila/Finland/2016/74 min

TUE 21 June 18:00 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

WED 22 June 18:00 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

Greek mythology meets pulp novels and 1960s iconography in this
animated collage film in 12 episodes.

An immersive camera-less film that translates transitory states and the
fear of flying.

A key figure in the American avant-garde film scene, Lewis Klahr has
explored the technique of film collage since the 1970s. His new feature
is a culmination of his activity in this area, weaving together materials
from advertising and comic books to construct a mysterious story with a
retro-noir aesthetic. An epic and imaginative work of archival gleaning
that projects us into the dreamscape of a past era. [12A]

In a bold and original approach to memory, this Lettrist-inspired film
maps an anxiety-ridden plane journey from Tokyo to Helsinki without the
aid of photographic images. A variety of interventions on the film strip
are combined with an atmospheric sound design to create a subjective
story of displacement and containment. In an age when experience is
increasingly mediated through digital technologies, Taanila seeks out an
alternative language in the sensuous surfaces of the celluloid material.
[15]
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shorts
intro
A thrilling showcase of the finest, brand-new short films from
across the globe, these specially curated selections invite
audiences to traverse fascinating thematic pathways, and
explore the innovative work of some of the most promising
up and coming filmmakers, from the UK and further afield.
Alongside works illuminating the multi-sensory experience
of seeing and perceiving (Other Planes), the body is engaged
as a site of radical transgression (Flaming Creatures) and
investigations are made of the intersection of landscape and
the individual (Voices from the Wilderness). Plus a special
programme of the newest works from the film academies
(Out of Bounds), and EIFF’s annual showcase of the Scottish
Documentary Institute’s Bridging the Gap selection.
Please note, the films in each individual programme may not screen in
the order listed.

Bridging the Gap: Women

Out of Bounds: Student Shorts

90 min

85 min

FRI 17 June 15:35 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

FRI 24 June 18:15 Cineworld
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

Four inspiring yet very different new shorts from the Scottish
Documentary Institute’s unique talent programme, all made by
female directors.

Students from the University of Edinburgh’s MSc Film, Exhibition and
Curation course present a programme showcasing shorts from the UK film
academies: Screen Academy Scotland, National Film & Television School
and the London Film School.

A trans woman bonds with her daughter. A deaf stand-up comedienne
performs in British Sign Language to an audience of deaf and hearing
impaired. An autistic teenager approaches adulthood. A suburban
family is surveyed via the beautiful game. Four intimate films that
expand beyond their individual stories, exploring how each subject
finds their place in the world whilst reflecting on a wider female
identity. [15]
The Review Wilma Smith/UK/2016/15 min
Silent Laughs Natalia Kouneli/UK/2016/10 min
Swan Lindsay Brown/UK/2016/15 min
Where We Are Now Lucie Rachel/UK/2016/12 min

Discover personal stories crossing bridges from childhood to adulthood,
forgetfulness to memory and from territory to territory, inhabitated by
characters and individuals eager to reach beyond apparent dead-ends by
abolishing time, space and expectations. Find out what it takes to exist
without compromises in a world marred with boundaries. [15]
Mast Qalandar Divij Roopchand/India/2015/15 min
Sea Child Minha Kim/UK/2015/7 min
Territory Eleanor Mortimer/UK/2015/17 min
Transit Zone Frederik Subei/UK/2015/32 min
Vanished (Vanescer) Colette McWilliams, Glemerson Carrilho/
Brazil/2015/14 min

Scottish
Documentary
Institute
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Scottish Shorts

Shorts 1: Sign Language

104 min

93 min

SAT 25 June 13:20 Cineworld
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

FRI 17 June 18:00 Cineworld
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

A collection of seven shorts, commissioned through the Scottish Film
Talent Network’s new talent programme.

Seven short films that vividly express and ingeniously explore some
of the themes at the very core of human experience. Offering
emotionally resonant, and original perspectives on issues that touch
us all, directly or indirectly.

From a little boy zombie who just wants to make friends, to an old
woman who just wants to be left alone, a selection of exciting up-andcoming Scottish filmmakers introduce a varied cast of characters and
worlds in which to immerse yourself. Find yourself transported from
the Scottish coast, to a post-apocalyptic rural landscape, by way of a
disastrous dinner party, and the fairy-tale world of a young girl afraid of
the wolf at her door and the wheelchair by her bed. [12A]
Crowman Duncan Nicoll/UK/2015/15 min
Dave Garry J Marshall, Chris Watson/UK/2015/12 min
Grimm Street Siri Rodnes/UK/2015/17 min
Meet Me By The Water Raisah Ahmed/UK/2016/14 min
No Place Like Home Cat Bruce/UK/2015/13 min
The Rat King Pavel Shepan/UK/2015/18 min
Spores Richard Poet, Frances Poet/UK/2015/15 min

Employing a multiplicity of inventive approaches, this diverse,
thrilling and thought-provoking selection traces the challenging
dynamics of interpersonal relationships, considers the connection
between place and tradition, casts an eye over scenarios teeming
with superstition and mistrust and traverses complex ethical and
political quandaries. [18]
Bernie and Rebecca Melissa Kent/USA/2015/15 min
Carousel Kal Weber/UK/2015/5 min
Faithful Rory Alexander Stewart/UK/2016/16 min
Murderous Injustice Gavin Scott Whitfield/UK/2016/12 min
The Northleach Horror David Cairns/UK/2016/15 min
Strawberry or Vanilla Tracey Fearnehough, Holger Mohaupt/
UK/2016/21 min
What We Know Marion Pilowsky/Australia/2015/9 min

Shorts 2: Fragments of the City
81 min
SAT 18 June 13:45 Cineworld
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
A hypnotic mapping of memory, place and the individual, forming a
dialogue around the shifting physical topographies of our everyday
encounters.
Journeying through exposés of potent urban art activism and physical
transgression, surreal spaces and strange encounters, in these
investigations into the shady corners and hidden reverse of the city,
the sprawling metropolis is variously explored as a site of wonder and
possibility, or presented as a metaphor for capitalist machinations
and the darker afflictions of society. [12A]
Batrachian’s Ballad Leonor Teles/Portugal/2016/11 min
Chums from Across the Void Jim Finn/USA/2015/18 min
Masha Natasha Fred Burle, Marie Losier, Janin Halisch, Cécile TolluPolonowski/Germany/2015/15 min
So we do sometimes think because it has been found to pay.
Wittgenstein’s House. Lotte Schreiber/Austria/2016/20 min
Yellow Fieber Konstantina Kotzamani/Greece/2015/17 min
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shorts
Shorts 3: Flaming Creatures
72 min
SAT 18 June 16:00 Cineworld
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
The personal is political! Six incendiary examples of the body
engaged as a site of radical transgression.
Entangling a heady mix of polemic, politics and sensuality, this
dynamic combination of works explores the body as a subversive
space of transformation, liberation and endless possibility.
Willfully exploding repressive cultural expectations relating to
gender, sexuality and expression, these films radically upturn
conventional language and binaries around identity to create a
boundless and elastic space of empowered liberation, adrift of
constrictive labels and stereotyping. [18]
The Lamps Shelly Silver/USA/2015/4 min
Lick Us, Meow, Meow! (Léchez-nous, Miaou, Miaou!) Marie de
Maricourt/Switzerland/2015/17 min
L’Oiseau de la Nuit (O Pássaro da Noite) Marie Losier/Portugal,
France/2015/20 min
Man Maja Borg/Sweden, UK/2016/13 min
Solitary Acts #5 Nazlı Dinçel/USA, Turkey/2015/6 min
Spermwhore Anna Linder/Sweden/2016/12 min

Shorts 4: Other Planes

Shorts 5: Radical Transmissions

68 min

72 min

SUN 19 June 16:05 Cineworld
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

MON 20 June 20:55 Cineworld
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

Traversing a winding pathway that leads the senses through a luminous
immersion into colour, light, movement and sound, this selection explores
the process of seeing and perceiving as a powerful multi-sensory experience.

Engaging a multiplicity of ingenious approaches, aesthetic and
conceptual, these works unearth obscured narratives pertaining to
powerful political and social issues, both contemporary and historical.

Tearing at the boundaries of the visual language of cinema, these works
weave into being a dazzling spectrum of evocative images, drifting
through hazy corridors of memory, examining the ambiguous relationship
between what we see and how we recall it, and exploring performance
as a medium for channeling resistance and rebellion. [12A]

Agency is reclaimed retrospectively, through a dynamic physical
transformation of archival film material and the illumination of hidden
episodes from the struggle for civil rights; art and action are bound
together to dizzying effect in Situationist inspired acts of appropriation
and redistribution; and direct-cinema techniques are employed in the
invocation of a life on the margins in Lebanon’s largest refugee camp.
[15]

Anna, Pina, Teresa Cynthia Madansky/Italy/2015/7 min
Expression of the Sightless Jessica Sarah Rinland/UK/2016/7 min
Fire, Water, Air (Feu, Eau, Air) Anne Murat, David Bart/France/2016/15 min
The Frame Lars Koens, Demelza Kooij/UK/2016/7 min
Ghost Copy Christiana Perschon/Austria/2016/2 min
Remembering the Pentagons Azadeh Navai/USA, Iran/2015/23 min
A Thing Among Things Giovanni Giaretta/Netherlands/2015/7 min
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An Ecstatic Experience Ja’Tovia Gary/USA/2015/6 min
A Man Returned Mahdi Fleifel/UK, Lebanon, Netherlands,
Denmark/2016/30 min
Oh Gallow Lay Julian Wayser/USA/2015/22 min
While the Trees Sleep Emilie Sabath/USA/2016/14 min

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Don’t miss best of the fest on 26 june
announced thursday 23 june!
Shorts 6: Voices from the Wilderness
73 min
TUE 21 June 18:15 Cineworld
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Orbiting landscapes, exterior and interior, mythical and visceral,
these works vividly engage with questions surrounding the self and its
orientation within the natural world.
Exploring the intersection of landscape and the individual as a location
for narrative, memory and historical inquiry, these titles entangle
psychological and physical elements, poetic and psychogeographic
sensibilities. Evoking the essence of a space through an entwining
of the folklore, oral history and alchemy bound up in historical and
contemporary narrative threads of these mountain, island, jungle, and
imagined terrains. [12A]
Ý Berá - Bright Waters (Ý Berá - Aguas de Luz) Jessica Sarah Rinland/
Argentina/2016/10 min
Fly, Fly Sadness (Vole, vole tristesse)
Miryam Charles/Canada, Haiti/2015/7 min
May a Hundred Bolts of Lightning Open You
Cem Raios t’Abram Collective/Portugal/2015/14 min
There Is Land! (Há Terra!) Ana Vaz/France, Brazil/2016/12 min
Transmission from the Liberated Zones Filipa César/France,
Germany/2016/30 min

The Young and the Wild Shorts
76 min
SUN 19 June 13:50 Cineworld
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
The world is limitless to the eyes of the young.
Ranging from the heart-wrenching to the surreal, this year’s collection of
shorts from The Young and the Wild offer something a little different for
young adult audiences. There’s the promise of kebab van rockets, the last
Hong Kong egg laid in a dystopian world, and even gritty gang violence
with a twist. These films pose real questions for the future from all over
the world and their stories are sure to inspire and intrigue you. [15]
Code Red Sabrina Doyle/USA/2016/15 min
Estate Ronny Trocker/France, Belgium/2016/7 min
Hux Mageina Tovah/USA/2016/12 min
A Night in Tokoriki (O noapte în Tokoriki) Roxana Stroe/
Romania/2016/18 min
Spoetnik Noël Loozen/Netherlands/2015/11 min
War Nilesh Bell Gorsia/UK/2015/5 min
A Well Spent Afternoon Martin Turk/Slovenia, Croatia/2016/8 min
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student critics competition
Do you have an opinion on the films
at EIFF? Why not enter our Student
Critics Competition?

June at 2pm and include your age,
matriculation number/school name
and contact details.

Open to all students over 18
attending Scottish schools, colleges
and universities. Entries can be either
a 400 word review or 3 min vlog.

Need some tips on writing/recording
your perfect review? Come along to
the free event, Getting Started in
Film Criticism on Saturday 18th June
(page 71).

Submit your review to education@
cmi-scotland.co.uk by Thursday 23rd

EIFF Youth Hub

Schools at EIFF

17 - 20 JUNE St John’s church
Free

Media Day 1: Tue 21 June 9:30 - 15:00 Filmhouse
Media Day 2: Wed 22 June 9:30 – 15:00 Filmhouse

EIFF Youth Hub offers a free long weekend of filmmaker
masterclasses, careers advice and workshops for 15 to 25-year-olds
with a passion for cinema. If you have ever wondered how to break
into the film industry or simply want to hear more from some of our
visiting filmmakers then this is for you. Full details of the EIFF Youth
Hub programme will be available from 3 June at
www.edfilmfest.org.uk/learning/youth-hub or follow us on Facebook
at EIFF Youth Hub.

Whether as an end of term treat or an inspiring start for new students,
EIFF offers schools some of the best new films from around the
world. Each year hundreds of pupils from Edinburgh, the Lothians and
further afield take the opportunity to see new films and meet visiting
filmmakers.
Events include:
EIFF Media Days - aimed at Higher Media Studies students these
events offer a new feature film with guests and presentations from
professionals from the creative industries.
Modern Languages – with films from around the world EIFF is a perfect
place to introduce young people to foreign language cinema.
All ages are welcome to enjoy the exciting world of new cinema at
EIFF. For full details or to make a school booking, please contact the
Learning team on 0131 228 6382 or at education@cmi-scotland.co.uk
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film fest junior
intro
There are films for everyone at EIFF,
and our Junior titles are chosen for our
young audiences and the young at heart.
Cinema is a magical place where, for a
couple of hours, we can travel anywhere
and experience other worlds and
different lives; it’s exciting, emotional,
informative and hugely entertaining the adventure starts here…

uk premiere

uk premiere

The Canterville Ghost
The Shamer’s Daughter
(Le Fantome de Canterville) (Skammerens datter)
Yann Samuell/France/2015/92 min
Cast: Audrey Fleurot, Michèle Laroque,
Michaël Youn
FRI 24 June 13:35 Filmhouse 2
SUN 26 June 11:00 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
An aristocratic French ghost tries to prevent
a family moving into her castle.
A good-natured and colourful French-Belgian
comedy – based on Oscar Wilde’s muchadapted short story – The Canterville Ghost
(Le Fantome de Canterville) features an
amusingly ghoulish performance by Audrey
Fleurot as Aliénor de Canterville, a long-dead
sword-wielding ghost who has to join forces
with the new owners of her castle (a peppy
urban family who ignore her ghostly antics)
when their shared home is threatened by
developers. A breezy and funny comedy romp
as her haunting skills are used to full effect.
[U] Suitable for 8+.

Don’t miss these other
family-friendly films!

Kenneth Kainz/Denmark, Norway, Czech
Republic/2015/96 min

These films have a special family discount
available! See page 3 for more information.

Cast: Maria Bonnevie, Jakob Oftebro,
Søren Malling, Peter Plaugborg, Allan Hyde

Batman
Finding Dory
Flash Gordon
Popeye
Tintin and the Golden Fleece

FRI 24 June 15:50 Filmhouse 2
SAT 25 June 11:00 Cineworld
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)
Medieval fantasy epic with dragons and magic.

p64
p08
p65
p66
p66

This Nordic fantasy epic – intended to be the first
in a trilogy of films adapted from Danish author
Lene Kaarberbol’s Shamer Chronicles young adult
books – follows the adventures of Dina (Rebecca
Emilie Sattrup), who has inherited her mother’s
supernatural ability to see into people’s souls and
make them ashamed of the dark deeds they may
have done. When the Royal Family is murdered
she helps the King’s son Nicodemus (Jakob
Oftebro) who is prime suspect, and the pair must
try and prove his innocence before the castle’s
dragons are released to kill her mother. A gritty
swashbuckling fantasy romp. [U] Suitable for 10+.
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look again:

a celebration of the
films of cinéma du look

intro
EIFF welcomes you to a retrospective
celebration of the unforgettable ‘Cinéma
du look’ wave in 1980s and ‘90s French
filmmaking. Powerful, provocative,
poignant tales told from daring new
perspectives, these dazzlingly bold films
opened up exciting new directions and
possibilities for French cinema at the
time, and their influence is still clear
today. This strand revisits key works
by the three directors around which
this seminal movement revolved; Jean
Jacques Beineix, Luc Besson, and Leos
Carax.
Curated by Niall Greig Fulton.

Les amants du Pont-Neuf Betty Blue
(The Lovers on the Bridge) (37°2 le matin)

The Big Blue
(Le grand bleu)

Leos Carax/France/1991/125 min

Luc Besson/France, USA, Italy/1988/137 min

Cast: Juilette Binoche, Denis Lavant
THU 23 June 20:50 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
One of the crowning achievements of the
‘Cinéma du look’ movement, Carax’s tale
of two damaged, homeless souls finding
love on the closed off Pont-Neuf bridge is
an absolutely enchanting, timeless piece
of cinema. Cleverly packed with cinematic
influence, reference, parody, and tribute,
and featuring outstanding performances from
Denis Lavant and Juliette Binoche, Carax’s
fraught labour of love was three years in
the making, and slowly became the most
expensive French film of its time. It was
worth every franc. [18]
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Jean-Jacques Beineix/France/1986/35mm/
120 min
Cast: Jean-Hugues Anglade, Béatrice Dalle,
Gérard Darmon
FRI 17 June 18:00 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Crucially harnessing the wild, rebellious
energy of his then unknown leading lady,
Beatrice Dalle, to spectacular effect, and
perfectly pairing her with the wonderful
Jean-Hugues Anglade (Subway, Nikita),
Beineix raises the ‘Cinéma du look’
temperature, slowly blurring passionate
romance into hard drama and, ultimately,
bleak tragedy against a cynically bright,
pastel coloured backdrop. Adapted from a
novel by Philippe Djian, Beineix’s intense,
fractured love story became an international
success, and went on to represent France in
the Best Foreign Language Film section at the
1987 Academy Awards. [18]

Cast: Jean-Marc Barr, Jean Reno, Rosanna
Arquette
SAT 18 June 12:05 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Besson dramatises the story of free diver
Jaques Mayol, using ‘le look’ to create an
immersive, ambient experience (special
underwater cameras were designed and
built for the shoot), in which he explores his
aquatic lead character’s evolving spiritual
relationship with the deep sea. Starring the
perfectly cast Jean-Marc Barr as the intrepid
diver (Christophe Lambert and Mickey Rourke
were both briefly considered), and a humorous
Jean Reno as his lifelong friend and rival,
Besson’s meditative oceanic trip opened the
Cannes Film Festival in 1988. [15]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Bulk buy tickets and save up to 35% visit edfilmfest.org.uk or see p3
Diva
A film by Jean-Jacques Beineix/
France/1981/35mm/117 min
Cast: Wilhelmenia Fernandez, Frédéric
Andréi, Richard Bohringer, Dominique Pinon
SAT 18 June 16:00 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Influenced by his background in advertising,
director Jean-Jacques Beineix kick-starts the
‘Cinéma du look’ wave with this eclectic,
kaleidoscopic thriller, boldly breaking
with many of the popular tropes in French
cinema at the time, and providing a stylistic
blueprint for the movement. Sacrificing his
budget to ensure high production values,
Diva finds Beineix cleverly weaving two
thrillers together within one narrative;
juxtapositioning high society against
subterranean street cool, and eliciting
an iconic performance from the brilliant
Dominique Pinon. [12]

La Femme Nikita
(Nikita)

Mauvais sang
(The Night Is Young)

Subway

Luc Besson/France, Italy/1990/35mm/
117 min

Leos Carax/France, Switzerland/1986/116 min

Luc Besson/France/1985/35mm/104 min

Cast: Michel Piccoli, Juliette Binoche,
Denis Lavant

Cast: Christopher Lambert, Isabelle Adjani,
Richard Bohringer

TUE 21 June 18:25 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

SUN 19 June 18:25 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

In an unforgettable display of studied
directorial prowess, Leos Carax (Holy
Motors) masterfully blends a futuristic crime
drama with a tragic love story, cleverly
paying homage to his various influences,
and stylishly shaping his own unique brand
of ‘Cinéma du look’. Starring Michel
Piccoli, Denis Lavant (playing Carax alter
ego “Alex”), Juliette Binoche (Lavant and
Binoche would later reunite for Carax’s
extraordinary Les Amants du Pont-Neuf),
and a youthful Julie Delpy, Mauvais sang is a
poetic masterpiece. [15]

Expanding on Beineix’s use of it in Diva,
Luc Besson casts the Paris Metro in the lead
role, transforming it into a surreal, neon-lit
labyrinth littered with pop art references,
and firmly establishing it as a key backdrop/
symbol synonymous with the ‘Cinéma du
look’ films. Making an international star
of Christophe Lambert (Highlander), and
introducing several key faces to the wave,
including Jean Reno (The Big Blue, Nikita),
and Jean-Hugues Anglade (Betty Blue,
Nikita), Besson’s sleek, stylish thriller raised
‘le look’ to a whole new level. [15]

Cast: Anne Parillaud, Jean-Hughes Anglade,
Tcheky Karyo, Jeanne Moreau
WED 22 June 18:30 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Fulfilling a promise he had made to her
years earlier, Besson wrote Nikita with the
reinvention of lead actress Anne Parillaud
firmly in mind. In preparation for her role as
the punk misfit turned high-class assassin,
Parillaud underwent a transformative process
similar to that of her character, training
intensively and at length with specialists in
martial arts, shooting, singing and dancing.
The resulting performance would change the
public perception of her image as an actress,
and provide Besson’s explosive ‘Cinéma
du look’ action thriller with the perfect
lynchpin. [18]
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POW!!!

live action comic strip
adaptations: the first generation

intro
From explosive martial arts to chic
‘60s espionage via funky blaxploitation
and far-out science fiction, this lively,
affectionate strand is designed to trace
the cinematic roots of the current tidal
wave of superhero blockbusters. As
Marvel and DC face off at the top of the
global box office, EIFF invites you to take
an international retrospective journey
through cult genre in dynamic style, to
explore in full the colourful evolution of
the live action comic strip adaptation in
cinema.
Curated by Niall Greig Fulton and
David Cairns.

Baba Yaga

Barbarella

Batman: The Movie

Corrado Farina/Italy, France/1973/83 min

Roger Vadim/France, Italy/1968/98 min

Leslie H Martinson/USA/1966/105 min

Cast: Carroll Baker, George Eastman,
Isabelle De Funès

Cast: Jane Fonda, John Phillip Law, Anita
Pallenberg

TUE 21 June 23:30 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

SAT 18 June 23:20 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

Cast: Adam West, Burt Ward, Lee
Meriwether, Cesar Romero, Burgess
Meredith, Frank Gorshin, Alan Napier

Comics turn dark in this giallo-style revision
of Guido Crepax’s surreal BDSM fantasy strip,
Valentina. Cult maestro Corrado Farina
channels the spirit of ‘70s youth – political
discussions, sexual experimentation and
high fashion flouncing – into a bizarre yarn
about a lesbian witch and a camera that
kills. Hollywood star Carroll Baker confirms
her reinvention as a perverse euro-trash sex
goddess, playing supernatural antagonist to
glamorous bobbed starlet Isabelle de Funes.
In 1973, nothing like this had been seen
before. Nothing like it has been seen since.

Warm up the excessive machine! Jane Fonda
climaxes her sex kitten phase in hubbie
Roger Vadim’s psychedelic sci-fi fantasy,
taken from a French comic strip renowned
as a kind of adults-only Alice in Wonderland.
Knowing yet naïve, Fonda’s performance
brings innocence to the surreal, kinky and
kitsch space adventures of a galactic secret
agent more likely to doff her Paco Rabanne
costumes than to raise her ray-gun in anger.
With John Phillip Law (Diabolik), David
Hemmings and Anita Pallenberg. Rate N for
Naughty. [15]

Screening with Freud E Fumetti (1970/10 min)
a short documentary by Farina on the
cinematic aspects of the comic strip form. [18]
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THU 23 June 18:00 Odeon 4
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Polar opposite in tone to the ever darker
contemporary big screen exploits of the
caped crusader, this manic, colourful live
action cartoon is an absolute joy. Adam
West’s Batman and Burt Ward’s Robin just
about manage to keep straight faces as they
face off against the combined forces of their
deadliest foe (unforgettable performances
from Burgess Meredith, Frank Gorshin, Cesar
Romero, and Lee Meriwether). Aside from its
role in this retrospective, this screening also
marks the fiftieth anniversary of this iconic,
light-hearted gem. [U]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Are you an industry professional, filmmaker or film
student? Register for your Industry pass today:
edfilmfest.org.uk

Danger: Diabolik

Flash Gordon

Friday Foster

Mario Bava/Italy, France/1968/105 min

Mike Hodges/UK, USA/1980/111 min

Arthur Marks/USA/1975/35mm/90 min

Cast: John Phillip Law, Marisa Mell, Michel
Piccoli

Cast: Sam J Jones, Melody Anderson, Max
von Sydow

Cast: Pam Grier, Yaphet Kotto, Godfrey
Cambridge

THU 16 June 18:20 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

SUN 26 June 15:35 Cineworld
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

WED 22 June 23:30 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)

Italy’s answer to the superhero is a masked,
rubberized terrorist psychopath, committing
grand larceny for fun and smashing the state
for idle pleasure. Adapting the Giussani
sisters’ Diabolik comic books for the big
screen, B-movie genius Mario Bava marshals
his biggest budget ever and detonates
this hugely influential pop-art explosion.
Featuring a dark, groovy score by Ennio
Morricone (an elusive cult legend in its own
right), Danger: Diabolik is sleek, sexy, camp,
and utterly irresponsible fun. [12]

“Flash, I love you, but we only have fourteen
hours to save the Earth!”

Based on the newspaper strip of the same
name created by Jim Lawrence, Arthur
Marks’ lively Friday Foster is the comic
adaptation blaxploitation style. Queen of the
genre, Pam Grier (Coffy, Foxy Brown), makes
the most of the titular character, delivering
a sparky, sassy performance and providing
the film with a magnetic lynchpin. There’s
highly entertaining support from a stellar
cast including Yaphet Kotto, Carl Weathers,
Eartha Kitt, and Scatman Crothers, and,
obviously, a killer funk soundtrack from Luchi
De Jesus. [18]

In the wake of Star Wars, Mike (Get Carter)
Hodges was handed the job of filming the
flamboyant ‘30s newspaper strip, previously
a hit movie serial. The result is a lurex-andleather fantasy of outrageous cheek and
charm. Football star Flash invades planet
Mongo without an exit strategy, while Max
Von Sydow flounces menacingly as Ming the
Merciless. Sigh. Why can’t all space operas
be this witty? [PG]

Golgo 13
Jun’ya Satô/Japan/1973/35mm/104 min
Cast: Ken Takakura, Mohsen Sohrabi, Jaleh
Sam
MON 20 June 21:00 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Veteran actor Ken Takakura dons the
sunglasses and takes aim, as iconic Manga
hitman Duke Togo gets the live action
treatment. Part cool thriller, part spaghetti
western, Jun’ya Satô’s stylish, hard edged
Golgo 13 exhibits none of the flamboyant
camp present in its western peers, setting
its sights directly on the adult market. There
would be another attempt to bring the
character to the big screen in 1977, but it’s
not a patch on this obscure cult classic. [15]
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POW!!!

live action comic strip
adaptations: the first generation

Lone Wolf and Cub: Sword Modesty Blaise
of Vengeance
(Kozure ôkami: Ko wo kashi
Joseph Losey/UK/1966/35mm/119 min
ude kashi tsukamatsuru)
Cast: Monica Vitti, Terence Stamp, Dirk
Kenji Misumi/Japan/1972/35mm/83 min
Cast: Tomisaburô Wakayama, Fumio
Watanabe, Tomoko Mayama
SUN 19 June 23:40 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
The legendary Manga story of a wandering
assassin and his son explodes into life in
vivid, violent live action, as Japanese
cinema produces the first unashamedly
serious adaptation in this retrospective.
Spawning a further five films, Lone Wolf and
Cub’s unforgettable, blood-sprayed origin
story would famously be re-edited, spliced
together with portions of the second film,
and dubbed to produce the notorious Shogun
Assassin for western audiences. This rarely
screened original cut is far superior. [18]

POW!!! Live Action Comic
Strip Adaptations:
Origin Story
90 min
THU 16 June 16:20 Filmhouse 3
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
To compliment the POW!!! retrospective
screenings, this event will revolve around a
talk tracing the evolution of the live action
comic strip adaptation in cinema from the
‘60s right back to its birth in the silent era,
detailing the earliest attempts to translate
the frames on the page into frames on the
big screen, and opening the subject matter
of this retrospective up to discussion. [U]
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Bogarde

THU 16 June 23:10 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
“She’ll strike you down with just a single
glance / Or with a single glancing blow...”
Joseph Losey’s pop-art riff on the popular
British newspaper strip (referenced in Pulp
Fiction) is an inventive, eccentric romp,
spearheaded by sixties darlings Monica Vitti
(resplendent in cat-suit) and Terence Stamp,
but outrageous peroxide baddie Dirk Bogarde
steals the show. A James Bondian caper made
by a jazz-loving left-winger, this one was
always going to turn out odd, from the coldblooded mime slaying to the unexpected
musical number… [12]

Popeye
Robert Altman/USA/1980/35mm/114 min
Cast: Robin Williams, Shelley Duvall
SAT 25 June 16:00 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Mavericks Robert Altman and Robin Williams
teamed up to bring E.C. Segar’s musclebound sailor man to the screen in this Disney
epic. It’s an oddball joy, respectful to its
idiosyncratic source, wallowing in Altman’s
brand of cockeyed community spirit. Weirdos
bounce around a dysfunctional, knockabout
world. Forget the animated cartoons, this
channels the punchy, depression-era humour
of the brilliant original. Harry Nillson
provides the quirky songs, Williams is a
cartoon made flesh, and Shelley Duvall was
clearly born to be his Olive Oyl. [U]
Print courtesy of the UCLA Film & Television
Archive.

Tintin and the Mystery of
the Golden Fleece
(Tintin et le mystère de la
Toison d’Or)
Jean-Jacques Vierne/France, Belgium/
1961/35mm/104 min
Cast: Jean-Pierre Talbot, Georges Wilson,
Georges Loriot
SUN 19 June 10:30 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
The bequiffed hero and his faithful little
dog bound on to the big screen in perhaps
still the best adaptation of the world famous
comic strip. As Tintin, Snowy, Captain
Haddock, et al, become embroiled in a
dangerous quest for a fortune in hidden
treasure, director Jean-Jacques Vierne
delivers a colourful, pacy adventure, in
which Hergé’s iconic characters are realised
in unforgettable style. Fans should also seek
out the sequel, Tintin and The Blue Oranges,
which followed in 1964. [PG]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

70/70 vision
intro
This year’s Festival will further celebrate
its 70th edition by screening a series
of iconic films in their original 70mm
format as intended by their legendary
directors. This delightful delve into the
widescreen glory of 70mm film offers
audiences an increasingly rare chance to
see a selection of magnificent and often
epic films shown in the format they were
designed and made for. The programme
will include Stanley Kubrick’s iconic
2001: A Space Odyssey; David Lean’s
Lawrence of Arabia; Jacques Tati’s
Playtime and Akira Kurosawa’s Oscar®winning Dersu Uzala.

2001: A Space Odyssey

Dersu Uzala

Lawrence of Arabia

Stanley Kubrick/USA, UK/1968/70mm/149 min

Akira Kurosawa/USSR, Japan/1975/70mm/
144 min

David Lean/UK/1962/70mm/227 min

Cast: Keir Dullea, Gary Lockwood, William
Sylvester
SAT 18 June 12:00 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Kubrick’s groundbreaking classic is a
spellbinding masterpiece.
Based on the novella The Sentinel by Arthur
C Clarke, the film quite literally changed our
concept of space and spaceships, replacing
the pencil-shaped rocketships with large
constructions more commensurate with the
vastness of deep space. Famous also for its
use of Strauss (both Richard’s Also Sprach
Zarathustra and Johann’s Blue Danube), the
story details man’s first confrontation with a
higher power, his struggle against machines
of his own making (the unforgettable HAL
9000), and the distant future, where man’s
life cycle becomes meaningless. [U]
This screening will include a short intermission.

Cast: Maksim Munzuk, Yuriy Solomin,
Mikhail Bychkov
SAT 25 June 12:30 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Based on the memoirs of Vladimir Arsenievan
the early 20th century explorer who mapped
much of the territory of the Russian Far East.
Akira Kurosawa’s Dersu Uzala tells the
story of an unusual friendship between
Arseniev (Yuriy Solomin) and the nomadic
tribal hunter for whom the film is named
(Maksim Munzuk). The unspoiled vastness
of the Siberian wilderness, so utterly unlike
the modern Japanese landscape with its
cultivated forests, offered a radically new
canvas for Kurosawa. Always a powerful
visual stylist with a flair for action, the
director crafted some of his most striking
imagery for this breathtaking drama. [U]
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Cast: Peter O’Toole, Alec Guinness,
Anthony Quinn
SUN 26 June 12:30 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
A stunning new 50th anniversary digital
restoration of David Lean’s magnificent epic.
During the First World War, a British officer
succeeds in uniting the Arab tribes and goes
to war against the occupying Turkish army.
Grand in every sense, Lawrence of Arabia is
an example of an established director full of
confidence and ambition. Nearly four hours
long, several years in the making, and complete
with an interval and its own overture, the
film aims for greatness and achieves it. Peter
O’Toole, then the new boy among international
stars, gives a wonderfully charismatic
performance as the enigmatic Lawrence. [PG]
This screening will include a short intermission.
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70/70 vision
Playtime
Jacques Tati/France, Italy/1967/70mm/
124 min
Cast: Jacques Tati, Barbara Dennek, Rita
Maiden
SUN 19 June 13:10 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Jacques Tati’s spectacular cinematic art reached
its peak in the gargantuan achievement of
this film. Playtime takes as its subject modern
technology and the sometimes disastrous and
always hilarious effects on the people living
within it. Tati constructed an enormous set,
Tativille, rendering a high modern contemporary
Paris decked in chrome, mirrors, and glass
within which the surreal slapstick of Playtime
unfolds. As in most Tati films, a minimal plot
is held together by a seamless ballet of visual,
aural, and conceptual gags. [PG]
PlayTime Jacques Tati/1967 © Les Films de
Mon Oncle - Specta Films C.E.P.E.C.
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To celebrate our landmark 70th
edition we have collaborated with
Edinburgh College of Art (ECA) and
world renowned fabric suppliers, Bute
Fabrics, to produce a tartan.

The design incorporates the red, black
and white of our logo, and integrates
the aspect ratio of 70mm film,
simultaneously commemorating EIFF’s
70th edition, whilst also representing
its commitment to the heritage,
artistic integrity and technical skill of
cinema exhibition and projection.
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There will be a limited edition,
100% lambswool, tartan
scarf, available for pre-sale
from Filmhouse Box Office
and online from 25 May.

tarta
n

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

adapting miss highsmith
intro
Patricia Highsmith is one of the most
adapted-for-cinema authors of all time
– from Hitchcock’s Strangers on a Train
(1951), through The Talented Mr Ripley
(1999) to last year’s Carol. Although
working (almost) specifically in crime
fiction, the artistry and intelligence of
her work is widely considered to have
transcended the genre. This event and
screenings launch a nationally-touring
programme of the very best of the
adaptations, organised by Filmhouse.
We are delighted to be welcoming
Joan Schenkar, Highsmith’s authorised
biographer, to the Festival to help launch
this exciting and unique project.
Adapting Miss Highsmith is presented by Filmhouse,
in partnership with Waterstones, and supported by
the BFI, awarding funds from the National Lottery.

Carol

Deep Water
(Eaux profondes)

Todd Haynes/USA/2015/35mm/118 min

Michel Deville/France/1981/101 min

Cast: Cate Blanchett, Rooney Mara

Cast: Isabelle Huppert, Jean-Louis
Trintignant, Sandrine Kljajic, Éric Frey,
Christian Benedetti

SAT 25 June 18:35 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
An adaptation of one of Highsmith’s most
intensely personal works - her second
(pseudonymously published) novel The Price
of Salt - Todd Haynes’ film recently came
top in a BFI poll of the Best LGBT Films of
All Time. It tells of the affair between an
elegant middle-class woman called Carol
(Cate Blanchett) and Therese (Rooney Mara),
a young photographer who works in an NYC
department store. Evocatively shot on Super
16mm, the film is also a masterclass in
costume and production design. [15]

FRI 24 June 18:15 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
Middle-aged perfumer Vic Allen (Jean-Louis
Trintignant) lives on the island of Jersey with
his young wife Mélanie (Isabelle Huppert)
and their daughter Marion (Sandrine Kljajic).
Mélanie embarks on a string of extra-marital
flirtations, all with her husband’s apparent
approval, but mild-mannered, chess-playing
Vic soon has murder on his mind. Directed
by Michel Deville (Death in A French Garden,
La Lectrice), this version of Highsmith’s
1957 novel has a dark humour poised
mischievously between Luis Buñuel and
Claude Chabrol. [15]
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The Talented Miss
Highsmith: What She Did
for Love
75 min
SAT 25 June 16:50 Filmhouse 2
FREE TICKETED EVENT
An illustrated talk by Joan Schenkar, Patricia
Highsmith’s acclaimed biographer, revealing
the hidden history behind The Price of Salt/
Carol for the very first time.
Highsmith died for love in life and killed for
it in every novel except The Price of Salt.
But murders are in the metaphors in this
extraordinary book, and every incident is
drawn as directly as a blood donation from
Highsmith’s love affair with a fascinating
Philadelphia socialite. The hidden history of
The Price of Salt/Carol, revealed here for
the very first time. [PG]
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special events
intro
Once again, EIFF is delighted to present
a series of special events that have been
designed to complement our programme
of films, immersing you in the cinematic
experience in a variety of different ways.
Whether it’s experiencing classic cinema
or having the chance to hear a Hollywood
blockbuster score performed by
Scotland’s national symphony orchestra,
these exciting, surprising and always
insightful events will let you take your
festival experience to a whole new level.

WORLD premiere

Bannan
(Series 3 Episodes 1 - 3)

Bigger Than The Shining

Tony Kearney, Christopher Young, Mairead
Hamilton, Cristin MacKenzie/UK/2016/90 min

An experiment by Mark Cousins/UK/2016/
90 min

Cast: Debbie MacKay, Angela MacKay,
Donna Morrison, David Walker, Iain Macrae,
Màiri Morrison

FRI 17 June 20:40 Filmhouse 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

SUN 19 June 18:05 Odeon 2
PRICE: £10.00 (£8.00 concs)

This provocative new work from director
Mark Cousins (I Am Belfast, The Story
of Film: An Odyssey) premiered at the
Rotterdam Film Festival earlier this year,
so this is only the second time it has ever
been screened. It plays with the idea of
premonition in movie history, and also looks
at male rage. Mark Cousins will be on hand
to discuss Bigger Than The Shining. [15]

Preview of episodes 1-3 of series three.
The acclaimed BBC Alba series, filmed on
Skye, which follows a young woman’s return
to the island she had left when she was 18,
has proved to be a real Gaelic language
success and also gently changing in tone
from soap opera to enthralling family drama.
We are delighted to be able to preview the
first three episodes of series three, after
which there will be a short panel event,
which will include producers, directors,
writers and cast. A chance to find out more
about this popular series. [PG]
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uk premiere

An experiment by Mark Cousins.

Edinburgh Schools Film
Competition: Primary &
Secondary
90 min
SAT 25 June 14:15 Filmhouse 2 - Primary
SUN 26 June 14:15 Filmhouse 2 - Secondary
FREE TICKETED EVENTS
Short films from the youngest local
filmmaking talents.
The Edinburgh Schools Film Competition
invites young people from Edinburgh nursery,
primary, secondary and special schools to
submit their short films to EIFF. Our Youth
Jury consider all entries and select the most
accomplished, interesting and amusing to be
screened the Festival. Earlier in the week the
Jury will also present awards celebrating the
achievements of the young filmmakers. These
public screenings are open to all friends,
family and fans of great short films. [U]

Get your tickets online at edfilmfest.org.uk or by calling 0131 623 8030

Get connected
with EIFF
E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial
presented by EIFF and
The RSNO
Steven Spielberg/USA/1982/117 min
Cast: Henry Thomas, Drew Barrymore,
Peter Coyote
SAT 25 June 19:30 Festival Theatre
PRICE: £15.00-£45.00
A global cultural phenomenon, E.T. the
Extra-Terrestrial is simply one of the greatest
science fiction/fantasy films ever made,
and has entranced generations since its first
release. Edinburgh International Film Festival
is delighted to present the UK Premiere of this
live version of Steven Spielberg’s legendary film
which will be accompanied by John Williams’
iconic score performed live by the Royal Scottish
National Orchestra (RSNO) at the Festival
Theatre Edinburgh. It is a source of great pride
that EIFF hosted the UK Premiere of the film in
1982, when it opened the Festival. It tells the
story of a lonely boy who befriends an alien dubbed E.T. - who is stranded on Earth. [U]
Supported by Sir Ewan
and Lady Brown.

Getting Started in Film
Criticism
90 min
SAT 18 June 15:45 Filmhouse 3
FREE TICKETED EVENT
This year EIFF launch a Student Critics
Competition to encourage debate, analysis
and critical response to the films in our
programme. To get you started, this event
aims to reveal some of the mysteries of film
criticism, provide pointers to getting started
and offer advice to potential writers and
vloggers. How do you translate passion and
opinion into a 300 word review? How do you
make the leap from the written word to
presenting to camera? Come along and hear
from the experts. [U]

An Insight into EIFF: A
Celebration and Critical
Appraisal of the Cinéma
du Look

An Insight into EIFF:
Colour in Contemporary
Cinema

75 min

MON 20 June 16:00 Filmhouse 3
FREE TICKETED EVENT

FRI 17 June 16:20 Filmhouse 3
FREE TICKETED EVENT
In 1989, film critic Raphael Bassan
highlighted the innovative, neo-baroque
visual style shared by directors Jean-Jacques
Beineix (Diva), Luc Besson (Subway) and Leos
Carax (Mauvais sang) and coined the term ‘le
look’ to define this new trend in the French
cinema of the 1980s. In this illustrated
lecture, Martine Pierquin (Centre for Open
Learning, University of Edinburgh) invites
you to revisit the films that enthused a
generation of young cinema-goers in France
and wowed international audiences. [U]
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75 min

From the early technicolour masterpieces
of Powell and Pressburger to the dazzling
neon of Wong Kar-Wai, there’s little
doubt that colour is one of cinema’s most
powerful expressive tools, and yet it remains
comparatively under-appreciated. This richly
illustrated lecture by Dr Pasquale Iannone
(Centre for Open Learning, University of
Edinburgh) will explore the work of some
of cinema’s most innovative contemporary
colourists, from Claire Denis and Nicolas
Winding Refn to Wes Anderson and Denis
Villeneuve. [U]
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special events
Merry Christmas
Mr. Lawrence
Nagisa Ôshima/UK, Japan, New Zealand/
1983/123 min
Cast: David Bowie, Tom Conti, Ryuichi
Sakamoto, Takeshi, Jack Thompson
TUE 21 June 18:00 Odeon 2
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
First screened at EIFF in 1983 as part of
a focus on director Nagisa Ôshima, Merry
Christmas Mr. Lawrence is a stunning and
profoundly moving piece of cinema that we
are delighted to screen to compliment our
Jeremy Thomas: In Person event (page 9).
Set within a Japanese prisoner of war camp in
Java during WWII, the film explores the power
struggles between Japanese commanders and
their prisoners, focusing on four very different
men. Starring David Bowie, Tom Conti and
Ryuichi Sakamoto, who won a BAFTA for his
poignant score, this was one of Ôshima’s last
films in which he gave a very intimate focus
on the relations between Japan and the Allied
Forces during this time. [15]

Shooting the Revel: Rediscovering Edinburgh
College of Art’s Revel
Films of the 1930s and
1940s
90 min
THU 16 June 18:00 Adam House Theatre
FREE TICKETED EVENT via eventbrite
Join Curator Rachel Hosker for an exploration
of Film from the Edinburgh College of Art
Archive on the Revel extravaganzas (fancy
dress parties) from 1936, 1945 and 1946.
Highlights include giant paper sculptures of
horses and lobsters, sketches influenced by
Hollywood movies, such as the ‘Road to...’
movies. The film includes dance numbers,
kilted bearded men attempting to dance the
‘Can Can’ and the appearance of the giant
haggis! [U]

Trainspotting

Where Do Ideas Come
From?

Danny Boyle/UK/1996/94 min

75 min

Cast: Ewan McGregor, Ewen Bremner,
Jonny Lee Miller, Kevin McKidd, Robert
Carlyle, Kelly Macdonald

SUN 19 June 13:30 Filmhouse 2
FREE TICKETED EVENT

SUN 19 June 16:15 Filmhouse 1
PRICE: £8.00 (£6.00 concs)
20 years down the line…
It’s difficult to imagine a world without Danny
Boyle’s 1996 smash hit. A film that has captured
generations of fans across the globe and
catapulted its cast to mainstream acclaim, still
regularly features 20 years later in top ten lists
everywhere. As if our own 70th anniversary and
the film’s 20th birthday weren’t reason enough
to screen this Oscar®-nominated bombshell,
what better way to celebrate the hotly
anticipated sequel than another chance to catch
the original classic on the big screen? [18]

In partnership with the Wellcome Trust,
join a panel of novelists, screenwriters and
neuroscience researchers to consider the
creative process of generating ideas. How
does an idea happen? What is inspiration? How
different is writing a story from remembering,
or dreaming? Bring your own enquiring mind,
and every question you ever wanted answered
about the magic - and science - of ideas. [U]

Tickets available via eventbrite. See
edfilmfest.org.uk for more information.
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St Andrew Square Screenings
FRI 10 - SUN 12 June
St Andrew Square GarDeNS

EIFF’s annual FREE outdoor screenings
in partnership with Essential Edinburgh
are back once again, jam-packed with
movie goodness.
All screenings are FREE, no ticket
required, just turn up and enjoy a film
in the comfort of your own city.

FRI 10 JUNE
17:00 The Muppets [U]
19:00 Ant-Man [12A]
21:15 The Breakfast Club [15]
SAT 11 JUNE
10:30 Minions [U]		
12:15 Big Hero 6 [PG]		
14:15 One Million Years B.C. [U]
16:20 Grease [PG] - Dance Along
18:25 Jurassic Park [PG]
21:00 Mad Max – Fury Road [15]

in partnership with

SUN 12 JUNE
10:30 Moomins On The Riviera [U]
12:00 Finding Nemo [U]
14:00 Harry Potter and the Prisoner Of
Azkaban [PG]
16:40 10 Things I Hate About You [12]
18:35 Pitch Perfect [12A]
20:45 Star Wars: Episode VII - The
Force Awakens [PG]
edfilmfest.org.uk/filmfestinthecity
@edfilmfest | @EdinEvents | #EdinFilm
Produced by

in partnership with

FRI 17 JUNE

Lost in France

SAT 18 JUNE
(screening)

About a Boy (screening)

Live music and dj's

Badly Drawn Boy

courtesy of

Admiral Fallow

Chemikal Underground

Randolph’s Leap

Doors 17:30 £15.00

Teen Canteen
Doors 15:30 £20:00

A two-day festival in the courtyard of Summerhall celebrating film and music. Each day, warm up with a luminous array of great live music, before settling
down for a special movie screening as darkness sets in. For full details – edfilmfest.org.uk/filmfestinthecity | @edfilmfest | @summerhallery

Edinburgh International Film Festival 70th edition | 15-26 June 2016
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Proud Venue Partner of the Edinburgh International Film Festival

CINEWORLD

EDINBURGH

The Colony
22 June - 26 June

Little Men
22 June - 23 June

Mr Right
23 June - 26 June

See these great films and more at the
Edinburgh International Film Festival

Love cinema?
Join the club.
Cineworld Unlimited cardholders receive a 20% discount on all tickets at
the Edinburgh International Film Festival and if you are registered with a
My Cineworld account, you will receive a 10% discount on festival tickets.
Minimum 12-month subscription. 3D, IMAX, D-Box, 4DX and Superscreen uplifts payable where
applicable. 3D glasses, VIP/Delux/Premium seating and special screenings excluded, although
discounts for Event Cinema may be available. Higher monthly price applies to West End cinemas
(Fulham Road, Chelsea & Haymarket). Full terms available at cineworld.com/unlimited/terms
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All EIFF indoor venues provide induction loop or infra-red
equipment for people with hearing loss.
This year EIFF are working to produce brand new and bespoke
captioning for two of our films – email access@edfilmfest.org.uk
for more information.
This year EIFF are working to produce brand new and bespoke
audio description tracks for two of our films – email access@
edfilmfest.org.uk for more information.
All EIFF venues are fully accessible – to book a wheelchair space
contact Filmhouse box office on 0131 623 8030.
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If you have
or mental health issues and need additional
arrangements to attend the festival please get in touch.
All EIFF venues welcome assistance dogs and can provide water
on request.
We want our programme to be accessible and open to
everyone. This year we’ve arranged our own captioning and
audio description for some of our films and look forward to
welcoming new audiences along to these events. If you use our
access facilities or attend our events and have any feedback
we’d love to hear from you. Email access@edfillmfest.org.uk
or contact the Filmhouse box office. We hope you enjoy the
festival!

Edinburgh is the world’s leading Festival City with events happening all year round. Visit www.
edinburghfestivalcity.com for information and news about Edinburgh’s 12 major festivals.
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venue information
To book a wheelchair space or request additional assistance, please call 0131 623 8030, email
access@edfilmfest.org.uk or go to the main information point, Filmhouse on Lothian Road. Our staff
will be happy to help you. For box office info and how to book, see page 78 go to edfilmfest.org.uk

Filmhouse

Traverse Theatre

Central Box Office and Information
Point - 88 Lothian Road, EH3 9BZ

10 Cambridge Street, EH1 2ED

Festival HQ throughout EIFF featuring
special events, and fully licensed Café
Bar. Wide range of hot and cold food
served until late, including a selection of
vegetarian/vegan/gluten-free options.
Free Wi-Fi available.
Open: Festival HQ open 08:00-03:00 from
16 to 26 June & 09:00 until 01:00 on
27 June.
EIFF box office open: 10:00 to 21:00
daily (10:00 to 23:30 daily from 16 to 26
June)
Access: Ramped access to main
entrance. Lift access to all screens,
and Café Bar by ramp. Spaces for
patrons using a wheelchair available via
Filmhouse box office. Adapted toilets off
foyer and beside Cinema 2 and 3.
Infrared and induction loop hearing
facilities available, please ask at box
office for details.
www.filmhousecinema.com

Cineworld
Fountain Park, 130/3 Dundee Street,
Edinburgh, EH11 1AF
Fully licensed bar on ground floor.
Starbucks on first floor, open from 8am
daily. Free Wi-Fi available.
Open: 10:00-21:00 (or until last
screening) during the Festival.
EIFF box office open: 16:00 to late Mon
to Fri, 12:00 to late Sat and Sun, from 16
to 26 June
Access: Level access to main entrance
and all screens, with lift access to
Starbucks. Spaces for patrons using a
wheelchair available via Filmhouse box
office. Adapted toilets in main corridor
and Starbucks.
Infrared hearing facilities available,
please ask at Cineworld staff for full
details.
www.cineworld.co.uk/cinemas/21

Fully licensed downstairs bar with hot
and cold food and drinks. Upstairs
coffee shop with hot drinks, food and a
variety of home-baked snacks. Free Wi-Fi
available.
Open: Open for EIFF public events.
EIFF box office open: 60 minutes prior to
event start times.
Access: Level access to main entrance
and lift access to all floors. Adapted
toilets on ground and lower ground floors.
www.traverse.co.uk

Odeon
118 Lothian Road, EH3 8BG
Croma Pizzeria serving food and drinks
alongside Odeon’s own concession stand.
Open: 11:30-23:00 (or until end of last
screening), Croma Pizzeria open from
11:30-23:00
EIFF box office open: 16:00-late Mon to
Fri, 12:00-late Sat and Sun, 16 to 26 June
Access: Level access to both Odeon
and Croma Pizzeria, and lift access to
all floors. Spaces for patrons using a
wheelchair available via Filmhouse box
office.
www.odeon.co.uk/cinemas/edinburgh_
lothian_road/108/

St John’s Church Hall
Princes Street, EH2 4BJ
St John’s is a Scottish Episcopal Church
located on the corner of Princes Street
and Lothian Road.
Open: Youth Hub at St John’s open Sat 18
and Sun 19 June
Access: Level access to the Church Hall is
via the Princes Street terrace entrance.
Level access to the Main Church is via
Princes Street near the main door. There
is an adapted toilet.

Festival Theatre
Edinburgh
13/29 Nicolson Street, EH8 9FT
Fully licensed bar and café serving
seasonal and locally sourced ingredients.
Free Wi-Fi available.
Open: Mon-Sat 10:00-18:00, and before
EIFF screenings
EIFF box office open: 10:00-18:00 daily
and 60 minutes prior to event start times,
13 to 26 June
Access: Ramped access to main
entrance. Lift access to the theatre.
Spaces for patrons using a wheelchair
available via Filmhouse box office.
Adapted toilets on levels one and two
and step-free access to other toilets.
www.edtheatres.com

Summerhall
1 Summerhall, EH9 1PL
Open: Film Fest in the City 11:00-late
Fri 17 - Sat 18 June
Fully licensed bar, The Royal Dick serving
food and drinks. Free Wi-Fi available.
EIFF box office open: 60 minutes prior to
event start times.
Access: Level access via side entrance
on Summerhall Square to courtyard.
Outside the hours of 10:00–18:00, there
is an entry intercom that connects to
the reception team. Ramped access
to adapted toilets, reception, bar, box
office, shop and café.
www.summerhall.co.uk

Film Fest in the City
Venues
St Andrew Square Gardens
Summerhall
See page 73 for full details for the Film
Fest in the City programme.

www.stjohns-edinburgh.org.uk

The Edinburgh International Film Festival Limited is a company registered in Scotland No: SC132453. It is a subsidiary of the
Centre for the Moving Image which is a company limited by guarantee with charitable status with Scottish Charity No. SC006793.
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how to do EIFF
booking your tickets

book online: edfilmfest.org.uk
book by phone: 0131 623 8030
Or book in person at various EIFF venues:
Filmhouse, 88 Lothian Road, EH3 9BZ
10:00 - 21:00
25 May - 15 June
10:00 - late
16 June - 26 June
Cineworld, Fountain Park, 130/3 Dundee St, EH11 1AF
EIFF Box Office at Cineworld opens from 16 June - 26 June
16:00 - late
16 June - 26 June (Monday - Friday)
12:00 - late
16 June - 26 June (Saturday – Sunday)

Festival Theatre Edinburgh, 13/29 Nicolson Street, EH8 9FT
Tickets are available for all EIFF screenings at the FTE Box Office
during the venue’s opening hours and 60 minutes before a screening
10:00 - 18:00
13 June - 26 June (Monday - Saturday)
Odeon 118 Lothian Road, EH3 8BG
Tickets are available for all EIFF screenings at the dedicated
EIFF box office on the lower level
16:00 - late
16 June - 26 June (Monday - Friday)
12:00 - late
16 June - 26 June (Saturday – Sunday)

At other venues, pre-booked tickets may be collected from 60 minutes before the screening/event
and last minute tickets may be available to buy (cash only).

collecting your tickets

Tickets can be collected from the EIFF Box Office at Filmhouse
until one hour before the screening/event begins. After this,
they will be held for collection at the screening/event venue
from an hour before the scheduled start time.
Ticket purchased online before Sunday 12th June will be posted
to UK addresses for an extra 80p postage fee.

screening sold out?

If a screening has sold out additional tickets may be released in
the lead up to the screening/event, so it’s worth checking with
the Box Office at the relevant venue on the day.

ticket refunds

We do not refund tickets except in the event of cancellation.

concessions

Concessions are available to senior citizens, students, the
unemployed, Young Scot cardholders, people with disabilities,
Equity Members and under 18 year olds in full time education.

take your seat

There are no adverts or trailers with EIFF screenings, so the
stated start time is when the film, event or introduction will
begin. Latecomers may not be admitted.

certification

As many of the films featured at EIFF are international or UK
premieres they have not yet been granted a certificate from the
BBFC. We have removed the option to purchase a child or young
person’s tickets from those films which we feel might have
inappropriate content. Please speak to a member of our box
office staff for further information on any of our films.

getting your tickets
Tickets are available to Filmhouse and Belmont Filmhouse members only
from 12pm on Wednesday 25 May. Tickets will be on general release to the
public from 10am on Friday 27 May.
You can become a Filmhouse member online at www.filmhousecinema.com/support/membership, by visiting the Filmhouse in
person or by contacting 0131 228 2688. You can become a Belmont Filmhouse member online at www.belmontfilmhouse.com/
support/membership, by visiting the Belmont Filmhouse in person or by contacting 01224 343 500. Filmhouse and Belmont
Filmhouse members will be able to collect loyalty points on all EIFF ticket purchases made online, by phone or in person at
Filmhouse, Cineworld, Festival Theatre or Odeon – which you can use to save money on future ticket purchases!
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Ewan McGregor, star of Last Days in
the Desert, at last year’s festival.

EventScotland is a proud supporter of Edinburgh International Film Festival.
Scotland is the Perfect Stage for events. Scotland’s sporting and cultural scene is as
legendary as its crowd.
Share the #ScotSpirit !

